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The movie
Chicago, Juno
vamp with her white face, her
penciled eyebrows, green eyes
and her jade earrings, is gone
S.

MECHANICS AND
CAR KNOCKERS
Reduction in Wages Which
Will Take Effect July 1
Will Amount to About
$60,000,000 a Year.

supervisorTforces
are not decreased

and will flaunt her fascinations
on the silver screen no longer,
motion picture theater owners
wore told at a meeting today.
What the public wants now,
according to speakers, are good
little girls, heroines of the Little Eva type with golden hair,
blue eyes, k sincerity and Innocence.
"The modern picture heroine," said William J. Sweeney,
"must be young and inexperienced in appearance, guileless
and appealing In her actions.
The public has wearied of the
vampire typo."
The public itself, he declared,
Is voicing the demand for cleaner films and the producers are
filling the demand.
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PROP0SEDREDUCTION
CLAIM

Wages Soon Will Be at a
Minority Report Is Filed By
Level Which
Does Not
the Three Members of the
Measure
With
Tribunal Who Represent est assaults
the
Up
by the roads in their
Standard of Living,
battle for lower- wages, were cut
the Employes.
cents,
"Car Knockers" Hard Hit.
(By The Asaoelaled Preaa.)
. Chicago, June 6, (By the
The larger cut was ordered for
Cincinnati, Ohio, Juno 0 (by the
Over the "car
Associated Press.)
knockers," becauso the Associated Press)
Railroad wages
board said it believed that their under the new railroad labor board
the strong protest of the work
the same
did not
-

three labor representatives skilled service asrequire
other branches of
reon the United States rail- car men's work. This heavier
duction for the freight car men
road labor board, a new came under especially severe critiin the minority report, the
wage cut of seven cents an cism
members declaring there was
hour for railway shop me- labor
no justification for discrimination
chanics and nine cents for in car work.
who now receive an
Car
freight car men cutting; averagecleaners,
of $3.18 a day, were cut
.

400,000 shop men approximately $60,000,000 a year,
was ordered by the board
today. ,
The new wage reduction
brought an estimated added
saving of $59,669,347 annually to the railroads, following on the heels of a
f 50,000,000 cut in the wages
of maintenance of way laborers last week. The shop
crafts decision becomes effective July 1, the same
date as last week's order.

The minority report or the labor
members pointedly stated that the
majority decision was mads "with
no consideration of human needs"
nd charges that it fails to carry
out the function of the board to set
a "Just and reasonable" wage.
Minority Opinion.
"The tendency of this decision Is
to vindicate the propaganda of the
railroads and consequently condemn such statements as the employes have been able to bring to
public attention," the
minority
opinion said, It was signed by Albert O. Wharton, W. U McMenl-me- n
and Albert Phillips, the three
labor representatives.
Supervisory forces of the railway shops were not decreased.
After due consideration, the decision said, it was felt that the duties
and responsibilities of such forces
warranted maintenance of the present rates.
The reduction for mechanics
averages a little more than eight
per cent, all machinists, boiler mak.
ers, blacksmiths, sheet metal workers electrical workers, car men (except freight car men), moulders,
cupola tenders and core makers
and the regular and helper apprentices receiving a cut of seven
cents an hour. Freight car men,
commonly known as "car knockers''-anthe object of some of the heavl- -

will make vigorous protest neces.
sary, according to B. M. Jewell,
head of the railway employes department of the American Federation of Labor, In explaining the
quick strike vote action of the
five cents an hour, or 40 cents a conference
of railway union heads
day.
The mechanics, whose daily rate today.
In less than two hours time the
now averages from 19.11 for electri heads of eleven railroad unions
ars.
-'
lor
cal workers, to
rived at an understanding whereby
will lose B6 cents a day un each organization
will
a
take
der the new decision, bringing their strike voto immediately on issuance
daily wage to approximately J5.iu. of wage reduction orders from the
Further Cuts Kxpccted.
labor board fnr
membership.
The board's latest decision which The votes will beits returnable
In
Is to be followed shortly by revote for
and
strike
tho
days
thirty
ductions for railway clerks, teleg the six shop
crafts, sent out by
raphers and all other classes of President Jewell's
orders today,
railway employes, except the train will be in his offico in Chicago by
service men, was brief and offered June 30.
no explanation of how the new
WIH Affect l.SOO.OOO.
rates were arrived at. This omis
The strike votes decided on tosion brought mors fire from the day will affect about 1,200.000 of
dissenters, who declare the ma- the country's railway employes
jority decision did not consider all except
the train service men
"human needs," ignored the plans whose wages are
not In dispute
of tho employes for a "living wage
maintenance
of way, pending
and made "no attempt to show that
have not been announeed for
mechanics are not entitled to such any classes but the
shop crafts and
a standard."
of way, peding demaintenance
The 'decision, however, contain cisions are
to add five
expected
ed numerous tables, prepared by other classes of labor to the genthe board's statistical department, eral slash.
Union executives of
designed to show that although these ' organizations today decided
wages were reduced, they had not to print their ballots and have
been reduced more than the re- them
ready to send out to the
duction In the cost of living and
immediately if tho
that the purchasing power of tho memberships
as anticipated, ciders furpresent pay was higher than tho board,
reductions
in their pay.
ther
purchasing power of the higher
No further action will be taken
lnce
wages paid during the " years
'
'
by the union heads at this time,
.
1917.
return of the strike balIt also said that the board be- pending
When
lots.
result is known
lieved that, even with the ordered and the union-theheads
freelv predict
decrease, shop employes would be an overwhelming vote to walk out
receiving a wage greater than the
a
agreement is expected
average wage paid for similar work to beworking
made by which any stoppage
in other Industries.
of work would take place simuCiting machinists and car men.
the decision said that the purchas- ltaneously by all organizations.
ing power of the former under the
new wage would be 18.8 per cent AMERICAN FLAG WILL
the latgreater than in 1917 and45.7
more . BE AT HALF MAST IN
ter would be able to buy
with the new pay than with the
MEMORY OF GALBRAITH
dibck-smith-

1917

rate.

Relieves W aires Just.
The decision declared It bellc-ve-j
the wages fixed to be just and
reasonable.
Suggestion for ''some
recognized standard" to be worked
out by the board and used as a
basis for future wage adjustments
'Continued on Page Two.)

More Than 1,000 Visiting Shriners Will Arrive
Here This Morning in Time to Witness the
First Academic Procession at the University
of New Mexico; Cars Needed.
are assisting in making arrangements for automobiles in
which to entertain the Shriners and
to show them the city, stated yesterday that at least 150 cars will be
needed to carry the visitors to the
The cars should be
university.
available at 9:30 o'clock this morning and should be parked in the
vicinity of the Alvarado hotel on
First street. Police regulations will
keep First street clear of all other

1,600 Shriners will be who

in the city today for visits of from
one to five hours. At least 1,000 are
expected to arrive by 10 o'clock,

ser-vi-

and plans have been arranged for
them to witness the first academic
procession of the state university
this morning. The ceremony, which
the visitors will witness at the university, will be the most impressive
since the establishment of the InCamera men from the
stitution.
Fox Film corporation will take a vehicles from Central avenue to
number of scenes during the morn- Silver avenue.
The visitors today will include
ing.
Chamber of commerce officials, the Imperial Potentate's special
from Savannah,
da., as well as
special trains from Atlanta, Trenton, N. J., St. Ixuiis, Davenport and
other cities in Iowa.
At a ceremony to be held at
Temple, the Key of the City
of Albuquerque will be tendered to
FORECAST.
Imperial Potentate Ernest Allen
New Cutts by officials of Ballut Abyad
Denver, Colo., June
and
Mexico:
Wednesday
Thursday, temple. The key is an old Spanish
partly cloudy, possibly local show- type, about two feet long and
ers east portion; little change In weighing about four pounds. The
temperature.
Imperial Potenate's special will
Arizona: Wednesday and Thurs- arrive here at 1:30 o'clock.
More than 600 Shriners and their
day, fair; little change in temperafamilies stopped off In Albuquerture.
que yesterday, and visited the points
of Interest here and In this vicinity.
LOCAI, REPORT.
Conditions for the twenty-fou- r
Among the largest delegations was
m.
the
Wichita, Kansas, group,, which
hours ended at t p.
yesterday,
carried a band of about sixty pieces.
recorded by the university:
86 The band and patrol paraded to
Highest temperature
56 Masonic Temple, where a short conLowest
30 ceit was given.
. . . . i . . .'
Kange
72
Mean
Today's Arrivals.
The following specials are booked
60
Humidity at s a. m
for
m
6
16
today:
p.
Humidity at
Taarah Temple, Atlanta, Ga,,
0
Precioitation
22 (two sections), 375 Shriners. First
Wind velocity
IMrection of wind. .
North section, 200 Shriners, arrive 9:30
Character of day, .. .Tartly cloudy
(Crntlnued en
Two,)

WEATHER

Ma-son-

.
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............

..............
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(B The Associated Prm.)
Cincinnati. June 6. The American flag will be at half mast on
July 9 on every American Legion
club house in memory of Col. Fred
W. Galbraith, who died on that
date one year ago, according to
notice which has been sent out to
every America'n Lcginn post In the
country by Lemaneul Boll's, national adjutant of the legion, upon
suggestion of the members of Robert K. Bentley post, of Cincinnati,
of which Colonel Galbraith was a

member.
Galbraith was killed In an automobile accident at Indianapolis
while attending a conference of Le
gion officials.

lie

died In active

service," said Adjutant Bolles, ' and
was cut off in the midst of liter
ally untiring efforts for the nation
and the legion. In Past Commander Galbraith the legion honors
one of the truest and finest '.ciders of America ho was untiring.
He died too soon."

THE ENGAGEMENT OF
MRS. HUFF AND MAJOR
MORTON IS ANNOUNCED

1 IIP

SUN

CDIVEIITIilF

RETT
BEFORE

ROTARY CLUB

INT Of:.

THE PRESIDENCY

20,000

OF SOUTH CHINA
International ' President Delivers Address; Reports of
Challenger for the LightSecretary and Treasurer Contends That the Canton
Administration Represents
Are Received.
weight Crown of Benny
Leonard Knocks Out Opthe Only Legal Govern(Ht lbi; .nnrlstcd TreM.)
Round.
in
Sixth
6.
ment in the Nation.
I.os
June
ponent
Angeles, Calif.,
(Br Th Aamclated Press.)
A

!..

T W
lima
fit lhUfw!nlitiln. toniiiht
TWtriiv
knocked out Hobby Barrett, of Clifton Heights, Pa., in tho sixth round
IiIh olwwlnlrwl oJirlif.riillllfl llOIlt
at the National league baseball pnrk
In tne presence 01 more iuo

t)1.11n.1nlivl.U

ff

crowds that ever saw a boxing
match in rniinueipnia. rue ki,wv-ncame toward tho close of the
sixth round.
lclt nanu swing
It was a ripping
full nn the
..,,,rV,f uavratt
solar plexus. He dropped to the
with pain, and at the
mat, 4writhing
Vmn t h
r an
IJUUIIl
ion, nii.i v.. hill" rant?.
his seconds jumped into the ring to
revive him. Many persona m
crowd believed the blow was low
but Referee Herman 'jayior
clared it was not. In order to keep
the crowd out of the ring, where
t
a Kal.,iy Diupn a hasty
medical examination, a cordon ot
tipolice was thrown arouna me pihad
trate boxer. After the police
assisted
restored order Barrett was
to his dressing room, no wao
badly hurt.
From the beginning until the
t i v. , , . hlnn, Tanrilar Rhnwed
that
AHVinucrh bot n
n ,i,a n...u.
i. .
boxers were said to have weighed tr.
at 137 ringside, warren
m l,n liehter and was more imma
ture than his opponent.
Barrett
repeaicaiy auemi
a bnnrlnul with Wild left
nn l
swings, but Tendler was too clever.
He hit Tendler a few times, nut wu
Mnn.c nlthnuirh seeming to have
effect.
great power, had no name
am
At no stage ot tnc
rett pu(f "P an adequate defense
rain of blows.
against Tehdler's
On the other hand, Tendler's de
fense was almost perieci.
ut

L

--

rre.) The
Greensburg, Pa., Juno 6.
engagement of Mrs. Lloyd B. Huff,
of Rose Fountains Farms, near APPROVES ACTION OF
here, and Major General Charlos U. S. IN RETAINING
G Morton, U. S. A., (presidio commander) was announced at a dinTROOPS ALONG RHINE
ner at the Rolling Rock C'ounlry
club last night. The wedding will
(By The Amoclnted Freai.)
take place in New Toi late this
Berlin. June 6 (bv the Associated
month.
Press.) The action of the United
Major General Morton Is In com- States In retaining a limited nummand of the ninth army corps ber of troops
In the American secwhich consists of Washington, Ore- tor of the Rhineland Is warmly apgon. California, Idaho, Montana, proved In German official quarters.
Utah, Wyoming and Alaska, with Tho government not only regards
headquarters at the Presidio, San the step as a compliment but con
Francisco. Ho served in the Phil siders that the continued present
ippines and on the Mexican border of American doughboys on the
and during the world war ho com Rhine will be of great moral benemanded the 29th division in fit to the people of the district,
France. '
and will he desirable nationally na
n
friend
a link In
ship.
PLATFORM MEN WILL
(By The Annncinted

co

ISSUE

Fran.)

Oklahoma City, Okla., June fi.
Mrs. Jean Day, local society woman, related today to a special irmy
board, her story of an alleged at
tack upon her by Lieutenant Colonel Paul Ward Beck, commanding officer at Post Field, Okla..
which resulted in Beck's death at
the hands of her husband early in
April, here.
The army officers
composing
the board went to the Day ,iome
this afternoon to hear Mrs. Day.
At a morning session
of the
hoard in the federal building, J an
P. Day appeared with his attorney
and submitted to the questioning.
Both hearings were strictly private and neither Mr. Day nor th
board members would make any
comment.
Day answered all inquiries with "I have been pledged
to secrec." A surprise developed
at the morning session, it was
when Day's attorney introduced several letters concerning
relations
of Beck with woalleged
men at other army posts where he
had been stationed.
Before the hearing- Day and Ilia
attorney assented to waiving the
rule of evidence so that all questions might be answered.
Persons conversant with army
affairs pointed out tonight that the
investigations might have no bearing, as intimated, on whether civil
authorities would be asked to prosecute Day. When an army officer dies, a board of army officers
is named to determine if he met
death in line of duty, it was pointed out.
A coroner's jury exonerated Day
shortly after the slaying.

AMERICA READY TO
DISCUSS SETTLEMENT
OF DEBT WITH FRANCE
Paris, June (by the Associated
Tress.) Notification from Washington that the United States government was ready to diseuca the
settlement of war debts was presented to the foreign office this
afternoon by Sheldon Whitehouse.
counselor of the American embassy. Though fixing no date, this no.
tification is understood in official
's
circles as a reply to Premier
note to the debt commission
Informing It that a French mission heeded by Jean V. Parmen-tie- r
had been appointed and was
ready to proceed to the l!mtd
States whenever the oommisekri
deemed it advisable. The payment
of reparations and the payment
of war debts are closely allied in
the French viewpoint, and It Is
said that M. Poincare. In opposing
any reduction of the total due
from Oermany, is really protecting tho interests of the creditors
of France, whoso capacity for payment is affected by any reductions
or postponement of payments by
Germany.
Poin-care-

-

RECEIVE THE 'KEY' TO DUKE CITY

than

Audrey Munson and a sketch history of her life.
From an unknown farm girl Au ing his wife, without any JustifiFame, drey became a celebrity over night. cation.
sadAn aged photographer offered her
wealth, adulatipn, happiness,
"My mother and I lived at tho
ness, poverty, scorn, oblivion all a position in his studio. She posed. Wilkin home for a short time," she
15
Soon
or
in
20
life
which
of
world's
the
the
greatbig
"but I! hardly knew (he docsaid,
played
parts
j
Audrey Munson tried recently to est artists were clamoring for lor tor."
services.
snuff out with poison.
She said she tried vainly Io get
"Then I posed In a New Voik Into the overseas Y. M. C. A.
The once famous art model and
actress professed to believe that a theater. I was just about to go on
during the war.
curse had been put upon her and in my bathing suit when a promiAudrey declares that the gossip
in despair she sought to cheat the nent theatrical man entered my linking her name with tho Wit'iia
curse in death.
dressing room and came' to my case ruined her plans for a Urit-is- h
movie corporation.
In a humble little cottaro near side.
"He put his arms around mo and
"But the theatrical man's curse
here, Audrey, once the world's most
famous model, is recovering from pressed his lips to my shoulder. I has followed me because I went
struck him in the face. 'Get out,' straight and now life holds nothher ineffectual attempt to die.
ing for me."
Lying on what she hoped would I cried.
"'Do you mean that?' he asked.
bo her death bed, her cheeks na
Tho former model and her mother. Mrs. Katherine Munson, rewhite as tho pillows on which they I said I did and he said he'd
From
cf
that.
that day the turned to their home near hero a,
rested, Audrey (old the story
her fortune and hor misfortune. curse has followed me.
year ago in straightened circum"It was Just the culmination of
"My bookings were cancelled. I stances. Recently her engagement
eight years of persecution," she went back to the studios. I was to a wealthy contractor of Chicago
sobbed. "Eight years in which the no longer desired."
and Ann Arbor was announced.
curse of a spurned man pursued
Audrey said her name was drawn And it was when he wired that ths
me and drove mo into the" depths of into the Wilkin case, when Dr. engagement was off that she took
Walter Wilkin was accused of slay the poison.
poverty and disappointment."
(By Central Press.)
Syracuse, N. Y., June 6.

ts

1,500 SIMMERS TO VISIT HERE
TODAY; IMPERIAL POTENTATE TO

More

orders for seven of tho larger
groups of the country's rail workers, soon will bo at a level which
does not measure up to the American standard of living and which

Day, Whose
Killed Officer,

Tells of An Alleged Attack Made Upon Her.

Meeting at Uinnati,
Reach an Understanding
in Less Than Two Hours,
TOO DRASTIC,

German-America-

AS
PROTEST FERMANAGH FRONT IS
WAGE SLASH
BUT STIRRING
QUIET
EVENTS
ARE EXPECTED
6.
Plat
June
Mich.,
Jackson,
form men of the lnterurban and
Belfast, Juno 6 (by the
city divisions of the Michigan UnitAssociated Press.) The Fered Railway system that serves 63
suscities
towns
will
and
Michigan
managh front is quiet tonight,
but stirring events arc expend work at 2 o'clock tomorrow
pected. ; Ennlxklllcn
morning In protest against a wage
reports
thnt seven lorries loaded with
reduction, representatives of tho
men
declared
The
employes
today.
republican forces from Sligo
demand the present wage scale of , passed along the seashore
from 4 tO' 64 cents an hour be
route toward republican headcontinued. The proposed cut wauld
quarters!. The occupation of
make the scale from 43 to 60 cunts
Machcrntucna Castle, by the
an hour, ; .
British is looked for.

STRIKE

AGAINST

.

The thirteenth annual convention
of the. International Association
of Rotary clubs got off to a good
start here today when International President Crawford I'. Mi
Cullough sounded the keynote for
the convention work, in his annual address he urged simplicity
of organization, retention of high
aims and retention of membership
restrictions to an extent that prevent the obscuring of original
principles in subsequent departures from them.
A pageant, prepared and slaecd
by tlio Los Angeles Rotary club,
preceded the opening address of
welcome. It traced the history of
the Rotary down through thm seventeen years since four Chicago
men got together and formulated
the basic Ideas and showed the
gradual expansion of their idea.
The afternoon was devoted to
the presentation of officers, governors ot districts and distinguished guests of the convention.
Following this ceremony, the
reports of the serretary general
and treasurer were received. The
evening was devoted to a carnival.

IS

HONED

ATTEND

TO

LE1E

(B The Auoclated rreil.)
Pekin, June 6 (by the Associated
Press.) Sun Yat Sen, president of
tho republic of South China, will
refuse to resign and thus clear the
way for Wu
plan to reunite China under one government.
to
advices
received
here
necording
from Canton. Sun contends that
the Canton administration represents the only legal government in
China.
The head of the southern republic has persuaded many mem hers
of the original republican parliament to remain at Canton, and Wu
Pei-Fin his role of dlrec.or,
plans to heal the rift between the
north and the south, now facos a
second split in the old republican
parliament unless he can establish
a new president at Peking without
delay.
With many members of the old
parliament yielding to Sun's arguments to remain at Canton, and
300 members asapproximately
sembled at Tientsin, where thoy
g
recently declared for LI
for president, Wu Pel-l'- u
hurried to Tientsin today to U'go
LI to proceed without delay to Pelting and assume the presidency.
Wu is understood to fear the possibility ot Sun calling together tho
members of the original republican parliament who are in the
south and thus strengthen his contention that he is the only legally
elected chief executive in tha
country.
Pel-Ku- 's

Tuan-Hun-

the other hand,

LI

Yuan-Hun-

g,

who the militarists forced
out of the presidency of China In
1917, Is said to have no Inclination
to resume office unless he can do
(By The Associated I'pmi.I '
so with a united country at his
London, June 6. Professor Felix back and the
of the old
Klemperer, noted Herman physi- parliamentarianssupport
now at Canton.
cian, who attended Nikolai Lenine,
soviet premier last April, has been
hurriedly summoned to Moscow, COLORADO CATTLEMAN,
according to a Berlin dispatrh to
55, DIESAT FRESNO
the Times. Ho will start from Berlin tomorrow.
(By The Aaanelatrd Frew.)
Denver. June 8. Thomas P T)n- Riga, Juno 6 (by the Associated
55
cey,
c
years old, one of the best
recent
his
Until
attack
Press.)
Illness, Nikolai Lenine had lfef.. Known cattlemen and ranchers In
Itoutt
county, died today at Fre3no,
to soviet
fairly well, according
sources In Riga. He had been un- Calif., where he had gone for his
der the care of pljyslelans constant- health, according to a. telegram re
In April, ceived here by K. C. Day, city edi
ly since an
operation
which was performed for the re- tor ot tne uenver Times, Ducey a
moval ot a bullet and had Improved nephew.
Ducey owned extensive
to such an extent that he was mak nronerties in the Tlp.n ptap Hi.
trict, north of Steamboat Springs.
ing long walks dally.
was recom
Outdoor exercise
mended fnr Inlne by his physician,
with the hope of relieving him from
attacks of Insomnia, due to extreme nervousness.
Even while
remaining at hU
country place, Lenino insisted on
BILL
keeping In constant touch with af
fairs of state In Moscow by courier
or telephone, but gradually he had
(By The Anmlnted Prm.)
been relieved of all details of
Washington, June 6. Senevents which might cause him
ate and house conferees on
the Judges' bill, to create a
score more federal Oudges,
SNEEZES DAY AND NIGHT.
held another meeting today,
Monroe, Wis., June 6. Sneezing
but again were unable to reach
almost Incessantly since last Tuee-daan agreement.
Marie Klossner, 13, Is in a
The principal obstacles Is
weakened condition, which has not
an agreement were said to be
heen relinvpri hv nltvnlrinti trnn
over senate amendments
ta
are puzzled by the child's case. The
provide an additional judge
child sneezes both day and might
each in New Jersey and Nsw
.
almost
Mexico,

ANOTHER JUDGE
IN NEW MEXICO

DEimNG

without-interruption-

BEGINS SERVING SENTENCE.
Indianapolis. Ind., June t.
Charles F. "Chuck" Wiggins, Indianapolis light heavyweight pugilist, today began serving sentence
of six months at the state peml
farm Imposed following his conviction on th charge of contributing to the delinquency of a
girl. Wiggins' sentence
was affirmed by the state suprma
court and an appeal to the pardon
board was denied.

TNESS BEFORE
N.

T.6fD

JURY

Is Required to Answer

Officials

Cer-

8

JERE,

Doubt

D

SHY

If

Money
Forthcoming
Unless Attractive Inducements Are Offered,

Would

Be

REPARATI0NSS"CHEME
TO BE REARRANGED

Unless Bonds Have Priority
in German Revenues
Very
Few Will Be Sold in
U. S,, is Belief,

the

'By the 4ociMl; Fhii.)
Washington, June 8 Rearrangement of the
scheme of
German reparations is to be expected it tangible results are
achieved, by the conference of international bankers now discussing
a loan to Germany at The Hague,
in the opinion today of high government officials.
Officials in close touch with financial
In
this
developments
country and abroad expressed the
view, which was coincided in bv
Secretary Mellon, that a German
bond issue could not be floated in
the United States, which would be
looked to for most of the loan, unless attractive security is offered
for the investment
of American
money In German obligations.
Money Market Conditions.
Laying aside political considerations involved in a possible rearrangement of reparations payment
and basing their conclusions upon
money market conditions in this
country, officials asserted that unless bonds Issued under the terms
of an international loan to Gerin
many were to have priority
Germany as security in preference
to the existing reparation bonds
very few of the new obligations
would be absorbed In the American
market. Under tho present reparations arrangement, officials explained the A B and C reparation,
bonds for approximately 100,000.-00- 0
gold marks have priority for
their payment in all German revenue, but issues of the C bonds for
about half of the total has been
withheld by the reparations commission until It can be determined
if Germany can meet the Interest
upon the 50. 000, 000.00ft of A and
the latest arB bonds. Under
officials explained.
rangements,
Germany Is onlv required, after the
expiration of the present moratorium trt pay about G00, 000,000 a
is to be
yesr ot.whJph $180,000,800 In
kind.
in cash and the remainder
Loan.
a
llnsis for Floating
It would appear then, according
economic experts
to government
that about $180,000,000 or
which Germany might be
able to pay In Interest yearly would
have to be the basis upon which a
loan could be floated, or such part
of that amount as mlgh be converted from reparations to security for a loan, should it be decided
to nermlt
Dart, rather than all.
of Germany's visible security to be
used for obtaining an international
loan having priority over repara
tions payments.
$200.-000.0-

WIFE GRANTED DIVORCE
BY JURY OF WHICH HER

HUSBAND IS

A

MEMBER

Pr,)

Xlie Associated
fi
inno . The novl
n a hnshnnd nerving on
jury that granted his wife a di

(Bt
n,,..

a

WARD'S WIFE IS

u,

On

TO FLOAT

P.

Husband

NEEDS

GOOD S ECURITY

1

MOVIE VAMPIRE HAS
DISAPPEARED FROM
THE SCREEN, SAYS

EDITION

Dally bj Carrier or Mull, 5c a Momh
Single Copies 6t

fCRCMAi nnnv
WORKERS
ARE
Is a Curse Pursuing Audrey,
400,000
Actress and Artists9 Model ? BOARD PROBING
AFFECTED BY PAY CUT
BECK'S DEATH
MADE BY LABOR BOARD
Jean
ORDER AFFEGTS

CITY

vorce has just oeen di'uubui
here In the case of Mrs. Sara
light
Almanfl who was granted
Mvrti
a decree of divorce from Albert
Irwin Almand.
It.. Alm.nrl rltll Tint ttfnd tilC
granted
hearing, the divorce being
on depositions taken in Newark.
N. J., where she resides.
PM.ingei fnf Mr. Almand de
clared that he did not 'know that
his clients husband was on inn
Jury until a week after the verdict
had been granted.

Put to
tain Questions
URGED OF
Her in Connection With APPROVAL
TO
AN APPROPRIATION
the Slaying of Peters.
CONTINUE VICE WAR

(Br The Atimlated Frm.1
White Plains, N. Y.. June 6.
District Attorney Weeks registered satisfaction this afternoon when
Mrs. Walter 8. Ward left the
stand after having been directed
by Supreme Court Justice
to answer certain questions put to her by the grand
Jury In connection with itsof inveClarstigation of the shooting
ence Peters by her husband May
15.
Although Mr. Weeks declined to
disclose what had taken place at
the examination it was understood that Mrs. Ward had been
the card
questioned concerning
party which was alleged to have
been held in her home the night
of the shooting.
Earlier in the day, it was reported that she had declined to
answer questions as to what time
her husband returned that night
and how he looked. At a conference in his chambers. Justice
Morschauser was understood to
have ruled that while she might
plead privilege if she were asked
questions concerning communications passing between her and Mr.
Ward, as man and wife, she
would have to reply to queries
concerning conversations, at which
a third person was present.
"I am very much pleased, hut
I cannot say what I have accomplished," said Mr. Weeks, at the
close of the session.
Adjournment was taken until
Thursday.
It . was learned from otlmr
sources, however, that the county
authorities regarded the court's
ruling as a material aid to the investigation, as It would permit
questioning of Mrs. Ward concerning events preceding the shoo'lnsr.
Besides Mrs. Ward, seven witnesses were heard today. Thoy
included two other members of
the Ward household Lulu Barrows
a nurse, and Amy Mild, the cook-- hut
nothing could be ascerta;ned
as to the nature of their testimony.
cr

Br The AMOclnted FrtM.l

.
C
r
rtWaBIllUSLUIi.
T.,na v.
"SuVine"
"u,,w
ot more than $1,000,000 to the
government last year can oevice.
war on
traced to theTc&lanrt
rectly
t- Ofl V
r.
surKvun ucncia,
house
the
Judiciary committold
tee, when he appeared before it to
urge approval ot anappropriation
of $325,000 to continue the work.
Representatives of several organ
vc.9 a w
izations Ul WUIHI'II
peared before the committee in
behalf of the bill.
-

-

H

VICK JOIN'S CARDINALS.
St. Louis, June 6. Catcher

E'-n-

ie

Vick of Michigan university,
member of the mythical
football team last year, has
been acquired by the St. joua Cardinals and Joined the team at Motion yesterday.

DID YOU EVER
WRITE A LETTER TO
HASKIN?
FREDERIC
Stop a minute and think
about this fact:
You can ask our Washington
Information Bureau any question of fact and get the answer
back in a personal letter.
It is a great educational Idea
introduced into the lives of the
most Intelligent people In the
American newspaper
world
readers.
It Is a part of that best purSERVICE
pose of a newspaper
There Is no charge except
two cents In stamps for return
postage.
Get the habit of asking
questions of
FREDERIC J. HASKIX,
Director.
The Albuquerque Journal la.
formation Bureau.
Washington, 0. C.

Pace Two

ITSON

June 7, 1922
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HOOVER I'S

GIANT PRESIDENT
IS SUMMONED IN
BROKERAGE CASE

OF WAR RELIEF
Charges Secretary Aided in
Efforts to Overthrow the
Soviet and Restore the
.;
Czarist Rule.
(ny The AaMidated

'' Washington,

TreM.)

Juno 6. Senator
"Watson, democrat, of Georgia, renewed today In the senate his attacks on Secretary Hoover's administration of war relief organizations
flnd ehurged him with having aided
in efforts to overthrow the soviet
and restore the czarist government
in Russia,
He asserted that Mr. Hoover had
caused a shipping board steamer,
lommanded by Captain James B.
Martin, to transport a cargo of miland supplies
itary motor trucks
to the northern
from Bordeaux
be
to
used in CenIn
Rusrta
nrmy
tral Yudenitch's offense against
the Soviets.
The steamer, Mr. Watson said,
was loaded for the United States
nvhen the commander received a
Jnessage cancelling the return home
and ordering him to reload with
this
ermy supplies. To substantiatewhaf
'statement, ho said, he had
lie
photostatic copies of
Appeared to
'the cables ordering the Russian
thlpment.
Referring to the recent White
House statement in defense of Mr.
Hoover, Mr. Watson inquired why
the secretary was above criticism.
He alRo reiterated the charge
that Mr. Hoover had not published
detailed statements of the war relief expenditures and also allegations that food intended to go to
fctricken peoples of Europe had been
permitted to decay on wharves or
in vessels through alleged lack of
proper administration.

PROBST, YOUNG SWISS
BUTLER, IS DEPORTED

L!

IS
Charles A. Stoncham.
A summons to appear in the
Tombs court, New York, was iiued
recently at the instance of Daniel
Blumenthal, counsel for creditors in
the Dier bankruptcy case, and
lerved on Charles A. Stoneham,
president of the New York National League Baseball club. Stone-hais charged with illegally failing to give a customer a statement
of the carrying out of brokerct
orders...
.
.
m

VISITING

SHHRINERS

WITNESS STATE "U"
CEREMONIES

TODAY

(Continued from Page One.)

isieia

.

wage-earnin-

of

Wash Goods
Dainty New Weaves at the
est prices in four years.

low-

Fine Dress Voiles

40c a yard
Small figured, cheeked
and
dotted effects in a wide range
of colors. 38 inches wide.

public'
The

decision, the minority report continued, tended "to substantiate the position of the railroads
that wages should not be established with reference to the need
of the family," contending that a
minimum wago for the shop crafts
should be B0 cents an hour, which
would mean a rate of 87 cents for
skilled mechanics.
"The savings to the railroads f:.r
exceed anything Justified by the
savings to the publlo in reduced
rates," the dissenters said, adding
that pay roll slashes during the
last six months of 1921 had be"n
at the
made, including
annual rate of 11,300,000,000, 'in
strong contrast to the Increasing
prosperity of the roads."
lay-off- s,

The Great Salt Dake of Utah is
six times as salty as the ocean.

75c Voiles at 50c

E

MIES

Cp

FOR

Freu )
(by the
Cincinnati, Ohio, June
Associated Press.) C'liaraclcrljlng
the shop crafts wage cut decision as
a "hastily dressed up nnd obviously
unfair apology" for the $60,000,000
slash, B. M. Jewell, head of the six
shop crafts' unions, declared today
that the evidence in the caso had
been totally ignored and that tho
decision gave rise to tha belief that
the board was trying to "help the
railroads carry out their labor
policy."
The labor union head, here for a
conference of union heads which
today called for a strike voto of
1,200,000 railway workers, said the
board's latest cut could be justified
by no stretch of the facta."
"The board was offered evidence
as to the amount necessary to secure the necessities of lite for railroad lamilies," Mr. Jewell said.
"The rates in this decision are so
far bolow those necessities that this
evidence must have been Ignored."
Tables Aro .Misleading.
Mr. Jewell charged that tables
published in the decision comparing the purchasing power of railway wages today with those of prewar days misrepresented the facts.
Based on previous wago reports ol
the board, Mr. Jewell estimated
that in the case of five crafts new
wages which become effective July
1, will purchase less than those of
1915 by over ten per cent and In
the case of three crafts will mean a
decrease of over 15 per cent in tho
standard of living.
cannot
"The employes
help
noticing tha contrast between their
losses and the Increasing profits of
he said. "Tho
the railroads,"
payroll losses of the shop crafts
since 1920 as the result of decisions
and lay offs amount to at least
$300,000,000.
Similarly the main
tenance of way men are losing at
the rato of $300,000,000 annually.
Such a reduction makes the ten
per cent reduction In railroad rates,
look pretty
totaling $400,000,000
small. Some one is pocketing the
difference."
The shopmen's chief then pointed out the increasing Income of
numerous large roads, declaring
that the carriers for whleJi returns
had been published, showed a net
return of $152,708,784 for the first
four months of this year.
Not An Impartial Court?
The effect of this "contrast" Mr.
Jewell said, would be "confirmation of the belief among the railroad employes in general that the
railroad labor board Is not an impartial court created to dispense
justice, but created to help the
railroads carry out their labor
policy."
Tho new wago slash would also
affect morale, President Jewell
said because the employes would
not be able to give their highest
efficiency as under "just conditions."
The decision, he said, did not
measure up to a minimum "efficiency wage."
(By The Automated

G

OUR NATIONAL

What more summery and cool

than fine white voiles? These
are hard twist quality suitable
fpr blouses and frocks.

Rr keeping lib

Strong, durable weaves In ab
solutely fast colors. Wide as
sortment of plaids, checks and
plain colors to select from.

Assort-

ment Normandy
Voiles 79c
:
on
Dots.
light and dark
grounds. 40 inches wide. Beautiful colors rich combinations.

"The Growing Store."

Druy GJkptSfores

DURUflER
special
fit to have professors travel and
vacation
months t
study during
the April meeting of the board the
superintendent was authorized to
grant a credit equivalot to a round-tri- p
ticket limited on tho cast by
Chicago and the west by San Francisco to any professor of the Institute who upon returning next fall
would show attendance at a standard university during the summer months. The universities to

be attended were not specified,
leaving the field open to the choice
of the Individual professor.
As a result of this generosity on
the part of the board the faculty
of the institute ore this summer
widely scattered and have arranged
to cover a broad scope of study.
Major Thomas, professor of
mathematics, is at Nashville, Tenn.,
and will do one hour of teaching at
Peabody Teachers college.
Major McClure, professor of
chemistry, has left for Cornell university where he expects to take
advanced work In chemistry and
study of teaching methods.
Major Duffleld, professor of history and economics, and who 's
next year to bo director of the
Junior college, has arranged to at
tend the University of Colorado.
Captain Breland, professor of
English, has accepted a position in
the English department of the
University of Washington, Seattlo,
Wash., where he will begin tha
sti dy of law.
Captain wonsetler, professor of
physics, Is to continue his advanced
work in physics at the University
of Illinois, where he completed his
master of science work last summer.
Miss Decker, professor of Spanish, Is to do special work at the
University of California,
Captain I lannery, professor of
drawing, and Captain Saunders,
commandant o cadets, who hold
commissions in the reserve corps,
have been ordered to attend camp
and will serve as Instructors in tho
summer encampments to be held
by the war department.
Captain Bowman, professor of
English, will do summer work at
the University of Chicago. He will
also visit schools in Illinois and
Ohio to observe methods of teaching English.
Captain Warburton has left for
William and Mary college,
Va., where he expects
to do advanced work leading to his
Ph. D. degree.
Captain Worthing, assistant professor In the department of history, will attend summer school at
the University of Chicago.
Captain Plummer, assistant in
tha
department of English,
will attend summer school at tho
University of Texas.
Captain Burnham, assistant In
the department of English, is to
attend summer school at Harvard
University.
Major Franklin, cavalry, IT. S. A.,
is In charge of the R. O. T. C. training camp at San Antonio, Texas,
and will be away from the school
all summer.
Major J. C. Troutman, who has
served most efficiently as principal and director of the
is taking a year's
leave of absence and probably will
do special work at Columbia University.
In Major Troutman's place has
been secured Major E. K. Lusk,
formerly professor in the institute
and for the past two years principal of the Roswell High school.
In addition to Major Lusk the faculty has been strengthened by the
employment of a professor In the
department of English and one in
the department of Spanish.
The outlook for next year Is very
bright; the Institute expects to have
a full school with a strengthened
faculty and additional equipment.
.

There was also a renewal of general debate, Senator
Harrison,
democrat of Mississippi, replying to
Hie address delivered yesterday by
Senator Watson, republican of Indiana in defense of the tariff measure.
Senator Harrison charged
that the republicans had determin
ed upon a policy of replying to attacks on the bill so that senate
action might be delayed and the
measure finally killed in conference between the house and senate
after the Novomber elections.
The attack on former Senator
Llppltt was made by Senator Ash
urst, democrat of Arizona, who ex
pressed doubt of the "propriety
and ethics' of a man who had
once been a senator, and thus had
entre to the senate chamber, interviewing his former colleagues
here with a view to increasing
tariff duties irom which ho would
profit financially.
Senator Ashurst read from an
article in the New York World in
which Mr. Ltppitt was termed
on the cotton
"super lobbyist"
schedule of the tariff bill and said
there was a story going round that
the former senator had been ad
mitted to the secret sessions of the
finance committee majority after
producers of long staple cotton in
Arizona had been hoard. ,
This brought a denial from Sen
ator Smooth of Utah, ranking republican on the committee, who
added that an examination of the
tariff bill would disclose that no
matter how often Mr. Llppltt had
been heard, he had not had much
influence with the committee in
chnnging the rates.
of the
McCumber
Chairman
committee called attention that the
a
committee had recommended
rate of seven cents a pound on long
Ashwhich
Senator
cotton
staple
urst had explained was the raw
material used by Mr. Llppltt in the
production of fine grades of cotton
goods.
The first three 'hours of the
senate session today was taken up
discussion. Senator
with eeneral
Harrison's address drawing a reply
from Senator Willis, republican of
Ohio, who declared there already
had been "ten miles" of discussion,
his distance computation being on
the basis of stringing out senators'
Another
speeches line to line.
estimate was that 2,000,000 words
on
senate
in
the
uttered
had been
the bill.

Sen. Andrieua A. Jones.
Senator" Andrieus A. Jones, East
Las Vegas lawyer and stock raiser,
senior representative of New Mexico in the United States senate, has
been prominent in democratic nartv
councils for years. He started out-tn be a school tpnrher. hut winti
gave it up for law and politics. Ho
was elected to me senate in mio.

Daily'

been

Gipsy Store has

wandering

around

town this week and is expected to make her maiden

trip about Thursday, June
Eth.

Albuquerque Foundry
and Machine Works

They Can't Beat Us

Duke City Cleaners

C. H. CARNES

followers

at

SPECIALIST IN OCt'tAR
REFRACTION
Phone I05T-107 S. Fourth.

LUMBER

fox-tro- t.

k still the best.

one-ste-

GLASS
CEMENT

all.

What a difference when it comes to
drinking Clicquot Club Ginger Ale! They
mm

Who shall describe the
taste of it? The only true
description of Clicquot Club
is a drink of Clicquot Club.
Clicquot is made with pure
Only real
spring water.
The
is
used.
Jamaica ginger
other ingredients sugar and
fruit juices are just as pure
as can be found.
Buy it by the case for the
home. Should you desire
variety, in addition to Ginger Ale, we make Sarsapa-rill- a,
Birch Beer, and Root
Beer.
THE CLICQUOT CLUB 'COMPANY
Millis. Mass.; U. S. A.

PAINT
PLASTER

Albuquerque
Lumber Co.

all like it.

423 North First Street

THE ONLY BREAD
TO SERVE
For dinner la 'Bets; Rosa bread.
It la wholesome and nutritious.
saves
Our bread
work, saves
fuel, saves wear and tear and
rou cet better bread. Tou can
always get it fresh and know
that It suits you.

GINGEE AIsl

Pioneer Bakery
S07

'

South Bint Street.

COOK DAMAGE SUIT IS
ORDERED TRANSFERRED
Ens Vegas, N. M., June 6. On
motion of the defendant, Judge
David J. T.ahv has ordered the
transfer of the damage suit of J.M. Cook against the Santa Fe Kanway company from tne district
court of San Miguel county to the
United States district court for New
Mexico. Cook asks $25,000 damages for the death of his brother
when Cook's car was struck by s
freight train near here last fail.

This is the Age of Cement.
Towering skyscrapers, impossible
without Cement, house hundreds; of

IS CAPTAIV.
J.. June 6. S.
of Los An
geles, Calif., a Junior, tonight was
of Princetons
elected
captain
1923 track team,
THOMSON'

X.

Princeton,

Harrison Thomson

J

UNSWttTENEO

.

the
cream
left

handy,
saving
and good

S SB
Cement, an almost impalpable powder,
when mixed with sand, broken stone,
and water, quickly causes the combined
materials to become solid Concrete with
a hardness like native granite.

in!

3 R0S

Bed-Sof- as

Q O Q

Portland Cement manufacturers not only maintain

their own laboratories, but through the Portland
Cement Association cooperate for the conduct of

STRONG BLOCK

research and tests requiring extensive laboratories.
of these studies are placed at the dis
posal of the public.
Individual companies have their trained staffs
of chemists and engineers.
In addition, the industry as represented by these
individual companies cooperatively maintains 200
trained engineers in different parts of the country,
to show the public how to use Cement most economically and efficiently.
The aim of the industry is to provide a product
meeting the highest possible requirements, and to
place at the service of the public its nation-wid- e
facilities for furthering building and industrial
activities.

The results

J.
,

PORTLAND CEMENT ASSOCIATION
111 West Washington Street

........... OOtOU

STRONG DIMS.

;

Portland Cement is not merely pulverized rock; it is a manufactured product
requiring numerous distinct and varied
mechanical and chemical operations for
its production.
Safety requires that it be made properly
and put upon the market in perfect condition.

Is
With

i

'

thousands of workers.
Great bridges and viaducts of Con
crete span rivers and valleys.
Miles and miles of Concrete Highways
are flung across the land.
Huge Concrete Dams harness mountain torrents, supplying millions of horsepower to industry.

Heavy, thoroughly seasoned wood frame, bolted at
corners to make it string and durable and upholstered in Leather or Cloth, finished in Golden Oak,
Mission Oak and Mahogany. Fitted with device bo
that it can quickly be turned into a full sized bed.
Box at bottom to hold bed clothes.
QQQ PA
Special price right now.

COPPER AT SECOND.,

er

To others a waltz
p
Even the
has its
and some don't like to dance

Some like a

,

Davenports.

ing miners In case of a strike.
"A law has already passed the
Wind Shield Glass-Lumblegislature of Chihuahua and only I J O. BAIDRWUB LUMBER CO.
Phone 0l.
awaits the signature of Governor I m South First Street.
Enrlquez, which gives each workman a share In the income from
any and all mines in which he may
be employed and requires ten days'
notice in case of discharge. This
clause is destructive and will kill
the mining industry in the state If
it becomes a law.
Enrlneers Fousiler Msehlntois.
CaitltiM in Iron, Bran, Bronia. Alum"Then there is a feeling of unOil
Mntora,
Knglnei,
Electrlo
rest and a war-lik- e
attitude all inum. and
Irrlllro.
along the line that is not inviting Pumoe
Office
Albuquerque.
Worl and
capital.
"Another thing is: Why should
we go to Mexico to mine, except
the desire to attempt the most difficult. I think that we have Just
as good mines in New Mexico and
far more favorable laws to work For Service. Quality and Prices
under and a great many less difficulties to overcome.
I hope this will serve as a
Phons 44. 1209 North Fourth
warning to all mining men who may
(Turueinpiaco investing in Mexico. At
least, I would advise lnvestiiration
of conditions before Investing."

For those who dance
and those who don9t

(

Tuesday Rnd Thursday dinners and
Sunday teas will be served at
Miramontes on the mesa during
the summer months. Dinners at
8 and at 7, fl .25: teas from 6 to
ft,
75c. Make reservations before
10:30 a. m. on dinner dovs.
One of the foremost women inMIRAMONTES OX THE MESA. surance agents In the United States
is Miss Edna V. Tilton, of Trenton,
N. J., who
has placed policies
amounting to half a million dollars during the past year.
LONE STAR ALTO I1NB
The orange colored can, Hnn,
Bum Dam aod Hut Springe, N.
M.
Meat all tre'lne at
Uavlni
Hot Bprlnst at 11 :0 a. in. Knl,
and !:S0 p. m.
Oletat Dam driver, beet Dam can on
the Dam Una. Wa drive iur own care.
Write for renervatlnne it our eipeate
HBFFEKNAN BROS.. Prop.
Hut Springe, N. M.

STUD!

academic-department-

(Special Correspondence to The Journal.)
Las Cruces, N. M.. June 6.
Captain J. A. Dolameter, a veteran

FURNITURE

noihioq will
compare with

50c Ivydene
MeuibrosTTerpicide
Ginghams at 45c
BAII

TRAVEL,

mmm

Scotch Ginghams scalp clean and
ibe hair healthy
i at 75c
:

PROFESSORS TO

Two

Fine Grade 50c
Mite Voiles 35c

Not so long ago these were
$1.00. In beautiful open checks
and plain colors.

H If TIFF

SAYS LAWS IN MEXICO
ARE NOT FAVORABLE TO
THE MINING INDUSTRY

local mining man and prospector,
who has lust returned to Las
Cruces from an inspecting trip in
Mexico, says he found conditions
and laws there unfavorable to the
IsRhode
Attacks
Ashurst
mining Interest and industry.
advise all min"I would
land Cotton Goods Man- ing men andstrongly
mining companies to
conditions
out
Mexico
until
of
ufacturer; Harrison Re- stay
are more settled and laws are enmore favorable to the mining
plies to Watson's Speech. acted
Industry, as tho present laws and
in
hose
contemplation of enactment
(II j Tba Associated Free.)
are and will be positively prohibi
Washington, June 6. An attack tive, as for instance,
one law on
on former Senator Henry F. Lip-pl- it the statutes disclaims all responsiof Ithodo Island a cotton goods bility by the Mexican government
manufacturer, for alleged activities for violence done to mining propin the interest of high tariff pro- erty, if done by a minority of strik
tection for his products and additional recessions by the finance
committee majority from rates originally proposed, marked senate
consideration today of the tariff

The
Roswell, N. M., June
Hundred regents
of the New Mexico Military
have taken a forward
Thousand Workers Will Institute
step and one which will no doubt
Have a Chance to Vote on prove of the greatest benefit to the
'
academic work of the institute.
Recent Wage Slash.
beneBelieving it to be of

Million

One

LEGLTLATORy

Voiles in light grounds with
colored figures, checks and
These are 33
other figures.
Inches wide.

17m. Anderson

P OR DEMAND

bill.

depart at 2:30 p. m. Stop at
o p. m. to 4 p. m.
thirteen
cars. Second section, 175 Shrlners,
arrive 9:40 a. m., depart li:49 p. m..
stop at Jsleta, 3:10 to 4:10 p. m.
nine cars.
Crescent Temple. Trenton, N. J.,
hirst section, 1 o 0
(two sections),
Shrlners, arrivo 5:40 a. m., depart
11:40 a. m. cloven cars. Second
section, 125 Shrlners, arrive 9:30 a.
m depart 11:60 a. m. nine cars.
Alee Temple, Savannah, Ga., and
Temple, Macon, Ga., 170
Shrlners, arrive 1:30 p. m., depart
3:30 p. m. This is the Imperial Potentate train twelve cars.
Moolah Temple. Kt. Louts, (two
sections), 350 shrlners. First section arrives at 2:40 p. m., departs
4:10 p. m eleven
cars. Second
section arrives 2:50 p. m., depart
'
4:zu p. m. ten cars.
THE INDEPENDENT
Kaaba Temple, Davenport, Iowa,
WOMAN
200 Shrlners, arrive at 4:50 p. m.,
Jjs one of the brightest Jewels depart 6 p. m. Stop at lsleta 6:30
which adorns our modern, eco- p. m., depart 7 p. m. ten cars.
nomic system. But too often thi
independence is gained at the cost ORDER AFFECTS
g
of health, and the
RAIL MECHANICS AND
woman struggles through her duties, a prey to nervousness, backTHE "CAR KNOCKERS"
ache and despondency. Does not
her independence then become
..'Continued from Pass One.)
more of a burden than a Joy?
Flnklmm'a
ILydia E.
Vegetable was
contained In the minority resuch
Compound has helped many
felt,
women to regain their zest In life, port. The labor members
they said, that the board "should
land will help many more.
Initiate a study which shall determine the amount necessary to
meet some recognized Standard ind
that it must use its results ;s a
basis for its decisions and that it
those
decisions
must, through
transmit this information to the

June Sale

LIPPITT SGOREO

1. Albnqnerqne lias the best climate In the world for the cure
of diseases of tho throat and lungs. It w.s six sanatoria, and moro
arc raining.
2. Here railroad lines from the north and south and east ami
west cross ouch other, and tho Santa re system has here next to
Its largest shops. When tho shops aro completed 5,000 men will
bo employed.
8. New Mexico lias vast lumber resources nnn at Albuquerque is one of tho largo lumber mills of the United States.
4. Alliuqiicrnuo has tho largest
plant in the world.
6. Albnqiierquo Is the center of the groat cattle and sheep
Industry of tho southwest.
6. Hero is tho bunking center for New Mexico and northern
Arizona.
7. Here Is a great wholesaling and Jobbing center.
8. About Albuquerque is a rich irrigated valley.
9. Because Albuquerque Is tho center of scenic attractions
not excelled in tho world, thousands of tourists come here annually. More than 17,000 automobiles visited this city last year.
10. Albuquerque Is tho educational center of tho southwest.
Tho University of New Mexico, which docs as good work within
Its scope as any nniversily in the country, Is here i also a number
of religious schools and three commercial schools.

STRIKE VOTE OP

(By Tha Auorl.ted Trent.)
vnu .Tuna A Aiiffunt a. m.,

Probst, young Swiss butler, whose
heart affairs with Pittsburgh society girls at the exclusive Rolling
Jtock club were alleged by his
friends to have moved others to
railroad him out of the country, was
deported today on the Mauretanla.
The government engaged an attendant, to accompany Probst, who
uttempted suicide by slashing his
wrist at Kills Island yesterday. The
Attendant was first to report on the
Jiutler's condition and bring back
parents showing
r receipt from his has
returned to
that the prodigal
ills home in Switzerland.
It was charged that Probst came
o America without passport.
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HE'S KIDDING HIMSELF.

DESCR

An Albuquerque business man approached on the
proposition of advertising his store in this paper the
other day made the statement that advertising didn't
s
of the money spent on adpay and that
vertising was wasted.
Efforts to find out how much money he spent on
advertising grafts, a number of which are worked in
every town in the country every year were futile, but
it wasn't difficult to assure the
that if
he'd spend his money in newspaper advertising and
give a little attention to the proper preparation of his
copy, the money so spent would not be wasted but
would return to him many times in increased sales.
The same merchant, when asked what kind of a
suit he had on said it was a "Kuppenheimer." He wa3
asked what brand of shoes he wore and immediately
said that they were "Florsheim" shoes. He stated
without hesitation that his shirt was an "Arrow" brand
and that he always wore a "Stetson" hat.
Why does he wear those things and WHY was he
able to tell the representative of this paper the names
of the brands so readily? Simply because they're all
ADVERTISED the length and breadth of the nation.
Articles on this merchant's shelves were examined
and in almost every instance they were from manufacturing concerns who advertise their products constantly in every conceivable way.
The merchant said that his customers called for
this article and for that one, quite frequently. When
asked why his customers wanted things made by certain companies, the merchant replied that he supposed
they had used them before and found them to be worth
the money. All of which is true, but it's a safe bet
that the first time they tried an article, they did so because they had read the manufacturer's description of
it in an advertisement and that after purchasing
they
found the article exactly as advertised and through
truthful advertising became satisfied customers.
The clothes this merchant wore were made by
companies which advertised and he knew the .names
of them because they were advertised ; the car he
drives and the tires he uses on it are advertised every
week in this paper and he admitted that he bought the
machine because of the things he had read about it;
the biggest seller in his store, the things his customers
call for by name, are advertised brands ; yet this merchant says he doesn't believe in advertising and that
money so spent is wasted.
He's kidding himself at his own expense, and
doesn't know it.

THREE SHRINEHS

OF

GEDDES' SPEECH

three-fourth-

ATHLETE'S LIFE

-

COUNTRY HOOVER

Pennsylvania Lad, Injured Secretary Praises the Cour-aq- e
in a Swimming Pool, Be- and' Ability of Ameri-- I
ing Kept Alive By Artificcans; Coal Situation Is
Serious Problem.

ial Respiration.
(Bj The Associated Tress.)

Tho
Grove City, Pa., Juno 6.
fighting Bpirit of tho trained athlete coupled v,th tlit skill of medical science may save tho life of
Kdwin Leslie, who since his Injury in a swimming pool last night
has been kept alive; by means o
artificial respiration, applied ly
volunteers among ha schoolmates.
The next 36 hours will determine
Leslie's fate, Dr. James O. Wallace, of Plttshvrgn, announced this
afternoon, following an operation.
Dr. Wallace reset the first vertebrae of the neck Tvnieh was dislocated when Leslie dived Into a gymnasium swimming pool, striking
liis head on tho concrete bottom.
The operation relieved a nerve
pressure which had resulted In paralyzing the youth's body.
Two hundred male students stood
up in chapel today, in response re-to
a call for volunteers to work in
lays in applying artificial respiration without which, doctors said,
Leslie would not liye for five minutes.
Other students who have
been constantly at the bedside
since last night refused to leave tonight, saying they "would "fight It
out with him."

TRIBUNE RESTS ITS
CASE IN LIBEL SUIT
BROUGHT BY THOMPSON
(By The Associated Press.)
Chicago, June 0. After obtain-

from S'ayor
ing an admission
William Hale Thompson that he
to
wanted the Tribune
support him
in 1915 in his candidacy for the
board of review, the Tribune rested
its case in the libel suit for $500,-00- 0
brought against ' it bv the
mayor.
It was 1he second time Mayor
Thompson has occupied the witness
stand, having been called the first
time by tho defense. Today he
submitted to cross examination by
bis own counsel. He asserted in
his testimony that Germany gave
the United States cause for going
to war and also tried to read into
the record that he thought that
this country
England also gav
cause for war, but this was stricken out by order of the court.
Under a rapid fire of questions,
the mayor testified that he thought
bankers had
the
much to do with getting this nation into the war.
The mayor testified that while he
had issued no official proclamation
urging the people to buy the first
liberty bonds, he had himself purchased $2,500 worth.
British-Americ-

LF.N1XE IS ILL.
Riga, June 6 (by the Associated
pres8.) M. Yureneff, Russian soviet ambassador to Lithuania, announced today that Premier Lenlne
was suffering from acute gastritis,
with a high temperature following
an attack of May 2S, An official
bulletin issued today, says the soshows
viet premier's condition
.
dome improvement.
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ASSURANCE MEN ADJOURN.
El Paso, Texas. June 6. The
Texas Association of Insurance
session
Agents ended a two-da- y
here today, adjourning to, reconvene in Dallas in September, when
officer will be elected. The convention urged that the state department of banking and insurance be divided into two departments. A resolution favoring state
licenses was adopted.
Not only women physicians but
also women surgeons are now practising in the Paris hospitals, ,

and
quality.
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RATTLESNAKE
BRQOKHART W
BITTEN? MAYBE
YOU W0N7 DIE FO SENATOR
There are rattle snakes in New

but do you know personally any one having died from being bitten by one?
The tarantulu, that big spider,
that is said to be ablo to jump
twenty feet and bite your nose off.
Is poisonous
but do you know of
any one dying from being bitten
by one, or did you ever see one
Jump twenty feet and grab a nose
These two animals are poisonous,
but, even now that the Volstead act
is being enforced, there seem to
bo plenty of other antidotes.
and experts of the biological
survey point out that there are
many types of sensible home treatment which will serve to at least
give the patient time to reach a
doctor.
Although the everage mortality
from American venomous snakes is
a little more than 10 per cent of
the persons bitten, death from
snake bites is quite rare, according
to the biological survey
of the
United States department of agfew
riculture, because relatively
persons encounter or are bitten by
the dangerous species.
The most venomous of our native
d
snakes live Jn lonely,
districts, often on stony or swampy
land that can not bo cultivated.
Usually they disappear at the approach of man, and while they may
strike if provoked, the popular belief In respect to the distance they
Three-fourtcan strike is erroneous.
of their own length Is about
the greatest distance possible. If
the legs are well protected when
one Is going Into deep woods or
places known to be infested by rattlers or other poisonous snakes,
there is slight chance of being bitten.
As the food of snakes consists of
killed
living prey, they can not be methby poisoned baits. Tho only
to kill them
od thus far. devised
seems to bo clubbing or shooting.
in
done
In
best
early spring
This
when they are are still sluggish
Alafter the winter hibernation.
lowing hogs free run of infested
land mav reduce the number or
snakes. However, the popular idea
that hogs are Immune to snake bite
Is probably based on the Impenera-bllit- y
of the venomous fangs
their thick skin and fat layer rather
than on actual immunity of these
animals.
most commonly
The varieties
found tn this country are the
or Harequin snakes, and the
which
Crotalidae, or "pit vipers,"
include rattlesnakes, cotton-mout- h
water moccasins and copperheads.
Phy-icla-

little-settle-

Ela-plda- e,

HIKE! E

STATE

(By The Associated Press.)
Des Moines, Iowa, June 6 (by

Phone 588

the

Associated
Press). Smith "W.
Brookhart
of Washington
was
nominated the republican candidate for United States senator from
Iowa at the primary Monday. With
returns received from all except
246 of the 2,348 precincts in the
state, there is no question of his
victory. Of 289,084 votes cast in
these precincts, Brookhart received 118,493, or exactly 41 per cent.
Thirty-fiv- e
per cent is necessary
for a nomination. Ho has - margin
of safety of more than 17.000 votes
in returns which account for all
except 35,000 votes cajst for all
candidates for senator.
Three of the four congressmen
from Iowa who had primary fights
were beyond question nominated
Gilbert N. Haugen
for reelection.
in the fourth district,
Cyrenus
In
Cole
the fifth district and L. J.
Dickinson in the tenth district
have margins sufficiently large, in
returns received, to insure victory
and only a political miracle could
overturn the small lead of W. D.
Boles, congressman from the eleventh district. Boles leads W. P.
Dawson more than 1,500 votes,
with only 21 precincts remaining
out.
Boies 16,736;
The vote:
Dawson, 15,221.
banker of
T. J, B. Robinson,
in the
Hampton, was nominated
third district for the congress scat
vacated by Burton R. Sweet.
28 TALESMEN EXAMINED.

Los Angeles, June 6. Twenty-eight talesmen had been examined
for the second trial of Mrs. Mada-lynn- e
Obenchain for the murder
of .T. Belton Kennedy, when adwas taken today. There
journment
w'-- e
four peremptory challenge?
and 12 for ca,use. Attorneys said
they expected the Jury would be
completed tomorrow or Thursday.
J

Women are better students than
men at the University of Idaho, according to an announcement of
comparative grades during the lat
semester.

Redeem your Crystal
White Soap Coupons.

a Stenographic

of
His Address
Copy
Which Watson Criticised.

.

Mexico

Ambassador Shows

Hughes

er

Washington, June G. Sir Auckland (icdiles, the British ambassador foi ls tliat his recent public
u tho American merchant
marine and other matters referred
to by Senator Watson, of Indiana,
in liis tariff speech in the senate
yesterday, was erroneously
and lias shown to Secretary
Hushes a stenographic copy of. his
address in Chicago. The state department possibly may take some
steps in the matter.
The ambassador
delivered his
speech on March 12, giving some
figures to show the extent of the
trade oC the United States with
Great Hritain. He suggested that
the resumption to this foreign trade
and the prosperity that comes from
It "are largely dependent upon tho
capacity of tho British empire to
buy yuur goods and to pay for them
with dollars in America." The reference to the merchant marine, according to tho stenoghaphic report
was as follows:
"Another large part of the British
purchases in this country was paid
for through credits established on
account of services rendered by the
British mercantile marine, by British insurance companies, and in
other less Important ways. There is
is a great change again as a result
of the war now taking place In connection with the rendering of those
services.
You. in your own interests are building up a great
merchant marine. It is. of course,
your right to do so; but let us remember that, when it comes to the
question of tho balance of trade
between tho countries, that means
that there will bo diminished
the
credits for
credits dollar
British to purchase
your goods
within this country."
The ambassador
spoke without
notes or a prepared address, but a
stenographic report of Ills remarks
"Credit
in
the
was published
Monthly." the copy lias been exi
hihited to Secretary Hughes.
Senator Watson Is quoted in the
Congressional Record today as saying:
"We must not have an American
merchant marine, must not have a
merchant marine on this side. Who
The British abassador.
paid so?
We must use British ships, we must
employ the British merchant marine to do our carrying, this mighty
nation, situated as it is between the
two imperial seas of the world,
ought to have the carrying trade of
the earth
and carry American
commerce In American ships, built
by American laboring men, Investing American capital, and flying
alwavs the American flag. Is no
that tho right policy of the United
States? Oh, but our friend from
abroad says' no; we must use British ships; we must not have an
American merchant marine, or they
will not trado with us."
felt that the
Tho ambassador
difference between his own rewere
stated by
as
marks and
they
Senator Watson" was sufficient to

Pr.

AN OLD STORE WITH A NEW

SPIRIT

Great Clearance Sale
of Children's Hats

of Taos left
yesterday for San Fran-

T. P. Martin

hurriedly
cisco.
Dr. Martin is the second oldest
Shrincr in tho state. He intends
tc reach San Francisco, where the
Imperial Shrine is meeting, in time
to present Albuquerque's claims as
0
the logical site for the new
children's
hospital
crippled
which is to soon bo erected in the
12th district.
Threo cities are bidding for tho
A special hearing of
institution.
Albuquerque's claims is sot for
Tuesday at the I'alaco hotel. Ir.
Martin intends to be there, as will
also C. M. Barber and li. IT. Han-nwho compose the special committee which will seek to secure
the institution for Albuquerque.
Kl I'aso and Colorado Springs
are also making bids for tho new
hospital, which will soon ,c erected. The 12th district Is composed
of Colorado, Arizona, Texas and
New Mexico.
SlTiO.-00-

a,

STANDARDIZATION OF
INSTRUMENTS
MUSICAL
IN AMERICA
URGED

All girls'

New York, June 6. A plea for
standardization of musical instruments in order to meet "foreign
competition which is coming," no
matter how high the tariff, was
made today to the Music Industries
Chamber of Commerce by Herboit
Hoover, secretary of commerce,
through William J. Durgln, of the
department of commerce.
Tho message urged the more
than 2,500 delegates to the music
convention to eliminate waste and
to lower production costs by uniting upon several standard makes
of each musical instrument.

Included are all the desirable styles and shapes in
Milan, Leghorn and Milan Hemp; the colors are
black, white, tan navy, etc. Trimmed with debonair
ribbon bands.

T:nOHSF. PENDING BU.T.
Colorado Springs. Colo., ,luno fl.
The Colorado l'harmacal association, In session here today, enbili now
dorsed the Stevens-Kellbefore congress, which would give
tho manufacturer the right to fix
the price at which liis product
should be sold. The annual convention, which will continue tomorrow and Thursday, will hear a
number of nationally known speakers tomorrow.

the original prices
They are to sell at
which were marked from $1.95 to $8.50. Sizes from
2 years to 10 years.
ONE-HAL- F

y

FREXni IS AN FAKT;.
London, June 6 (hy the Associated Press.) The dignity of an
earl of the United Kingdom with
the hereditary title of the Karl of
Ypres, has been conferred by King
George upon Field Marshal Viscount French. The announcement
was made today In the Official

Number of Students Placed In Positions
,....205O
Number of Graduates Not Placed in Positions
In
our
us
now
Summer Classes and let
Enroll
train you to fill
a "Better Than the Average" Tosition. Individual instruction
our specialty.

Western School fer Private
Secretaries

Los Angeles, Calif., Juno 6.
Jackson E. Underhlll, aviator of
Long Beach, Calif., was instantly
killed late today when his airplane
fell 100 feet near Hunting Bark, a
suburb.
Maynard L. Morley of
Santa Ana, Calif., his flying partwas
ner,
probably fatally injured.

745 West Tljcras Avenue.

li,;:.!H

justify him In drawing the matter to
the attention of the secretary of
state.

a Belter Price
HE new low
mark of $10.90
fortheSOxSVfc
size "Usco" created
something of a sensa

tion.
Naturally, the first impulsive remark was on the
"wonderful price."
Even more to the point
are the comments of today.
People are getting more
used to the $10.90 price-- but
the "Usco" value is still
a cause for wonder.

$

and misses' hat.i
Reduced
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had a chance to check up
on this surprising tire value
Let all these"Usco" Tires
now serving their owners
so well remind vou of this
Whatever the price of
"Usco," it has got to
deliver big value be
cause it has always
done so.

am li

liPi

CorTriXl
- 1911

U.S. Tiro Co.

n

IT OVUInl

United States Tires

Full- - Automatic

Refrigerating Machines in Capacities from 200 pounds up to 5 tons. Fits any box.
Do away with your ice problems. See the machine
in operation at our show room.

United States

Rubber Company

Ths Oldtmt end iArqett
Bvbbtr Organization i (Ac World

JWtv-ttr-

ocmtws

7ta hvndrt on
thirtyftw Branch49

Kind.

'
,

G. E.

Fletcher

MONUMENT

WORKS

STnUHQUIST EriGiriEEniKG CO.
107 North Fifth St.
.

REFRIGERATION

.

Albuquerque, N. M.
HEATING

PLUMBING

WlWe YOU
Can Buy
U. S. TireSJ

Albuquerque
Estwcia
L

Lunas

Domenici Bros., White

Valley Auto Co.
Simon Neustadt

T

FOR QUICK RESULTS TRY A WANT AD

With thousands of

mm Ill

901-.-
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United StotcsTlrcs
ar Cporj Tires

The Triumph of Years of Refrigeration Engineering
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FIRST TRAIN

$10.90 "Uscos" running
today, every locality has

quiry,

style

'

8,000 bitum-

(SUM painpoast eq,r, fg
Lawton, Okla. June 6. An attempt to force the Rev. Thomas J.
Irwin, former pastor of the First
Presbyterian church here, to sign
a confession admitting responsibility for a large Incendiary fire at
the church and "framing" his own
recent abduction lay behind reported assault upon the minister near
here last night, according to the
story Irwin is stated' to have told
friends today.
Irwin refused himself to all visitors today and would ' make no
statement. Dr. W. B. Mead, who
attended Mr. Irwin today, said the
minister's back was covered with
large welts and that he had a largo
bruise on the head.
A court of inquiry which County
rie
Reilly announced
Attorney
last
would call to Investigate
Mr.
assault
upon
night's alleged
Irwin was not convened tonight,
but it was indicated that It would
counget under way tomorrow.willThehave
to
ty attorney first have
file a petition in district court and
inobtain authorization for the

above all

1-

There are

FORMER PASTOR OF
CHURCH AT LAWT0N WAS
ASSAULTED, HE CLAIMS

should'

i

365 days.

inous mines and the number of
miners is far in excess of the
number required.
"Settlement of the wage question will not bring a solution of
the controversy. Kconomic force
must be injected. The regulation of
operation of the mines must be
obtained.
Good Word for Both Sides.
"Much can be said for both
sides in the present differences.
The miner cannot be expected to
make enough during the time he
is employed to enable him to
livfl the entire year. The operator
is paying a higher wage than he
should pay.
"In the tariff question now before congress," said the secretary,
"it appears that administrative
control within 50 per cent either
way is the only solution. The
conception is to maintain conditions in the United States which
will enable it to compete with the
foreign market."
The American relief committee
had "saved the soul of Russia at
the cost of the price of two American battleships," Mr. Hoover
concluded.
A

glasses

c

(Br The Associated Press.)

nnvtnn. O.. June 6. The recov
ery of the United States from
"the variety of wounds which u
suffered during the last seven
years," is the greatest testimonial possible to the courage and
people,
ability of the American Hoover
Secretary of Commercebefore the
address
In
an
declared
Davton Chamber of Commerce to-Is
night. Economic recuperation
the result of the "energy, ability
and industry of the American
business man," the secretary said.
banking
The federal reserve loans
to
system and government
declared
by
were
farmers also
Mr. Hoover to have played re-a
prominent part ,ln business
vival.
Touching upon the coal situation, Mr. Hoover characterized
it as probably the' most serious
to
problem before the country
motday. Settlement or tne wage
ion would not solve theandcontrovoperersy between miners
that
ators, he said, declaring
of
the
of
operation"
"regulation
mines was necessary to settlement.
Railway Situation.
The railway situation, the tarof
taxation,
iff, readjustment
perfection of the national budget
of the fed
atrntom
eral government department, reof war
number
duction of the
employes and assistance of foreign trade, were other problems
which the secretary said were
before the nation.
"The solution of these problems lay in the determination of
fact," he Bald. "It is hoped that
the department of commerce is
being developed into a fact findwhoso
ing body for business men, investi-gat6
principal duty will be to
and publish essential facts
In
which will aid the government
progressing toward a proper ending.
Three Systems Tried.
"The problem of the railroads
depends for solution on the cooperation and support given it
by the nation. Three systems have
been tried. The first two, negative prevention and government
ownership have proved failures.
"The third operation In partnership with the public is being
worked out now. If it fails It will
demoralize the economic fabric of
the United States."
Referring to the coal mining
controversy, Mr. Hoover said:
"The situation is a constant
struggle. The average time put
in by the miner is 200 days a
year. He must obtain enough In
that period to enable him to live
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TODAYS

BRAVES TAKE 5

CARDINALS ,7-- 2
St.

Louis

Three

Makes

Straight Singles in 8th,
After a Walk, With None
Out But is Defeated.

fSTER- -

TV DAYS
LnrciiiT

well.
Score:
St. Louis.
AB. It. II. PO. A. E

Flack, rf
Smith, cf

lb...

Fournier,

Hornsby, ZD....
Stock, 3b
McHenry, If....
Sherdel, p
North, p
Walker, p
xSchultz
xxToporcer
XXxShotton

0
o
0
0
0
0
0
0
o
0
0
0

4
3
4
1

0
0
1
1
1

....
....

0
0
0
z

0
0
1
o

1
6

0

8

2
1

1

4

c....

Alnsmith,
Lavan, ss

112

4
5
4

6
2

l

NATION AL LEAGUE.
Boston, 7; St. Louis, 2.

122 10
0
0

Others postponed; rain.

2

0

5
2
0
0
0
0
0
0

1

0
0
o
0
0
0

AMERICAN LEAGUE.

New York, 3; Chicago, 1.
Detroit, 14; Philadelphia,

"
0
0
0
0
0

0
1
1

0
0
0

Washington, 3; Cleveland,
St. Louis, 6; Boston, 2.

1
9 24 11
3fi
2
Totals
Batted for Sherdel In fifth.
xx Batted for North In seventh.

Batted for Walker in ninth.
Boston.
A 13. It, H. PO. A. K.

COAST LEAGUE.
San Francisco, 2; Los Angeles
Seattle, 3, Portland, 2.
Oakland, 6; Vernon, 5.
Sacramento, not scheduled.

cf . . .
Barbare, 2b.
Nixon,

Nicholson, If.
Cruise, rf
Boeckel. 3b.
Holke, lb.
Ford, ss
,
Gnwdy, c
Fillinglm, p....
:

Totals
By

1.
0.

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION.
Milwaukee, 6; St. Paul, 4.
Louisville. 3; Columbus, 7.
Indinnapnlis, 6; Toledo. 4.
Kansas City, 5; Minneapolis, 12.

0

f x

xxx

2

1.

4

34

12

7

27

8

Boston

2
7

Meusel, rf
PiPP. lb
Scott, ss

4
4

1
1

a

n

Schang, o
Hoyt, p

2
3

1

32

3

Totals
Johnson, ss .
Strtink,
Collins, 2b .

0

...4

1

0
0
0

4
Mnstll. cf
8
Kslk, If
4
Rchalk, e
Sheely, lb . ...4
Mulligan, 3b . ..4

Faber, p
xHooper
McCabe,

p
xxMcClellan

a,

1
2
n

1
8
9

n

0
1

4
0

0
0

0
k

$27

0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2
1
o

..0

0

5

1

1

0

0
6
0

0
2
2
0

6

0

17
0

1

1

110

MUOfflNJ

The

Club

Minis

yank Men.

4
1
8
San Angelo
1
3
7
Amarillo
Batteries: Henry, Badger and
Alexander; Smith and Douglas.
It. H. E.
Score:
0 4 2
Ranger
1
6 11
Lubbock
and
Batteries: Zapalac
Clayton;
Green and Allen.

.

AMERICAN

LEAGUE.
W. L.

New York
St. Louis

31
29
24
24
19
21
19
20

Cleveland

Washington
Philadelphia
Detroit
Boston
Chicago

18
19
25
25
22

26
25
27

Pet.
.633
.604
.490
.490
.463
.447
.432
.426

TAKE OUT LIFE INSURANCE.
Nashville, Tenn., June 6. Fifty
members of the class of 1922 at
George Peabody college have taken
out life Insurance policies for
$1,000 each with the college as beneficiary, specifying that the income
from the fund sought to be created shall be used for student
loans, scholarships and fellowships
as rapidly as It becomes available.

feiClub
NATIONAL LEAGUE.
New York

..

Pittsburgh

Louis
Brooklyn
Cincinnati
Chicago
Enston
Philadelphia
St.

W.
27
24
26
25
25
21

L.
18
18
21

22
25
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New
aggregation
est dance
Now comes
a personal
screen
of

0

1
0

0
0

0
0

2
3

0
0
0

gt. Louis,

5.

on

for

AMERICAN GARAGE
DISTRIBUTORS

the musician

makers
that.

Boston, 2.

in

partment.
Tobin is one of the men that the
Federal league put in the limelight
and started on the road to a brilPet.
liant career.
.600
Many of the men who showed up
.571
well In the outlaw organization
.553
when it made organized baseball
.532
holler quits had made their reps
2
34
6 24 10
.500
Totals
2
when
they Jumped to the new
.477
St. Lonis.
cult from the big show. Little was
.409
AB. R. II. PO. A. E. Known of Tobin
until he broke in
4 1
5
8
0 0 to
.349 Tobln, rf
tho St. Louis Federal league
Gerber, ss . . . , 3 1 2 1 0 0 lineup. He played brilliant ball
in
3
1
1
8 4
0
Sisler, lb
the outfield for the Slou Feds and
Jacobson, cf... 4 1 1 2 0 0 when peace came the Browns
4 0
1
2 0
0
Severeld, c
sought him. He was awarded to
.
Williams, If. .. 8 1 0 3 0 0 the Browns under the peace terms.
4
0
1
1
...
8b
Ellerbe,
41 That was in 1916. That winter the
McManus, ib.. 4 0 1 1 4 0 Browns sent him to Salt Lake City
Shocker, p .... 4 0 0 4 1 0 with a string attached and recalled
him the next fall. He has been a
33
1 star with the Brown
6 10 27 13
Total
outfit ever
batted for Pennock in eighth, since. He has hit over .300 every
Bv innlnes:
since joining the team perma
year
000 000 6ll 2 nently, with tho exception of the
Boston
St. Louis
202 001 OOx 5 3918 campaign. He's a native of St.
e
hits J. Louis and 29 years old. He bata
Summary:
hits
ana throws
Collins, Ellerbe. Thrce-bas- o
Home runs Ja
Gerber, Sisler.
cobson, O Rourke. Base on balls

Percales, Madras and Sllksi a large
riety of patterns from neat stripes to
elties; colors guaranteed.

1112

cr

combinations,
combinations,
sizes 15, 16,

some trimmed with and percale in solid colors as well at
some ttmmed with braid and "frogs," are featured In
and IS.

17

CAPS
Men's Caps, Including all

MEN'S HOSE

and

OfT,
mDC

Per Pair.

25c, 50c

SILK TIES
Pure silk

One of the greatest racing films
ever made is being repeated at the
Lyric theater today and should ap
peal to every
person who likes:
horses and rapid action melodrama

It

2

pairs for

GREATEST RACING SCENE
L "WHEN ROMANCE RIDES"
NOW ON AT LYRIC THEATER

bill of fare.

sles.

Men's cotton hose in black, Bray, navy and cordovan, all sizes;

d.

Fauntleroy.'

his screen

vanov-

Prices, $2.00 to $8.50.
PAJAMAS

First rerformnur tnn., at
Pastime theater. Marv Piekfnrri'ol
"ream or years rultilled with this
superb production
a film of genuine distinction, markimr tho v,iiv,- est point in this inimitable artist's
Driiuanc career. Hero is a great
picture classic, because it has as
its foundation a ehrmlnir lnusl.1.
human story upon which has been
or extraorBum a comeay-uram- a
dinary appeal, and Into which has
beennut all of the wonderful iron.
ius and sympathy and personality
d
oi me
Mary pick-forSee her in "Little Lord

In

Fourth

SHIRTS

and hl

pvin,ii
this picture
proves

wona-aamire-

By NOHMAN E. BROWN.
At It Again.
Is Johnny Tobin. fleet outfielder
of the Browns.
Last year Tobln was credited with
671 legal times at bat, an unheard
of number. He drew a fair number
of passes and laid down his quota
of sacrifice hits meanwhile. So far
he is threatening to repeat this un
usual performance. Recent averagres
showed him loading in that de

219 North

Phone 307.

Specials

PRETTY MARY I'ICKFORD IX
"LITTLE JXMtl) FA I NTLEI?0
NOW AT PASTIME THEATER

June 6. Urban Shocker today hung up his 12th victory
of the season, when the Browns de-

feated Boston 5 to 2. He has lost
five games.
Tobln rejoined the
Browns today after a week's
resulting from arguments
with umpires during the Detrolt-S- t.
Louis series. Jacobson hit a
home run in the first with a man
on.
O'Rourke's drive over the
right field screen gave the visitors
their first run. Score;
Boston.
AB. R. H. PO. A. E.
4 0
0
3
0 0
Smith, rf
4
1
0
0
0 0
...
If
Menosky,
4
1
0
3 0
2
Pratt. 2b
4
1
1
0
2 0
Dugan. 3b
J. Collins, cf . . 4 0 2 3 I) 0
1
4 0
9
0 0
Burns, lb
0
O'Rourke, ss... 4
A
5
0
0
0
2
Ruel, c
2
0
0
0
3
0
Pennock, p....
Fullerton, p . . . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1
0
0
0
0 0
Harris

Watch

The Car Thafs
Coming

got it together 'at 9
heavies, Fisher
o ciock in me
morning so that
the guests at the screen
party
might dance throughout tho h
befot
the camera. Mr. Fisher
proved that he can act as well as
play the violin. A "close-up- "
of

una mane room lor Mmmes spalla,
heavyweight champion of Italy.
He's point? to hnwl nvpi
fvm mnn
European rents and then invade the
vj. a. xie recently Knocked out
Hans
German
Breitcnstratter,
heavy champ, in the tenth round.

8
innings; off McCabe, none in one
inning. Losing pitcher Faber.

St. Louis,

I

Joy, Edith Roberts, Conrad
Nagel, Jack Mower, Edythe Chapman, Julia Faye, John Davidson
and James Neill appear. Despite
the fact that the orchestra was
t.t
engaged for the evenlno--

Ermines Spalla.

1
Absence of unnecessary weight, with engine power scientifically applied,
make the Six we will announce very soon, a reel
Conticar. Add to this economy the flexibility and power of a
and you can see why
nental "Red Seal" Motor developing 50 horee-pow- er
The
F.O.B.
price? $985,
this car performs splendidly at any peed.
Factory.
Phone us for an advance demonstration.

Amsterdam Roof this
proved itself the finorchestra In JmrU
Cecil B. DeMille with
on the
presentation
this music - making

group.
An orchestra was needed fn
elaborate ball scene In which

Move over, you hopeful

ing his overalls.

nick of time.

i

II'

Max Fisher and his famous
dance orchestra are to be seen
If not heard in Cecil B. DeMille's
latest Paramount picture, "Saturday Night," which is being repeated at
the "B" theater today.
While playing last season on Zeig-feld- 's

1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Lord Fauntle-roy- "
feature. Prices
Special orchestra will
the picture at the

GREAT FISHER ORCHESTRA
OTHER CELEBRITIES
ANI
SEEN IX 'SATURDAY MGIU"

0
0
0

hits
Summary:
9 27 17
1
Totals
34
1
WEST TEXAS LEAGUE.
Three-bas- e
Smith, Nixon.
R. K. E. xBfttted for Faber In 8th.
Score:
hit Barbare. Double play Stock Abilene
2
1 xxltan for
7
Sheelcy In 9th.
Bane on balls Oft
to Fournier.
5
3
1
Sweetwater
By innings:
Sherdel, 1; off Walker, 3; off Fillln-KiNew York
Harris
Batteries:
and
White
001 100 1003
2. Struck out By Sherdel. 2;
000 000 0101
head; Brooks, Cressett and Shaw. Chicago
by North. 1; by Fillinglm, 2. Hits
Two
Score:
base hits
it. It. E.
Summary:
Off Sherdel, 5 in 4; off North. 3 Stamford
S
1 Strunk, Hoyt, Collins.
3
Home runs
In 2; off Walker, 4 in 2. Losing
1
8 13
Clovis
Meusel.
Double plays Scott to
pitcher Sherdel.
Batteries: Morton. Appleton and Pipp. 2. Base on balls Off Faber
1; Hoyt 1. Struck out By Faber,
Edwards; Mickey and Erwin.
Score:
it. II. E. 5; Hoyt 4. Hits Off Faber, 6 in
MlUttt

accompany
night shows.

0

0
2
1

in "Little

ten reel

are raised.

n
0
n
0
0

e

Two-bas-

Theater One of the
and greatest film stars, Mary
a.t the Pastime today
is
Plckford,
Pastime

best

starring

MESSENGER ROBBED.

d n r am
More Miles From Each Gallon

a

great program; don't miss it.

free for all race to beat the vlllian

at his own game; is almost as good Kansas City, June 6 Two Masked
and as thrilling as the real thing. men last night held up and robbed
But the race fades in power be- the messenger in the baggage car
fore the big climax In which the of Missouri Pacific train No. 108
kidnapped Lucy is tied to the back between Kansas City, Kas and the
of a horse by a half witted man
and would have been killed in a Union Pacific station here. The
plunge over the precipice had not only loot obtained was the messenCarl Gantvoort rescued her in the ger's watch and a satchel contain,

r

Lyric Thentcr Repeating today
Zane Grey picture, "When
Romance Rides," adapted from
the interesting novel "Wildfire;"

also repeating the Goldwyn-Spo- rt
Review, entitled "Speed." It is

ap-

peared on the screen.
"When Romance Rides" may be
summed up as the most colorful
and swift moving of Zane Grey
pictures (all founded upon Zane
Grey novels and the Zane Grey
novels are the most widelv read
of any author's in the country).
The horse race at tho rodeo when
laire Adams rides Wildfire in the

the

AB. R. H. PO. A. E.

rf....,4
...4

WESTERN LEAGUE.
St. Joseph, 8; Sioux City, 3.
Wichita, 2; Des Moines, 3.
Oklahoma City. 9; Denver, 3.
Omaha-TUlsrain.

0

000 000 020
000 300 31x

St. Louis

all-st-

6.
New York
Chicago, Jun
started Its first invasion Cf the
1
victory over
jwest with a $ to
Chicago. The locals outhit the vls-- I
Itors but were unable to bunch
them except In one inning, when
they saved themselves from a shut
out. The Yankees hit Faber
safely
In only three
Innings and they
each time.
registered
Meusel
cracked out his fourth homer of
the season while Babe Ruth fanned
twice, rolled out on another occasion finrl mnrle Htrnnlr henl, ....
to tho fencn for a line, AvW
in fc- iother time up. Score:
Sew York.
AB. R. H. PO. A. E.
4
1
0
4 0
"'lit, cf
0
4
0 1
4
2
Ward, 2b
0
4
0 0 8
Bi'US. If
0
0
4
0 0
2
1
0
Baker, 3b

Chicago.

SOUTHERN ASSOCIATION.
Little Bock, 1; Mobile, 3.
Chattanooga, 8; Atlanta, 4.
Nashville, 4; Birmingham, 9.

innings:

,3- -

(By Th Aiioclated Trui.)

straight singles alter Flack had
been walked, scoring two runs with
none out. Then the next three
men were retired. Nicholson and

hit

is a

Chicago Outhits the Visitors,
But Is Unable to Bunch
Them; Meusel Gets His
Fourth Home Run.

AMERICAN LEAGUE.
Boston at St. Louis.
Washington and Cleveland.
New York nt Chicago.
Philadelphia at Detroit.

(By The Asiorlnted 1'rcM.)
Boston, Mass., Juno 6. Boston
made it five victories in a row to
day by defeating St. Louis, 7 to 2.
In the eighth St. Louis made three

Holke

1

NATIONAL LEAGUE.
at Boslon.
Pittsburgh at Philadelphia.
Cincinnati at Brooklyn.
Chicago nt New York.
Ft. Louis

Theaters Today
"B'' Theater "Saturday Night"
great drawing card, and a
large crowd attended at each
show yesterday. It is played by an
cast, and la being repealed
is ''also
today. The management
repeating the pictures of ."Current
Events."

iT AID BEAT

ROW; BEAT

A

derful horses which have ever

ITALY'S DEMPSEY
K. O.'S GERMANS
HEAVY CHAMPION

YANKEES INVADE

June 7, 1922

and brocaded

d

effects.

ties In a variety of patterns, Including fancy stripes

75c

to

$2.50

is

called "When Romance Rides" and
Is a Benpamin B. Hampton production, released by Goldwyn, founded upon Zane Grey's most widely

n3

"When You ThinkvCIothe, Think EUBANK'S"

ROTDi

read novel, "Wildfire." Thrill follows thrill in this excellently acted
photoplay which boasts a cast including Claire Adams, Carl Gantvoort, Jean Hersholt, Charles Arl-lnHarry L. Van Meter, Frank
Hayes, Tod
Sloan, the famous
Jockey, Babe London. Mary Jane
Irving and two of the most won

g,

.

'

Two-bas-

Off Pennock, 2. Struck out By
Pennock, 1; Fullerton, 1; Shocker,
1. Hits
Off Pennock, 9 in 7: Ful
lerton, 1 in 1. Losing pitchur
Pennock.

.

Washington, S; Cleveland, 0.
Cleveland, June 6. A home run
Rice with Bush on base in
the eighth inning broke up a pitchers' battle today between Erickson
and Coveleskie, and Washington
defeated Cleveland 3 to 0 in the
first game of the series. Peckln- paugh was out of th same with
an injured back.
Score tiy Innings:
S. H. E.
Washington 000 000 0213 10 0
Cleveland ..000 000 000 0 4 2
Batteries:
Erlckeon and Ghar-rlty- ;
Coveleskie. Bagby and L.
O'Neill.

Moving Picture Funnies

by Sam

HOT WEATHER COMFORT
underwear is the basis of most men's

ATHLETICcomfort.

Yet, unless it fits, athletic underwear can be as
uncomfortable as the deuce.
It is our business to see that your athletic underwear fits you. That's why we carry all sizes and
oversizes in most of the nationally advertised

brands.

mm Inmnwsnxii k keleher.
218 West Central.

jMf wiM

wM

Phone 335.

Detroit, 14; Philadelphia, 1.
Detroit, June 6. Detroit bunched hits off Hasty and Yarrison today and defeated Philadelphia 14
to 1, Pillette holding the Athletics
safe at all stages. Heilmann hit
his eighth home run of the year in
the first Inning, and In the eighth
Veach hit for the circuit with tho
bases full. Score:
'
Score bv Innings:
R. H. E.
Philadelp'a 000 000 001 1 8 1
Detroit ....122 014 04x 14 IB 1
aBtteries: Hasty, Yarrison and
Perkins, Bruggy; Pillette and Bass-le- r
and Woodall.

JOHNSON RESIGNS AS
EDITOR OF THE OPTIC

H.W.-Kan- e,

formerly circulation
manager, was elected to succeed
him. It is understood that Johnston has gone back to Jamestown,
N. Y., from which ho came over a
year ago. Mr. Kane has announced
that the policy of the paper from
now on will be to advertise Las
Vegas and work for its

Special
self-adjustin- g,

self-sharpeni-

steel blades
pered in oil.
cible

Special at. .
Others at

tem-

Left a widow with three small
children, Mrs. Beatrice I Finley.
of Tulsa, Okla., has supported her
family by her own work and at the
same time taken a high school
course. Now she has been awarded
a university scholarship and plans
to fit herself for the profession of
teaching.

$12.50

$9.75 lo $17.85

J. K0RBER & CO.
Albuquerque's

Hl

Hardware Store. .Inst

Ult UTC TA

XSJ67. i
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,
l Cut out tr.e picture.
sides. Then carefully
line 1 its ntire length.
ted line 2, and so on.
section
underneath
When completed turn
you'll find a surprising
the pictures.
--

on all

four

fold dotted
Then dot.
Fold each

accurately.

over and
teault. Save

RUTH PRESIDENT OF
STATE ASYLUM BOARD

(Special rorrmponnVnce to The Journal.)
.
East Las Vegas, N. M., June b
(Special Corrnpondfnee to Tbe Journal.) At an
Las Vegas, N. M June 6. Cecil board organization meeting of the
of regents of the state hosW. Johnston, who has been manpital for the insane held here,
ager and editor of the Las Vegas Ernst
Ruth
of Raton was elected
Optic for the past nine months, left
A. T. Rogers, vice presthe paper Monday, after a meeting president;
ident, and Catherine Des Marlus.
of the board of directors In which secretary-treasurer.

Lawn Mower
Guaranteed,

TH DEAF
PARTY.

AeroRs from City Hull

Journal want ads oet results

Vice President Rogers announced

that no general manager, which
will be tho title of the office replacing superintendent, has an
been chosen and that the details yet
of
the management plan have not aa

.

yet been worked out.

GOOD HELP IV SUMMER
causes worry, nerIndigestion
vousness, sick headache, biliousness, coated tongue, bad breath,
bloating, gas, constipation and
distress. Henry C. Thorne,
1002 Harrison Ave.. Boston Mass.,
writes:
"Since taking Foley Cathartic Tablets I feel fine."
cleanse the bowels, sweeten They
the
stomach and Invigorate the liver.
Cause no pain, no nausea,
Not
habit forming Just a good, wholesome phyalc. Bold everywhere.
con-sta-

!f !fT -

:

nt

-

-

Everywhere
ANHEUSER-BUSC-

H,

-

:

INC., ST. LOUIS

Chas. Ilfeld Company
Wholesale Distributors
New
Albuquerque,

Mexico

;
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HELEN

EVADES JACK'S
QUESTIONS.

CHAPTER 62.

"I'll be ready In a minute."
Jack returned when Helen urged
him to hurry. "You sit down. I'll
he right out!" Yet he lingered

Social daieiidar

SEES EUROPEAN
REHABILITATION

Marriage of Miss Hortense Swlt-le- r
and R. O. Lenihan at Immaculate Conception church at 8 a. m.
Woman's
club
Congregational
will meet with Mrs. George H. Anr
derson, 120 North High street, at
3 p. m.
Good Cheer club will meet with
Mm. K. A. Gertig at 915 West
avenue at 2:30 p. m.
Mlercoles club will meet with
Mrs. J. Hill Walker, 523 Indian
school rond at 3 p. m.
St. John's guild will meet with
Mrs. Edmund Ross, 718 North
Tirrt street at 3 p. m.
Marrlago of Miss Alice Gould
and Howell Stevens Faw at Presbyterian church at 4 p. m.
Marriage of Miss Katherlne
and Richard P. Woodson,
Jr., at tho homo of Mr. and Mrs.
A. B. McMillen nt 6 p. m. Reception from 8 to 9 p. m.
Mr. and Mis. Harry Strong will
entertain it dinner at 7 p. m.

Helen's the two women left the
room.
"Have you heard anything?"
Helen asked in a hurried whisper.
"Not a word, but I'm frightened to death every time the bell
rings. Yet, of course, we have
nothing to fear like you have.
The most they can say is that
we knew him, were taken in by
him. I thought perhaps he would
try to communicate with you. It
was fortunate no one knew you
at that place. One paper said they
had questioned all the employes."
"Oh, Nell! Whatever shall I do 7
I think Jack suspects I know
something about It. He was quiz-sin- g
me when you came, and he
acts so queer tonight."
"I guess you imagine It! You're
awfully nervous and as pale as a
ghost. You'd better rouge a little.
But what are you going to dot
atay nere?"
"I'm trying to get Jack to go KNITTED CAPE IS
on a visit to his mother. I daren't
PART OF COSTUME
leave the house even to go to market. Someone who was at that
dance place might see me and
,
recognize me. Oh, it is dreadful! ,
I can't believe,. he is guilty. He was
bo nice, and so generous."
"Easy enough to be generous
with other people's money. I feel
terribly indignant to think he imposed upon us. We introduced
him to you, and that makes me
feel terribly."

unaccountably over tidying himself.
Seated at the table he looked
more closely at Helen. She plainly
showed the strain she was under.
Several times he started to Bpeak
to her of Barnes, but all he did
was to wet his lips, then make
some trite remark concerning the
food.
Dinner over Helen at once took
the paper and furtively glancing
at him commenced to read.
Finally Jack said:
"I see they haven't found the
woman who was with Barnes."
"No do you think they will?"
"Bound to in time!" he replied, hoping she would confide In
htm. It would make it all so
much easier for them both.
"You really think so?" Eagerness and a sort of fear in her
voice.
"Yes, Helen, do you know anything about this affair? Why did
you want to go to visit mother
just now?"
A frightened
look swept over
Helen's face.
I
"Oh,
thought as long as busi
ness was slow It would be a good
"That wasn't your fault. You
didn't dream he wasn't Just what
time to visit her," she evaded.
he appeared to be." Helen was
"Is that all?"
Before she could reply the bell Just even in her distress. "Don't
rang. Jack went to the door and blame yourself. If I had listened
to Jack I wouldn't be In this
admitted Mr. and Mrs. Layton.
"We had to come over and see terrible position."
The Laytons soon left, and once
what you thought of this Barnes
affair," Mr. Layton said. His wife more Jack cleared his throat, behad told him nothing of Helen, fore he said.
"Helen, you didn't answer my
that she was with Barnes. His
manner was quite natural, yet question. Was a desire to visit my
Helen looked questionlngly at Nell mother all you had in your mind
who shook
her head slightly, when you proposed going last
meaning to convey the knowledge night?" He waited a moment,
that her husband knew nothing. then: "Come, dear, tell me what
Helen looked relieved for a mo- it all means? What do you know
ment, and settled herself to listen. of this woman who was with
"Do you think he is guilty?" Barnes? Who is that Mrs. Brown
Xell asked, looking at Jack.
they are so anxious to find?"
"I don't know what to think
Instead
of answering,
Helen
bout the whole affair. I never broke Into such a passion of sobs
liked liarnos, as you know, yet that Jack was frightened. And
I didn't think him a crook."
almost forgetting bis anxiety about
"Looks bad for him:" Layton her intimacy
with Barnes, his susinterjected. "They seem pretty picions, he bent all his energies to
sure he's forged."
quieting her. But it was long
They talked a while longer, before she became calm. The
then Nell making an excuse that strain had been greater than he
she wanted to see a dress of imagined.

That Europe is trying to put
memories of the war out of her
mind and to put her house In order
after the tremendous upheaval JS
by
the impression
brought back rewho
Mrs. Alfred
Grunsfeld,
turned to the city on Monday after
residence abroad.
a
Mrs. Grunsfeld was called home on
business but expects to return to
Europe in the early fall, where she
will rejoin her sister, Mrs. E. A.
Stonehill, of New York, for a tour
of tho orient.
"Everywhere abroad one finds
the greatest industry," said Mrs.
Grunsfeld yesterday in speaking
"France is rapid y
of her trip.
battle
converting her shell-tor- n
fields back into producing farms so
that there is less and less for the
American tourist to seo of ruined
lands.
"Especially is this new industry
to be seen In Germany. In spite of
lier immense losses of life during
the war there remain many st",nj
young men who are working n
to put the country back on her feet.
Their courage to go ahead after
such a defeat Is touching.
"Europe is thronged with American tourists. I do not believe they
ure being held up by the native
Idea in
,,ifirovo ng is the noDular
We must be fair
this country.
money
own
about such things. Our
has not the purchasing power it
had before the war, and neither hi
the currency of Europe. Living is
high there for tho same reason it is
here," she s.xld.
Mrs. Orunsfeld and her sister,
nhn la hpi- - traveling companion,
have made a leisurely winter jauui
through Europe, renewing old
at Paris, St. Morltx,
Genoa, Florence, Milan, NiceAtand
St.
as
cities
other
they desired.
Moiitz durinir the Christmas holiMrs.
by
days they were Joined
Stonehlll's daughter, and by Miss
Marion Gnmsfeld. daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Ivan Grunsfeld. of this
at
city, who are attending school
Paris.
Mrs. Grunsfeld will make ft short
to visit her
trip to California
Europe
daughter, hut will return tobusiness
when she has settled her
affairs here. With her sister she
Spain, Asia,
through
Egypt and the far east.

fi3$h
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AXSWEKKD LETTERS.

te

fast cereal. A tablespoonful or
less as required.
Fern. If you have been taking
a diet which has not contained
enough vitamines, you will be benefited by taking yeast for a time,
as it will supply these elments.
Yeast also counteracts the acidity
which happens when the stomach
is taxed with digesting heavy or
very starchy foods. However, the
yeast fad can be overdone and as
soon as the digestion is improved
and the skin shows that the blood
is cleared, stop the yeast and eat
the foods which will give you all
the vitamines that are needed.
S. K. Florida.
In some cases,
warts will dissolve through applications of olive or castor oil each
night. In others, turpentine rubbed into the warts once daily for
three days, will cause them to dry
up and drop off. Another treatment Is to moisten the wart and
rub into it coarse salt once each
day for a week. If such things
fail, any doctor can remove ordinary warts with acid. A silk thread
tied around warts that stand out
from the skin will literally choke
them to death.
Red Head. Puffiness under the
eyes shows poor functioning of
the kidneys or the liver. Consult
your doctor. Smooth out the lines
in the forehead by working into
them a good cream while you use
the finger tips after the manner of
But, this
ironing out a crease.
will pot eradicate them unless you
stop forming tho lines.

I

""fllll

T.

readily-change-

d

t

with a straight gathered skirt knii-te- d
with a fancy weave at tho hem
to form a trimming border. The
coat Is a straight style with a similar border at the edge forming
the pockets. A narrow tasseled
belt marks the waistline.
DOROTHY PHILLIPS
BACK ON SCREEN IN
"HURRICANE'S GAL"

RIPPLING RHYMES
By WALT MASON.
THE BULWARKS.
The bulwarks of our liberty are
threatened every day; some crisis rises, fierce to see, and all
alarmists bray. They tremble for
the future course of this, our native land; and they orate until
in each
they're hoarse, an eagle
hand.
It was the same when I
was young, a hundred years ago;
the orator unwound his tongue
and waved It to and fro. But little comfort could I find in all
the wordy din; our sacred bul-

my suds. But as the weary years
rolled by our country thrived and
and our palladiums
bloomed,
stacked high, nor knew that they
were doomed.
Our government
grew great and strong, our banner pawed the air, our bulwarks,
that were doomed so long, were
right side up with care. And so
I banished from my soul the
fears I long had nursed, I ceased
to let the briny roll, and cheer-u- p
And now
smiles disbursed.
when some sad candidate expands his silver throat, expounding threats of doom and fate, he
fails to get my vote.

tea?

.

warks, undermined, were swiftly
caving In. And even now I can't
forget the long night In my room, WILL AID SMALL CITIES
where I would He awake and fret
about our country's doom. I used
IN OBTAINING LAND FOR
to sit around and brood, and rend
PUBLIC PLAYGROUNDS
my costly duds; I lost my appetite for food, and couldn't drink
(By The Aatoclnted Press.)
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Olives"
Brat nrian4A'

famous Niec.f nuua
olives. Bottled with
all the native sun-

shine flavor and
intact.
purity
A
In

revelation

leritne olive oil

t Some
Today

New York, June 6. The William
E. Harmon Foundation, organized
last year to help in securing play
grounds for children In the smaller
towns of the United States, an-nounced today two new offeta
made possible by William E. Harmon, the founder.
Harmon will contribute 10 per
cent to any campaign begun af'.er
June 1, in towns of 10.000 ot less,
for the purchase of play land, limiting his contributions to $500 in
,
every case.
In towns of 6,00 6 or less, the
Foundation, whose offices are at
140 Nassau street, will purchase
land outright at a cost not exceeding $2,000, the requirement bslni
that the playground is not less than
two acres.
The Foundation will lease the
playground for from five to ton
years, giving committees an option of purchasing. In this way 'he
Foundation hopes to awaken the
smaller towns to the needs of the
children.

'

Dorothy Phillips.
Welcome hews to film fans everywhere comes in tho announce
ment of Dorothy Phillips' return to
the screen. After a long search,
Alshe and her director-husbanlan Holubar, have finally found
several stories they think suitable
for screening. Of these the first
is already completed and Is now
being cut and edited for rele&do.
It is called "Hurricane's Gal" and
is a thrilling and romantio tale of
the high seas.
An airplane and a radio are not
only incidental to the action ot the
plot, they were actually employed.
The sailing ship, the U. 8. Destroyer, and two airplanes which flguio
together in the action of a certain
sequence in the story, were controlled by radio messages from the
director and his assistants, themselves 1,500 feet up In tho air In
a glgantio flying boat.
The most important thing about
can eat 600 times the picture, however, Is that it
i
Its weight ot food in a month,
brings back to the screen, after a

1

$37,595,-34-

9.

Chairman
Julius Kruttschnltt's
statement to the stockholders re-

I IE

ent time is that It Is believed from
the usual procedure In such cases
that time and opportunity will be af
forded to carry out the decree of
the court with a minimum of
and loss to tho railroads conThe fact that the Intercerned.
state commerce commission Is now
In
engaged
regrouping the railroads
of the country Into a limited number of enlarged syBtems, under the
transportation act of 1920 may require delay until the commission
has determined its plan of consolidation for the railroads in the
western transcontinental region."

fers to the company's property in
Mexico, for which damages of
are claimed.
E Commenting
S
upon the recent decision of the United States supreme
court involving the right of the
company to own stock of the Cen(By The Associated Trent.)
tt
New York, June 6. Net railway tral Pacific company, Mr.
says:
operating income of the Southern
"All that can be said at the pres
Journal Want Ads Bring Results.
Pacific company and its subsidiaries
for 1921. of $35,946,790 shows a
gain over the previous year of $14..
634,447, or 68.G7 per cent, according to tho detailed annual report
released today.
Total railway operating revenues
of $269,494,306
increased $12,775,-13304 North First St.
or 4.D3 per cent and net reveOpp. Santa Fe Depot
nues from railway operations of
increased $16,760,388,
$56,922,103
or 41.75 per cent.
FINEST ROOMS IN THE STATE. STEAM HEAT. HOT AND
Net income, after the usual gross
COLD WATER.
ALL OL'TSIDE ROOMS.
deductions, aggregated $30,618,778,
a decrease of $1,451,497, representand
Rates:
$1
Transient
$1.60; double, $1.60 and $!.00.
Single,
ing a loss of 4.53 per cent from reWith bath, single, $2.00 and $2.50; double, $3.60 and $1.00.
turns of 1920.
Total railway operating expenses
Weekly Rates: With or without private bath, $4.50 to $H.O0
of $212,572,263 were less by
per week.
a saving of 12.20 per cent.
Total current assets of $83,706,- Krutt-schni-

3
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"The House of Fashionable Millinery"
TOMORROW

THE HIT OF THE SUMMER SEASON!

markable Sale of

oA

Newest White Hats
of
GEORGETTE
CREPE

'lliH?ffi"lwfl

By ELOISE.
The cape is the summer's favor-it- o
and
it has found its way
wrap
into all departments of tho wardrobe. It is used as a separate wrap,
as a sports coat, as a suit coat and
as. part of a dress or gown. Jt
has even gone so far as to be a
skirt to a Hnicker suit in tho confines of the city, but is
to a shoulder cape in the
country.
This cape, which Is full length
voluminous affair is of white knitted wool. It is made with snug
fitting shoulders1 forming a yoke
onto which the folds of the cape
are gracefully gathered. It matches
the white wool suit which is madq

BF.S. P.

E

and total
decreased
liabilities
of $189,.

I SBfftsSBBBSiaSSaBBnSBBSBV'

Mrs. B. Dooley of Fort Defiance,
Ariz., formerly a matron of tho
small boys at tho United States Indian schools Is here for commencement exercises.
Fhe entertained
four members of the senior class,
her former charges, at dinner at
Her
Alvarado
the
yesterday.
guests were Virginia Peshlakl,
Howard Gorman, John Watchman
and Francis Howard.

Edna Kent Forbes.

Olive S. When the hair grows
below the line on the back of the
neck it can be trained by vigorous
brushing so these stray hairs are
caught up into the body of the hair
and kept in place under the iialr
net. If you do this constantly you
will find these hairs disappearing,
but since you have strengthened
this growth by shaving, it will take
a long time to effect it; however,
it Is the only thing you can do now
as either clipping or shaving will
only, make matters worse.
L. H. An excellent astringent
is made from one part white of
egg to six parts water. This is to
be used only when giving the skin
a special treatment, as it Is painted all over the face and throat and
allowed to dry on the skin for fully
IB minutes; after which It Is reThe
moved with warm water.
skin should then be given as much
cream as it will absorb and either
an Ice rub or dashes of very cold
water to close the pores, completes
the treatment. Simple astringents
for general use may be either
toilette waters or a few drops of
benzoin In water. When using the
latter the amount of benzoin is decided by the appearance of
water. The proper strength is attained as soon as the water looks
milky.
Nancy. Agar agar is usually
taken in the morning with the
breakfast and a convenient method is to sprinkle it over the break

Following his successful examination for the post of a national
bank examiner, J. B. Herndon, Jr.,
was appointed to that post, according to a telegram received here
yesterday by his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. J. B. Herndon.
Young Mr. Herndon was for several years an employe in the State
National bank here, where he received his preliminary training. He
then went to Dallas about a year
ago as an assistant bank examiner,
where he held that post for 12
months.
Mr. Herndon, who Is the youngest man In the national banking
service holding a full commission
as examiner, has been reassigned
to the 11th federal reserve district
under Chief Bank Examiner R. H.
Collier at Dallas.

FORMER INDIAN SCHOOL
MATRON VISITS IN CITY

BEAUTY CHATS
By

COMMISSION OF BANK
EXAMINER GIVEN
TO
J. B. HERNDON JUNIOR

will-trave- l

if

599 decreased $4,275,292
assets of $1,950,393,052
$17,101,683.
Among the
are "unadjusted credits"
624,794, an increase of

1921 OPERATING

MRS. GRUNSFELD

HELEN HUNTER'S HUSBAND
BI JANE PHEXPS. '
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Last nlte after suppir ma was
reeding the paper out loud all
about the dlffrent kinds of robbers and berglers, saying to pop,
My goodniss Willyum, for heaven
sakes dont neglect to lock all the
downstairs windows tonite, Hiatal)
you reed about nowadays, robbers
and berglers, berglers and robbers.
Ones as bad as the other, pop
sed. And he went down and locked the windows wile he thawt of
it, and after a wile I went to bed
on account of having to, and I
went to sleep and woak up agon on
account of a fearse noise down
stairs sounding like a gun going
off, and I jumped out of bed thinkWich
ing, G, robbers, berglers.
just then I herd pop coming out
of his room and I called down, Hay
pop, wats a matter?
As soon as I find out I'll let you
know, pop sed. Mecning he dident
know himself yet, and jest then
there was another fearse shot, ma
saying, O, the house is full of berglers, this is dredfill.
Wich jest then there was another
fearse shot, and pop sed, Its werse
than berglers, my werst feers are
realized, my bottles of home brew
are blowing up.
Thank goodness, ma sed. And
jest then the door bell rang, and
pop opened the front door in his
pidjammers and I looked over the
bannisters in mine, and it was a
pleeceman saying, Wats all tho
shooting going on?
O, its nuthing, officer, that Is to
say, its nuthing. I was cleening .
gun," pop sed. Wich then there was
another lxploslon, and the pleeceman sed. Who's cleening It now?
Well to tell tho truth, officer. I
made a llttlo home brew Jest for
a joak and Im f raid I put in a little
too mutch excess energy or something, if you wait heer a minit 111
go and get you a handful of cigars for the police pension fund
and then 111 go and empty the rest
of the bottles before they all commit hairy kary, pop sed, and the
pleeceman sed, I awt to report
this, its agenst the law to make
home brew, the next time you do
it dont put in so mutch yeest. I
never have eny trubble.
Me thinking, Im going back to
bed. Wich I did.
A bill recently proposed in the
Canadian legislature to the effect
that an unmarried woman must be
at least 30 before being allowed
to vote was defeated. The resolution was based on the claim that
thousands of the women botwecn
the ages of 20 and 60' who voted
at the last general election Knew
nothing of either tho party leaders
or their platform.

Beautiful Flowered and Dress Hats for
also Sport and Tailored Styles all white
or trimmed with natural colored flowers.
Mid-Summ- er

The Illustrations depict a few of the smart styles
in the sale. Every hat is an AMAZING VALUE

!

T

1

ordinarily modes like these would be priced
several dollars more.
TOMORROW ONLY AT $5

You Will Find All 1 hese Wonderful

Hats at

long absence, the heroine of such
favorites as "Hell Morgan's Girl,"
and "Man, Woman and Marriage."

Cuticura Soap
Is Ideal foi

The Complexion

Rettp.OlnrinMft.Tktffam..ttwrv whr FMUMfplej'
wk)rn: OuttowLbort.torlf ,Dftl,X. MtlOi.atMt.

Phone 352

"Albuquerque's Best Shopping Place"
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and sacrifice of others; and suchtpTrif
TP A AT
PFPTTRT
- i'lJtVjiVi
was their persecution that Tabira ' 1 1V,V "-- '
e
was finally overthrown
FOR HOUGHTON'S
between the years 3 670 arcl

LA GRAN QUIVIRAMYTHLAND IN ItEW MEXICO

soms-wher-

'lescftneil

CONGRESS SEAT

theii' livps floMn-to the state of Chihuahun. Atexi- nrxv ('. TIOLMQUST.)
(By
co. where' some of their descend- -'
ants are living today.
A myth is obviously nn unreal from thence
it has never de- Hidden Treasure.
thing, yet the history of America parted.
It seems altogether
prohahle
testifies to the fact that in purTabira Loses Her Identity.
that lirecious metals wore mined
suit- ot it many real things of
Since its advent, Tabira has In the vicinity, as it is evidently.;
lasting: value often unexpectedly lost her identity
and become mineral country, and many of!
Spaniards who came there in
reveal themselves. Tims, .limn known as New Mexico's "l.a Gran the.
and seventeenth
Ponce do
searching for Quivira. " as if in mocking mem- the sixteenth
centuries
sprang Irom mining and
"Biminl," the fabled site of the ory of the Kansas
"Quivira"
who were c m- classes,
pastoral
nt
fountain
eternal youth, which
Hispotent to instruct the Indians in
he thought would enable him to which befooled Coronado.
of mining. How- longer enjoy the wealth he had torians vacuely state it was so proper it methods
is stated that when the-a
misunder- ever,
"through
grown old in accumulating, dis- named
covered Florida on Easter Sun- standing" J'erliaps the Mexicans survivors fled, they carried away!
day, loKlj and headed the first had beard of t'oronado's search with themto their treasure, which,
information sent hack
march of Caucasians to south- for a "Quivira." yet did not. know according
that he had found it, in Kansas: to Spain by priests who fled wit
eastern' United states.
In his quest of mythical Kohl, and when wild stories of treasure tho Indians, was buried "a day's
in
154" Francisco
Yasquoz do buried at (he Tabira ruins began journey from Tabira. at a point
Coronado discovered the Grand to circulate, the region to them hetween two mountains ": that this
river, became, "La 'Iran Quivira," and information is contained ii the
Canyon of the Colorado
'
Xunl, Aeoma and other marvels, fact and reason seem powerless archives of the mother country.
and blazed the trail for white se- to dislodge the myth from its Other stor;s tell of wills left bv
the
I'.osides.
Spanish
ttlers in southwestern
United stronghold.
whoever
conquerors
stating
States. These were true treasures heard of a myth being amenable that. "Ia Gran Quivira" was at!
that Coronado found, the while to fact or reason? It wouldn't be one time a rich mining camp, and'
a myth, If it were.'
he was pursuing a golden
Truly, no when it was abandoned, they carwhich failed him and myth ever ensconced itself in a ried out all the treasure and
more
his
as
fitting home,
you will buried it In the side of a hill near
proved
undoing
One
The Indians of New Mexico observe from the following exqui- the ruins of the church.
fat Pecos Pueblo), to whom the site description painted by that hears all sorts of versions, and
been
consummate
have
the dupes who
Coronado expedition loomed as a
artist of word pic- many
menace, apparently anxious to tures. Charles V. Lummis, in the have responded to the siren's call.)
rid themselves of their unwel- last chapter of his "Land of Toco as attested by shafts and holes in
Lewis Henry.
the vast bedrock and among the Congressman-elec- t
come fruests, beguiled them will; Tiempo":
"1 do not believe
fabrications
that the ruins; so numerous as to render; T
regarding a tribe whole
r?.wl Henry, Elmira, N.
world can show elsewhere, walking about after dark ex-called "Quivirn." said to possess
nor that a Dore could dream into
Kven in Albu- - P"Dll;;an. nas been selected to fill
So effectually
fabulous wealth.
unsafe.
tne
canvas
vacancy in congTess caused by
a ghostllness so apropos. querque people frequently affirm
did they play upon the cupidity
of the intrepid explorer that ho Stand upon the higher ridges to earnestly that they have the! tne resignation of Alanson
map and working plans to". who recently took up his duties
permitted himself to he led far the east, and it is all spread beaway, to a point in Kansas, the fore you, a wraith in pallid stone for the discovery of treasure, as American ambassador to Ger- which
the absolute ghost of a city. Its
habitation of the Quivira Indians,
according to their informa-- ! many.
where he discovered the docep ashen hues, which seem to hover tion. derived perhaps, from Hie!
tion, for they possessed not.hin above the dead grass, foiled by "derroteros" or legends of hidden four to five hours; or, a Santa
of anything save direst 'poverty the sombre blotches of the juni- treasure which circulate among Fe train can be taken to Moun-th- e
and utter worthlessness.
Coro- pers: its indeterminate gray tints,
natives, is buried nt "La (Iran tainair and a car hired there at
nado returned
to Old Mexico outspoken at last in the huge, Quivira." However, the ruins are! a reasonable rate for tho trh. tr.
with his disgruntled soldiers of vague suape that looms in its now under the protection of the the ruins. You will wish t.) lake
fortune, and nothing further w.is center: its strange, dim outlines government, which deals severely a lunch with you and spend the
heard of him Fiibseyuent to the rimmed with a fiat, round world wjth any diggers other than thoso entire day exploring.
A short
the Archaeological Society.
year 1542, his entire career hav of Rilcnce but why try to toil
stretch of deep sand will bo tm- ing been blighted by the Quivira that which has no telling? Who Greatest Ruins 011 the Continent
countered at the base of the small
shall wreak expression of that
The ruins are said to be the elevation on which Tabira stood,
myth.
noblest
on the entire
Myth Returns to Xew Mexico. spectral city?
North hut a machine can negotiate this
"Come
American
the
itself
However,
and
the
nearer,
provcontinent, themselves very well if the occupants will
myth
spell
ed a- boomerang:
prelected from dwindles; but it is never broken. constituting treasure
of inesti- - alight and walk a few steps, 1
Kven as we pass our hands over mable value and absorbing inter- - would sound a. note of
Mexico in 1 5 4 0, it returned
warning
by the irony of fate, to its mother that forgotten masonry of pale ea' t tourists, nature-lover- s
and to aH amateur explorers, and that
state in the latter hnlf of the limestones, or clamber over fallen students of history and archae- they will truly be in a dry land
eighteenth century, settling on walls with tangible stubbing of olngy, and a visit to them will as- - and must carry any neoersary
the ruins of the hapless pueblo material toes, the unearthlines;! sist in putting riches into th water. An element
of
at- of Tabira, which stand, in lonely of Hie haggard scene does not icitu, wnere no less an authority taclung to the ancient wonder is
pueblo
isolation, on an eminence rising wholly cease to assert itself. Only, than
source
it.t
of
the
Benjamin Franklin
water supply
from the plains a short distance we now know that it is not a they ought to be put. Those, sail
too, Home historians think it depended
from Mountainair,
city, which the next breeze vould be your very own. If there "Ion the storage of min
It "m.j and ghost
be any buried riches at others opine
may waft away. It is a ruined
that that alone
La Gran Quivira" (even against would have been inadequate
pueblo again but such a pueblo!
ir,
Small wonder for the folly of its the great preponderance ot evi- - 'hat arid land, for the needs of
later devotees it seems the right- dence given by thoso who have so great a pueblo. Another as- ful home of superstition,
and almost sweat blood to find them) sumption is that Tabira possessed
here the wildest myth need not they do not belong to you nor
to an adequate stream, which was
be ill nt ease.
me; and. "reqniescat in 'pace:" Plugged or "killed" when tho Tiro
"This Is tho pueblo of Tabira. There are found the remains
of Indians abandoned it; a common
Infinitely better known, in this numerous
three and
Practice
Indians when
among
day of grace and putative lieht terraced buildings, estufas, reser- - leaving their homes temporarily
as the 'Uran Quivira.' "
volrs, and a great church which or permanently,
There is no mvsterv In the seems to not have been fullv com- Every time I visit the
history ot Tabira itself; "it is well pleted when the Inhabitants fled, historic ruins of New Mexico great
known to have been a thrifty Tho intention evidently had been Etat0 ls fo very old as well as(the
so
to make a great central
pucDio, one of the largest In th
FOR THE RELIEF OF
vc'ry new!) I am impressed with
state, whose inhabitants perished of Tabira, for the walls otmission
- the fa'"t that
twinthe
Pain j in the Stomach and
Indians
cerno doubt because of their very t.V or more rooms for
resident tainly gave the matter of
Bowels. Intestinal Cramp
thrift, tho fruit of which attracted
are contained within the much thought, for the environs
ancient
the desire of those bloody thieves church ruins.
places ot their abode, as viewed
COLIC.'.DlARRHCEA
and murderers of the plains, the
La Gran Quivira mnv
h for instance from the
Apaches, who sowed not. vei reached by motor from Albuquc - ""nia! Cave in tho Cliff Dwell- JULU LVtKTVVntHt'
'
or
"
in ma icnuin VL iuiijuuf, via
i;no de los
jiountainair, in f,.,j,,, iings
near nam a fe; from Frijoles,
Aconin
Taos, and from La (Iran Quivira!
are most exquisitely set. Ae
sat atop the colossal ruins of the
temple at. Tabira, our eyes feasted on wide sweeps of glorious
country in every direction. Jt
seemed we were in the center of
an older, and different, world
from which all U10 inhabitants
had flown, and we were trend inr
alone "some banquet hall deserted, whose lights were fled
n
garlands dead, and till but wo define feels poignantly,
parted."
when viewing these jnuto
testimonials, of the tribulations of th.
aborigines, the desperate suffering and disappointment
whl h
their lot: and the ruins
tho stately temples at Tabiraof
and Abo. "The cities
Cuaral,
jiiui. Here f orgotten." or, "Tho
Cities That Died of Fear." as
they are variously called, stand
as monuments,
of the heroism, though crumbling
and
loving devotion of thoso earlv
of the cross the!
Franciscans, who supervised thoi
construction
ot these imposing
edifices, and who sometimes per-- 1
wan, ana many limes at
the hands of, their charges
with

.

j

j

June 7, 1922

"I feel that this statement has
TREASURER STRONG
inadvertently done .you and Miss
AND HIS DEPUTY ARE
Margaret Strong, your chief depPRAISED BY AUDITOR uty, nn injustice. The errors in
your office that caused the delay
(Sppclnl Correspondence to The Juurnul.) did
not occur
your adminSanta Fe, Juno 6. A. CI. Whit-tie- r, istration, but during
in the one prior
state traveling auditor, lias thereto, and this letter is written
uiado nn
official
statement in you to try and correct the erronwhich ho seeks to correct erron- eous Inference that has gone out.
"Tho work o( Miss Strong, as
bookkeeper, was excellently done
with very few clerical errors, the
books always were In perfect balance and there is nothing
connected with her work to cause
any criticism, and I am glad to so

eous impressions, reflecting upon
the conduct of affairs of the Bin to
treasurer's office. These imm-essions
gained currency through
tho inadvertent printed reports
that the work of checking tha
had been caused by numerous clerical errors in the treas- of-fi-

f!h.t.

to
Tr
retiring tressnrer Vvt.n 1.
ii.ldresserl

'

c,.'

"bl

B',iM'

state."

lso. Icwf,' than twenty women
in the national law.
.iloU1. s
ma mug body of Finland.
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TOI1I.V HKIN STATED.
St. Louis, June 6. Johnny To-bi- n,
right fielder of the St. Louis

82 Years Old and As
Good as a Youngster
"Seven or 8 years ago I was s

Americans, was reinstated today,
following his suspension a few days very sick man. Doctors said caago when ho questioned uix um- tarrh trouble of stomach and
pire's decision.
bowels,
affecting the liver and
heart. For more than a year I
TO STOl COCGIIIXt; AT NIGHT wanted to die, but could not.
A summer bronchial cough keeps Upon tho advice of a friend I
not only tho sufferer but other tried Mayr's Wonderful Keniedy,
members of tho family awake. Al- and although 82 years old I now
fred Barker. 1061 Avondale St., E. feel 3 good as a youngster." It is
Liverpool, O., writes: "I consider it a simple, harmless
preparation
my duty to write and tell the re- that removes the catarrhal mucus
sults of Foley's Honey and Tar, from the intestinal tract and alwhich I used for my boy who had lays the. inflammation which
been suffering
from a bronchial causes practically
all stomach,
cough for 7 or 8 weeks. Foley's liver and intestinal ailments, inHoney and Tar has done him won- cluding appendicitis. One dose will
derful good, and I shall always rec- convince or money refunded. For
ommend it." It soothes and heals. sale by Briggs'
Pharmacy and
Sold everywhere.
druggists everywhere.
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Victrola No. 260
$160
Mihogany ot wilauc

When purchasing a
g
instrument consider these important facts:
sound-reproducin-

i

Musical performance is the first consideration and it is evident
that the greatest artists would not make records for the Victrola
if it did not present their interpretations true to life itself.
1

i
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Vacations that last!

FREIGHT RATES

ofcool delight mind and body
up and ready for another
of
year progress, eyes sparkling with the joy
of being alive, that's what vacation means at
San Diego, California.

WEEKS

From

MESILLA
TO-B-

1

sunrise and the morning plunge in blue

the Dona Ana county farm bureau,
has) appointed a committee consisting of W. P. Thorpe and ,T. W.
Taylor of Dona Ana, and Francis
B. Lester of Mesllla Park, to cooperate with the Las) Cruees Chamber of Commerce in an investigation of freight rntes affecting the

people of the Mesilla valley.
Directors of the farm bureau
are considering tho advisability of
employing a freight rate expert.
In this connection the board of
county commissioners, headed by
Henry fitoes, will be requested to
mako full payment of its appropriation for use in an lnvestig'i-tio- n
of freight rates in this county, particularly as they affect cantaloupes and other fruits and vegetables.
"The rates on car lot shipments
to northern and eastern points are
much too high," Mr. Quesenberry
said, "and we are going to do what
we can to bring about a revision
so that the farmers in the Mesllhv
valley can make a reasonable
profit on their products."

toring, golfing, dancing
making new friends,
recreations
finding new
every hour of the day,

'

'

and happy every moment.
Astonishingly low excursion fares on sale
daily to California's beautiful "summer seaside
capital"and special rates this year at hotels and
beach cities for families, and for vacation guests,'
make your vacation at San Diego more than
ever desirable. Seize this opportunity. '
All the year, and for years to come,
you will
continue

to

enjoy your great vacation by the

cool ocean, at

INVESTIGATED

(Sperlal Corrpondni-to Tho .lournnl.)
Las) Cruees, N. M., .luno 6.
.Tames S. Quesenberry, president of

salt water, you'll be busy all day and evening,
with thousands of other care-fre- e
folks,
swimming, surf bathing, fishing, boating, rno
.

IN THE
VALLEY ARE

Nowhere else can you find such a collection of music as contained in the Victor Record Catalogand the Victrola is the
one instrument specially made to play Victor Records.

The Victrola embodies all the worth-whilbasic and fundamental improvements of the past quarter-centurTliere isn't
a material nor an idea nor a process that enters into '
e
construction which has not been put to the test in the
e

y.

talking-machin-

Victor experimental and research laboratories.
Victrolas $25 to $1500.
s.

HIS MASTERS VOICE

$1.75

Lahrornicv

We have a very Rood
all metal
ice cream freezer
which we are able
to sell lor
one-fiua- rt

S1.75

Ificter

rtlemeni

me

your free booklet.

story of San Diego" Cali- -'

City

u4

ictralas

Every Record Every

Thii booklet tella wonderful
tery .bout Su Diego,
Sign lh coupon
get it free by return mtil.

Under the lid. On the label.

EASY MONTHLY PAYMENTS CAN BE A R RANGED.

CLUB

iornta. Please send

REG. U.S. PAT. OFF.

trade-mark- s.

Victor Talking Machine Company
Camden, New Jersey

66 Elks

Kuilding San .Diego, California,
I thould Lke to read your fascinaung

Victrola.

Important Look for these

Come direct to San Diego over the new
San Diego and Arizona Railway, operated in connection with the Southern
Pacific, the Rock Island and the E. P.
4: S. W., and enjoy
daylight ride
through magnificent Carriso Gorge,
Old Mexico and the wonderful Imperial Valley.
AA your ticket agent for new and
lower Excursion Fares.

FREEZERS

SAN

7

304 West Central.

Day- -f

(3
V

yj

If It Is a VICTOR We Have It.

Music Co

0

Phone 987.

STAGELAND

doorman, who for 40 yeara has
watched from his perch under the
simple light ot Manhattan stage
doors, the cominga and goings ot

PAYS

stare.

A

"Lillian Russell

Is dead,

I

see,"
he said. "There was a wonderful
woman. A big star, and not temperamental. The most beautiful
woman I 'ever knew, and still as
friendly as any one on earth. There
wasn't a theater in all the hundreds
she played where the "back stage
people' didn't love her."

BARE TRIBUTE

TO

Page Seven.
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IS. MOORE

Recall Memories
of the Music Hall Where
Lillian Kussell Played in
Olden Days.

Old Timers

services wm,

FUNERAL

BE HELD OS THVBSDAV

BAUER
AT
HOI
SEATTLE, WASH.
Secretary
During

of the Interior
President Taft's

Administration Had Been
Funeral
Pittsburgh, June
services for Mrs. Lillian Russell
111
But Two Days.
died
who
at
home
her
Moore,
early
today, will be held in Trinity ProIt The Associated Frm.)
testant Episcopal church Thurs(ByTus Associated P ress.)
Seattle. Wash., June . Judge
day afternoon. The body will then Richard
New Tork, June . Broadway
A. Ballinger. who Was sec
be placed in a vaalt until a suit
the great White way paused a bit able
mausoleum can be erected retary of the interior during Presiand
talk"
"small
dent
administration, died at
its
Taft's
today, forgot
Alexander
P.
by Her husband,
He had
In remltiltraeneeft of the pst, paidJ Moore, publisher of the Pittsburgh his horn, here tonight.
been ill two days.
rare tribute to "Lillian Russell, the Leader.
blond beaut? who never grew old
During the day many tel- was
and who died this morning St ier e prams of condolence reached Mr. theRichard Achilierof Ballinger
an acrimonious
central figure
in
home
Moore and other members of the
Pittsburgh.
of
over
the
the development
dispute
' In quiet corners of the blubs, family from all parts of the coun- Alaskan
coal fields in 110 and 1U
old timers recalled memories of try. They came not only from
he was secretary of the inthe music hall on Broadway whora leaders in the theatrical profession, when
terior in the cabinet ot president
Lillian Russell played in the 'days in which Mrs. Moore, as the "Airy Taft.
ot Weber and TTlelds. It wasn't Fairy Lillian" of the operatic stare
Soon after his appointment as
the 'Broadway of today, but a sim- was so long a striking figure, but secretary
aet
in 1909, Mr.
pler Broadway when 'Thirty Fourth from government officials and about deciding title to Ballinger
street was the center of the "Walt leaders in society, who were pleas coal land claim. LouistheR.Alaskan
Glavis,
ed to number her among their chief of the Alaskan field division
Lights."
Lillian's last appearance on the friends.
land office, had
of the
on
April
Broadway of 1922 was
Among the messages which came made angeneral
Investigation of the valid24, when she sansr at a public cel- early were from persons who had
claims of the
of
the
ity
ebration at the Palace.
been associated with her during
group, in th Bering
On the curb around "Theater the war in many patriotic duties. Cunningham
river district, and recommended
Town" the region about Times Theodore Roosevelt, assistant
cancellation.
their
eong
of the navy, talking over
Btjuare dancers, acrobats,
involved In a
Glavis became
the the telephone from Washington, re controversy
writers, ''dramatic people," all
with Secretary Ballingreat medley that makes up atage-lan- ferred to her as 'Sergeant Russell," ger, alleging that the secretary was
said a word or two in praise for such ehe was by right of an friendly to the Cunningham interof the woman who had Just died.
order issued by Major General ests. Glavis was dismissed from
"The Greatest of Them An."
Harnett, when he commanded the office. Gifford Pinchot, chief of
"The greatest ot them all," they United States marine corps.
th forestry service, a branch of
aid.
the department of agriculture, iouk
is
tribute
being paid
Officially,
up the fight for Glavis, attacking
by the professional world through
Ballinger. President Taft sided with
FOR Bellinger
their clubs. Floral tributes ejrni be WILL ORGANIZE
and removed Pinchot
The
sent by nearly all of them.
from office. Pinchot, however,
GAMES
OLYMPIC
Na1924
the
the
continued his campaign
Larabe,
against
Playera club,
tional Vaudeville association, the
Ballinger.
Green Room club and others will
June 6. The French
President Taft never wavered in
Tarls,
b represented at the funeral in Olympic committee, with 22 feder- his support of the secretary, but
ations represented, held & meeting Ballinger relieved his chief ot fur"Pittsburgh on Thursday.
But one nf the deepest tributes this evening and arrived at a de- ther embarrassment by resigning in
'Of them all came from an old cision to proceed with the organisa- 1911, on the ground ot
Meanwhile the charges against
tion of the Olympic games for 12.
had
claimants
Th following communication was the Cunningham
been
the
issued
after
meeting:
pressed, under Ballinger' adTUBERCULOSIS
ministration.
Secretary of the In"The French Olympic commitSr. aim Ims positive
tee has decided unanimously to terior Fisher rendered a decision in
proof he it able to eure
continue with all the means at its August, 1912, ordering cancellation
tubeTaulneli by Inhalation
disposal the organization ot the of the claims and sustaining the
in any climate.
games for 1924. It authorizes its charges of fraud. Following this
For further informathn
Address THB T. F. OLA lit
president to make a declaration to decision all but a few of the 1,190
this effect to the international coal claim in Alaska were canINHALANT CO.. MASON
BUILDING, LOS ANOBV
Olympic committee and to the pub- celled.
Born In Bonnesborough, Iowa,
XJ58 CAUFOBNIA.
lic authorities."
.

'" ,

July 9, 1?58, Ballinger was the ion
of Colonel Richard M. Ballinger, a
distinguished officer ot the civil
wa. The boy accompanied his
lather into the southern camps, and
saw much of war. He was gradu
ated in 1864 from William college,
where he was a classmate of James
R. Garfield, afterward secretary of
the Interior in President Roose-velt- 's
cabinet.
From college young Ballinger
went Into a law office, was admit
ted to the bar and soon afterward
went to Port Townsend. Wash
where he practiced law. In 188S
he married Julia A. Bradley.
Eeleeted superior iudce in 1892,
Mr, Ballinger served four year. At
the end ot hi term he removed to
Seattle and continued to practice
law, having in the meantime great
ly enhanced his standing by a com
pilation or th codes and statutes
ot Washington, which 1 Will th
He
standing work in that state.
was mayor ot Seattle In 1904-OThe following year, on th recommendation of Secretary ot th Interior Garfield, President Roosevelt appointed Ballinger commissioner of the general land office,
where he simplified its method
and cleared up accumulated

),
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Vacation

A Surprising Answer

i

A friend of mine suggested Southern California, which caused me great surprise.
I thought it a warm place to go in summer.
But he convinced me otherwise and so I went
I spent July, August and September there
and slept under blankets ninety flights. I
never knew a finer summer climate.
Balmy
days, ideal for any sport, and refreshing sleep
were invariably the rule.
But more than that, I enjoyed the absolute
diversion due to totally different environment
and "atmosphere," that really; renews people
who are figged.
This same experience is near you, too only
a few hours away. For two weeks or two
v- monthsit's worth your while.

.

A World Within

a Province

a?

Southern California is a summer wonderland of opportunity for fun or rest.
Here are great seashore resorts with fine
'

or

modest cottages.
... . ,
Four thousand miles of paved automobile
highways marked by 70,000 official guide-sign- s

hotels

to direct you to myriad points of interest, in- drive
eluding a -

Anteles
HOTtL
Ketldestlal District, within easy
buslnen and shopping; center.

aWBBS

SM

Jena, M degrees: J If,
Anfo.s Tl decreet; rscere4crel
Am, et etfTM-Thtat U. . Weather Stress.

,

jfK;mi-r'-

Health and Pleasure

U40 Shatto mreer, toe Angeles,
CBllfnrnta.
Slrth Street Oar to Union. Single as
Three blocks from
double apartments.
Westlsko Par. Phone Wllehlr 4TI.
M anger.
B. C. WARNAS,

Ve;: iSftlWif'"

for hrautifully illustrated Catalina folder to
STEWART, General Patstnger Agent
1115
racipe Electric Building, Lot Angela

Writt
J.

N.

In

'All

No

The Journal

the World
Trip Like Thit

CLITB INCORPORATES.

Santa Fe, June 6. The Woman's
Civic club of Mountainair, Tor
rance county, has filed articles of
The club la not or
incorporation.
ganized for profit, and has no cap
ital stock. The incorporators, an
are: Hattio L.
of Mountainair,
Hanlon, statutory agent; Vera

I
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f
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CALIFORNIA SCHOOLS

COLLEGES

LITERATUttV

12 dally. Student

IrtTORrTIOSI

AT TR

LEARN CHIROPRACTIC

--

JOIN JUNE CLASSES

So. Orand Avenue,

I.oa Angeles,

Enroll at the Clewell Chiropractic College. San Diego, California,
and In 18 months write Doctor of
m.i.nn,anH. after vrtur name.
classes. For particulars
Cant, Join June
tm
write college oitice, io
St., Ban Diego.

Principals.
Adams Street, Los Angeles. Calif.

eartTI

port.

THOMAS A. DAT1S, Pros.
Paetne peacn,
THB PAMSAHKS SCHOOL
ACADBMX
LOS ANOFt.ES WrT.ITART
For Children.
Loa Angolaa, Calif.
An Ideal School and Home by the sea.
on
altuated
Huntington
Delightfully
Kindergarten and College Preparatory.
lnai-vtdu- al
Drive, near Pasadans. JTth year. StuStudenta admitted anytime. Each
tae dents admitted at any time, Hlgeeet
child's needa atudled. and eat.
Military
ta
standards
Scholarship,
Sleep,
training that beat
. . fits
. given.
.
tuition.
Training and General Culture. IS acre.
ii n.,
ana etuay
Summer
Ideal
Complete equipment.
Write today for Interesting illustrated
Training at Mountain and Beach Camps
V"' I
booklet. Mrs. same wai-o- o
Tutoring If deal red.
B.. Principal, Banta Monica, Calif.
t
Phone SUM.
RICHARD
K. BA1LET. Preeidrat.

SCHOOL FOR GIRLS

8 The
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Sorenson Co.
AND IlCTAIti

BCILDlXf)

MATE1UALS

M3IE

CEMENT

North Flr8t strcct ,nd MarWe.
AtBrQtJERQTJE, N. M.
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ATCn,,e

:

COT7PON
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R T O
OD.s.il.nii
tflallf.
General. Collegiate
Preparatory,
Danclntr. Ex- ..,.. Art Music.
Certificate
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W Shingle
that neVer

Chamber et

ee

sseasjsn.iae

CAPTAIN

...

Club
of Southern California

YfWr
?
FJr3.
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Out-do-

Miss

Ail-Ye- ar

aa totems is feist

All

a
VII

You'll say it's the best trip of your lile.

1

SS.
f"- -

Trains.

.

Ask any railroad ticket agent for further
information, or mau coupon below.

I HtrnU.

SO-

ff.W o

oh... iiA.m.
Girls' Collaaiate School
Sept. Jth. The San Diego Army and
Thirr.flmt year begins
Offers General Col
Accredited.
Navy Academy's
coumee
lege Preparatory, specialwom.
SESSION
SIMMER
hsedritl TlV 1
a
t years
n...
" ' nUBI
DUmiiisjr
cultural. Beautiful Spanish and m6 tieptejnber 1. A vhftppj oooibtnaa
life
builtfina-sreality. tion or wont nm w7 who
$150 ewri fto- Parsons end Miss Dennen, liiff ftnd tftiXl

'

QjlNFOKM ATION

.

STITEA.

Free Auto Busses Meet

11

low-rat- e,

U

Inil,

Double

0

S.

S.ftO-i.O- O

may
enter any day. Monthly rates.
COACHING
lOS ANGET-fiSCHOOL.

round trip fares bow
Special
i
in effect N more War Tax.

iM--

8.00-4.0-

...IS. OS

to eight.

J3T-nf- t

leS.

s.se-s.s- s

0

HIGH SCHOOL
PRIVATE
Open all the year. Classes limited

r
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"

$.s.ee

toilet..
Boumi, batlr...

Medium of New
Mexico . . i .

PLAN
Sing. BDouble.

Knotne.
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tVRj tif V 0
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In Surrey, 'England, is a model
farm conducted solely by women.
The holding consists of nearly 100
acres of land, with one main house
and several cottages in which the
workers live.

plains.
,
history. This great vacation starts when you
i
3&S'
step on the train.
Go now. The thing to do is, go now go
this summer, f Men, women, children all
need a change like this. Decide now. You
,
can arrange it if you will.
;;.

XPfn3MB
USm
ft .tjSr XfP
AT
'
Q

Emma

Griffin, Hannah Sharpless,
Brlttaln, Princess Bixler.

railroad trip itself is rnemorable--throug- h
the canyons, mountains and great
Every inch is teeming with our early

:rSs?s:

EUROPEAN

TWENTY CORSES

stupendous

is

exclusive Resort
Rates Per Day!
100 Rooms
. a a nnnmi

Commerce Blflf.
Lot Aoecks. California

h

ffwt auto bus MtrTS Att TeAimjjy

Round Trip $2.25 from Los Angeles Harbor

Curls

v

Oarage.

Cable Apartments

await you on the "Magic lile." Boating, bathing (only
till water ocean bathing in Southern California), fishing.
hiking, auto tours, golf, tennis, dancing, etc. Famous
Catalina Marine Band in Creek Theatre.
Class Bottomed Boats, showing wonderful Submarine
Gardens.
Night trip over the Gardens with underwater searchlights
NtW.
omething ABSOLU 1

fc4.

stxlfr''

Commissary

ruch

"QITEKN OF THB CALIFORNIA BBACHFS"
and retreeh yourself at this enchsnttnf resort
Porret the hest of Snmm
cool Paclflo breeiet blow.
where the
Ever diversion Imaginable Surf sad Plunge
,
eto.
Bathing-- Golf. Yachting;. FUhlng, Aquaplaning, Surfboard Riding, Motoring,
Home of th celebrated million dollar Hotel Virginia ana many omer mgn-- ci
houis and apartmenta. Accommodations t nit all elaaees. Before planning your
Summer Vacation, write fnr literature regarding the Wonder City of California.
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE,
Lana Bearh. Cwllfnnila.

400

See. 80SS

T,oe

FA RTMK.Nt

MWIH1

Starts on the Train

-

A

Serrlce

Mtia

v

X

Hotel

Bscluilve

a wide variety of
Hotels, Apartments, Campi, Cottages
accommodations at prices to suit all. Lovely "Island
Villa" and "Villa Park" are great open air Hotels.
Also Hotel St.
European plan, rates $1 Vi to $2 per day.
Catherine, American plan, and Hotel Atwater, European,
plan affording excellent service.

The world's most famous ocean fishing
grounds, where champion anglers come each
year from every section of the globe. Also
mountain trout streams.
Mountain climbing, with' scenic grandeur
that Switzerland would boast, or visit a peak
by trolley. Ocean islands and mountain lakes
like Italy's.
Great cities, old Spanish missions and primal
wildernesses within a stone's throw.
A desert (next door to rich orange groves)
larger than all, save Sahara, with strange
mirage effects. In fact, a thousand unusual
attractions to absorb you in their interest.
And all these delights and curiosities within a
circle with a radius of a few hours. Travel
as you will by motor, train or trolley.
Don't say you can't leave business. Take
the family and go I You'll never regret it, for
this is one trip in a thousand. Make it now!
The

k

Wllfhtre Boalera rd,

By an. Easterner

'

vi

A MODERN

Catalina Offers You

Many of the Eskimo women In

World" with

--

THEBRYSON

)(!

called "Rim of the
views on either side.

evr

e

in a Thousand for This Summer
MEN,

m

Every room a cool outside room,

at Hand

Land-Ne-ar

miles out in the ocean reached
by palatial STEAMSHIP AVALON, affording delightful steamer ride of two and a
quarter hours. Orchestra for dancing.
Twenty-fiv-

The One Trip

women, children all need a change
time from the year's routine
of business, home and school.
'
It is profitable in dollars and in health.
Good business men and doctors all agree.
'
Decide to go and go now. But have a complete change, for in the greatest change is
greatest value.
I was so advised by a physician years ago,
and the question naturally arose, "Where to ?"

a.

Catalina Island

Best of All th Cost is Small

-

at

f,

V! Rates $1.50 to $3.00

the vicinity of Hudson Bay still
tattoo their faces.

.

uj.' ..jm 'Bi'

Fifth Near Main, Los Angeles
A Room and a Bath for a
.V Dollar and a Half.

(By The AtmeMed Press.)

FRENCH-COMMITTE-

w'j.iwieM

King Edward

New Tork, Jun
.
President
Harding and Chief Justice Tart of
the supreme court hav accepted
the positions of honorary nresldent
and vice president respectively of
me American Olympic association,
it was announced today by Colonel
Robert M. Thompson, president ot
the association. Their acceptance
have been ratified by th wcecutic
committee.
The additional member also
were lected to the executive com
inltte at its meeting. They were
Henry urecaenridge former assist
ant secretary of war, representing
the National Fencer association.
and Julius H. Barnes, president of
in .national Chamber of com
merce, representing
the National
association of Amateur Oarsmen,
Colonel Thompson", who sailed
today on the Mauretanla, said he
hoped to reach Pari In time to
participate In conference follow
ing the meeting of the tnternatlon
al Olymplo committee, and that
while abroad he would have sever,
al informal meetings with Olympic
officials ot other nations relative
to th games ot 1924.

d,

J.'

Read the Announcements' of California's Famous Hotels, Health, Beach and Mountain Resorts and Solve That
Literature and Full Information by Writing Direct, or at Free Information Bureau at Office of
Outing Problem"
the Morning Journal.

HARDING AND TAFT
ACCEPT PLACES ON
,
OLYMPIC COMMITTEE

aec-reta- ry

v

VJWife

nrAnuion. Gymnasium.
admit to Unlrerslties.
Catalogue.

Illustrated

"ELLIOTT

SCHOOL

ron owui

Place. Log Angeles.
Aa Ideal Summer Home for your
Daughter. Spacious aetata, faaaed by
Cool Sea breeaea.
Superior educational
advantages. Character Building. Summer session July (th to August lath.
Write for Booklet.
MARTHA COI.I.1VS WCAVXH, M. A.,
1S01 S. Oramercy

-

Telephone
BUMMER

ACADEMY
a

;m

I,os Angeles. Calif.
and Day
High Scholarship Keeldencs
In session all
School for Young Boya.
HorsemanTMr
Athletic. Swimming,
resship, Band. Make SUMMER CAMP
ervations now.
Special tutoring.
Director, 100 South Alvarado StrMt,
Los Angeles. 131

SCHOOL

THi

OF

Cumnock School of
Expression

--

tos

Angeles, California.
July Mth.
University Credit
Grade
School
and
In
High
Tutoring
Subjects. Fun Term Opens October Ird.
HELEN A. BROOKS, A. M,
Boats Vsnsont Aveeme.
Director, 90
June loth

REPORTED SUCCESSES
tatton to dinner, aa they resent
Chen
OF SUN'S ARMIES ARE his having publicly disgracedleaders
The military
Chiung-MiCLAIM
been
has
his
"FICTITIOUS,"
say
presidential brjj
shot and nothing but ruin will follow tn the wake et the present
(By The Associated Press.)
London. June 8. A dispatch to regime."
the Times from Hong Kong dated
The Women's medical college of
Monday says:
"Previous reports of successes Pennsylvania, founded more than
for Sun Tat Sen's armies on the half a century ago. Is still the
only woman's' medical college in
Klangsl border are fictitious. Ac the
United States.
to
Informaauthoritative
cording
tion that Kiangsl forces have ad
vanced over the Neiling pass to ins FRIEND RFOOMMENDED

THKM
ago." writes W. H.- Shadwell, Stanley Va.. "I had kidney trouble, and at times was an- -.
note to raise my sen in oea. soiey
Kidney Pills were r commended to
me by the Chief of the Fire Depart
menu After using S bottles I was
and have
relieved,
completely
never had a return of the symptoms." Why suffer when you can
get teltet fror. rheumaUo pains,
suicide
his
would
backache, swollen, sore and etlif
that
believing
In sua Joints, sleep disturbing bladder
place Chen Chtung-Mi- n
awkward position.
weakness and other symptoms ot
"The Kwantune military leaders disordered
kidneys? Sold everytwice have refused Pr, Sun's invl- - where,
,
.
,..

within

twenty-fiv- e

miles of

lihin-In- c.

their objective being Shtukwan.
Sun Tat Sena headquarters ana
their chances of success are great,
"Sun Tat Sen had been in Can
ton for three days seeking a solution of the situation. He will pro
ceed to Walchow tomorrow with the
Marshal
purpose ot persuading
to return. Dr.
Chen Chluag-Mi- n
Sun has sworn that if he Is un
successful he will die at Walchow.
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Kansas City man and asserts after an investigation that they all "fall of their own weight."
Arrillnga has found that the acts with which
Reily was charged are not Irregular and certainly
not original, Every governor on the island has followed exactly the same practice. Certain steps have
always been regarded as proper. Reily simply followed In the steps of his predecessors.
Kelly's crime seems lo have been in Insisting that
the United Slates came first and the island politicians came second. He balked most ot their pet
plans for graft, but, worse than that, he checkmated
their movement for absolute independence.
Immediately he became the target for abuse. Ho
stood it patiently and without comment. Finally
an answer has been made the governor and the
charges seem likely to disappear as suddenly as they
came.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
Dally, by carrier or by mail, one month, 85c;
yearly, in advance, J9.00.
"The Morning Journal has, a higher circulation
rating than is accorded to any other paper in New
Mexico." The American
Newspaper
Directory.
Every new attack upon Daugherty gets a big
The only paper In New Mexico issued every day
in the year.
hand from the war fraud crooks, who cannot unMEMBER OF THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
derstand why he Is not scared off their trail.
The Associated Press is exclusively entitled to
to
news
credited
of
all
the use, for
THE DAY TOIT AVOCLD NEVER FORGET.
it or not otherwise credited in this paper and also
i he local news published
herein.
Five years ago last Monday was the day you
Juns T, 1922 would never forget. But you did, didn't you?
WEDNESDAY
On June 5, 1917, hosts of American youths reg- HOW CITIES BECOME GREAT.
istered for military service. They were of the draft
age and by millions they swarmed to the registra:') clly etcrth whllo "Just grows. "
tion places.
It v v because of : spirit '.n its dtiieniy that
There were bands playing and parades arranged
1
still.
Stan
to
it
will (jot permit
and little brown bands to pin around your coat
and
more
boosting,
Somebody boosts, then does
sleeve. "The flower of America's manhood'' that
continues to boost.
phrase appeared in ac thousand editorials the folChicago's motto is, "I Will " Nothing has come lowing morning.
to Chicago that was not willed by Its citizens. It has
The fifth anniversary ot the day came and went
a Chamber of Commerce that is en the job all the without raising even a ripple on the surface of the
time, getting things for Chicago.
body politic. June 5 signified about as much as
Any one of a dozen other towns now mere dots June 6 or 7 and hardly as much as. April first.
on the map might have been Chicago
The. next time a handy phrase is coined and an
Chicago had the will and the vision; the others entire nation is promised that a day will be imlacked both and are now little more than whistling mortal, remember the tragic experience of regisposts.
tration day.
Not
Tou say Chicago is strategically located?
The trials of life do not always produce honest
as much so as Valparaiso.
Denver is the Queen of the Rockies, because
convictions,
energetic men made it so. Denver was and
ir a misplaced city. It is a stub town. It is off of
A DECIDED ADVANTAGE.
the main highways between the Atlantic and the Pacific. It is remote from mines and mills. Not'nln;
Courts must be conducted in a loose fashion In
in Denver is scenically attractive.
Atlanta, Georgia. A husband served on the jury
Denver advertised its climate, which is not to be which granted his wife a divorce. It may have bjen
mentioned In the same breath with the climate ot Justice that she receive it, but it was folly to illow
Albuquerque, and it now la a big, prosperous city.
him to serve on the pury.
El Paso is reaching close to the 100,000 mark,
Had he wanted to deny her freedom, he cuuld
because when it was no larger than Albuquerque i have held out until a disagreement was reached. If
now, it was spending $o0,000 a year in advertising he personally favored her action for divorce, ho
itsi resources.
It boosted Its climate. It became the might have used undue Influence on the other
great beneficiary of the Elephant Butte dam.
Had Albuquerque then been alive to Its opporHow the fact of his relation to the plaintiff could
tunities, the dam would have been built where the have escaped the attention ot court officials is bedams now must be built for the storage of the waters yond understanding.
The ends of Justice must have
for Irrigation of the middle Rio Grande valley.
met somewhere in the case.
Asheville, X. C, has a population of 62,000, in
Not long ago it was a m'ldJy
eluding suburbs.
Mexico does not seem to understand that no namountain town of 2,000 Inhabitants.
tion can sit at the family table as long a.i it uses
Robert M. Furman, then editor of the Asheville its knife all the time.
Citizen, became imbued with the idea that Asheville
could capitalize its altitude of 2,500 feet, its climate
d
barber to sell
It takes nerve for a
and lt mountain scenery.
tonic guaranteed to raise hair.
He organized the Ashvllle club, raised an advertising fund, Induced Bill Nye to come there and write
a series of articles for the New York World, induced
Christian Reed to write a novel, "The Land of the
SONG.
Sky," aoad Induced the Southern Railroad company
to feature Asheville In its folders and other literasome
Like
Impatient lover
ture.
In some forgotten June
He had the mountains and the waterfalls and the
The wind below dark windows
pine forests. and the wild flowers photographed, and
Sings coming of the Moon.
he played up the sulphur and the hot springs for all
And
liko a fair proud lady
they were worth, and some more.
Too sure of love she waits.
George Variderbllt, who eventually died of tuAt last the Wind goes singing
berculosis, came there and bought 32,000 acres of
Beyond the shadow-gateof
Asheville.
a
built
suburb
land and
Biltmore,
He fondles hair of willows
Furman then flooded the east and the south with
And sings a lovely tune
the knowledge that one of the Vanderbilts had
Lo! smiles from her high window
chosen Asheville as the best climate in the world.
The wistful. Jealous Moon.
Ulenn Ward Dresbach in Bookman.
Despite the fact that Asheville has 41 inches of
precipitation, has fogs, is humid, and has a temperature that reaches 100 every summer and falls below Eero every winter, it is a splendid city, with no
resources other than its climate and mountain scenRADIO HIXT.
ery.
are working on amplifiers It might
While
Asheville has no railroad shops, not factories, nv be a goodthey
Idea to perfect one that can henttachecl
transcontinental railroad lines, and not agriculture to the voice of conscience. Baltimore Sun.
$
$ $
worth mentioning.
TAKING ITS TIME ABOUT IT.
It has more than a score of millionaires amongst
From time to time, rumors emanate from RusUs citizens.
sia that Lenin's health is failing; but subsequent
Thirty-thre- e
years ago Los Angeles was a llttlo incidents show that ho is strong
enough. St. Louis
t.
city of no apparent resources. A number of the business men met and gave Frank M. Wiggln a comOX HIS WAY.
mission to make it the biggest residence city in the
"Mose, what would you do if you received a letwest.
Ku
from the
Klux Klan?" a local negro was
Los Angeles was then In a desert. Albuquerque ter
asked. "Well, pah, I'd read it on a train," replied
has gallons where it had pints of water. It had no Mose. Atchison Globe.
port nearer than San Francisco. It had fogs and
BARXUM KNEW THE KIND.
heat and a lot of other disagreeable things.
Apparently Americans like being gouged. ReI Os Angeles now has 700,000 thousand people,
from
Europe that tourists from the United
and is a great commercial city as well as a residence ports
States are being overcharged on all sides, particucity without an equal on the coast.
larly in Germany, have not lowered the tide of
Los Angeles was built by boosting. It had a foreign travel. Chicago News.
population that pulled together. Team work made
HERE'S A SKEPTIC.
it grow. It annexed everything in sight. It brought
The more we read of what Conan Doyle has to
160
miles. Now it has a great harbor and is say about the spirit world the less Interested we
water
the center of an irrigated district that produces many feel in it. As a press agent for the hereafter, he
to intrigue or convince us. Chicago
millions of dollars' worth of foodstuffs where there fails either
Evening Post.
was nothing but sand and cactus before.
p than
in
SOMETHING TO ITS CREDIT.
Phnpniv a fan, vaar mfn
The Birmingham
want to know if
The Roosevelt dam and the irrigated
buquerque.
courage to get up in
lands of the Salt river valley have given it a popu- anybody andpossesses aenough
word In behalf of the
speak
public
lation more than twice that of Albuquerque, and in
A saxaphone can make
Why, certainly.
a climate where eggs can be fried on a street car enough noise to drown out a ukulele. Detroit Free
Press.
track any day in the summer.
It Is up to the people of Albuquerque to determine whether they will have a big city, and wealth,
or whether they will continue to have a lfttle ci'y
in a setting of climate and scenery and history and
OUR PEACEFUL WAR IN RUSSIA.
irrigation possibilities that should insure a city of
(From the Boston Transcript.)
100,000 people in less than ten years.
The truth that peace has its battles no less than
war seldom "perhaps has been more pointedly ilCOMPLETIVG REHABILITATION.
lustrated than in the announcement that the American Relief Administration has launched a spring
Announcement from time to time of progress offensive In Russia.
The objective is neither a
made in rehabilitating the devastated regions of fortress, Important city, nor a field army.
and
the
is
goal,
by
France evoked admiration in this country. The the A. R. A. is a war of the war proclaimed
not of de
French government now announces that 90 per cant struction, and the weaponsconstruction,
are those that bring
of farrrit, in the
regions ot France have health and life, rather than wounds and sickness.
been restored to productivity. Indicating that Amer- The battle, in short, is one analnst disease, and if
the plans of the American Relief Administration
ican assistance in rehabilitation has been of substan-- are
successful, that
hopes to curb, if
lial practical value. A somewhat small but tireless- not to check entirely, organization,
the scourges of typhoid, paracholera and smallpox that for many
ly energetic group of Americans has been engaged typhoid,
in the work of bringing back the tillable acrccga months past have exacted a heavy toll of Russian
lives.
It is planning to inoculate some 10,000,000
made useless by the ravages of war.
people against these diseases within the next few
Still more significant is a supplementary state- months, and what is particularly significant, the
ment that the output from this 90 per cent of acres A. R. A. has already secured the
at
places, both of the local authorities and of
will exceed the pre-wproduction of the former many
and
lives
health
whose
the
are
threatened
people
100 per cent. The difference is credited to Improved
by these diseases.
Such a work is worthy of the finest American
methods, which Include manner of working and the
A sanitary campaign has always suited
utilization of improved agricultural tools of Amer- traditions.
us better thun a military offensive against weaker
ican manufacture. When the French peasants are and
more helpless nations.
Behind the American
as familiar with their new implements as they will soldier has always stood the school-housthe hosIn
So
with
assume
to
ballot
box.
their
It
Russia today. Howis fair
that
become.
fidelity pital and the
ever
us
to
obnoxious
the
and
the
methods
exprinciples
to the soil, the productivity of the land will far
of
we have no quarrel with the Rusceed the highest limit ever reached before the war. sianbolshevism,
people, and Americans are today in the forefront of those who are trying to save lives in sorely stricken Russia.
KELLY'S INNING.
Ten million Russians Inoculated against typhoid,
paratyphoid, cholera end smallpox, and nourished
Governor E. Mont Reily of Porto Rico was
with American food. If no bread of their own Is
to a severe attack by native critics but now available, will constitute a solid foundutlon upon
a new and a free Russia, lnocula-lio- n
appears about to have an Inning. Judge Rafael which to build
then four scourges. In mnnv inslnnees
AiTillaga, the new district attorney nf the island, let uagainst
hope, will carry with it an Inoculation
lias reviewed all the charges made against the against the virus of bulshcvjain, ,
.
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"Here you are, Uncle Wiggilyl"
called Nurse Jane Fuzzy Wuzzy
one day as she stood on the steps
of the hollow stump bungalow.
"Excuse me. Jsnie, but you are
mistaken," replied the bunny rabbit gentleman. "I am not 'here.'
1
am 'there,' so to speak.
If
were here I would be where you
I
am
there
but
where
are,
being
"
I am which is to say- "Oh, hop along with your nonsense!" laughed the muskrat laay
housekeeper, tying a double bew
knot in her lail and then napping
it out again with a quick flip.
"That was just my way of speakhere are some
ing. ,1 meant
crumb's for you to scatter to your
bird friends."
"Oh, that's different," chuckled
Mr. Longears, and, giving a funnv
little twinkle of his pink nose he
of
took the birch bark basket
crumbs from the muskrat lady
and (iU he hopped through the
woods.
Uncle Wiggily had not hopped
very far before, all of a sudde;,,
he heard a strange sort of booming, whizzing sounds near a littis
clearing in the woods. TherOcamo
a harsh cry, not very sweet or
musical and a large brown and
white bird, with a mouth
that
opened very wide, flew down on
a log near the bunny.
"Dear me!" exclaimed Uncle
Wiggily. "Excuse me for saying
so, but you are rather a queer
appearing bird. Who are you, if
..
I may ask?"
"I have several names," answered the bird. "I am called
the Bullbat, Nighthawk and Mosquito Hawk."
"My, you have enough names,"
answered Uncle Wiggily in
1

wen, i nope you have no
gun," harshly spoke the Night-hawand there was no use say
ing he had a soft voice, for he
haun t. It was harsh.
"A gun! Why should I have a
gun?" asked the bunny.
"Oh, well, because we Night- hawks are such fcwift fliers, darting here and there through th-air after mosquitoes and othe:
bugs that many hunters with guna
line to Rhoot at us," grated the
bird. "Thoy want to show wha
good shots they are, I suppose."
"Well, 1 haven't a gun. but I
have some crumbs for you." spoke
tne nunny gentleman and he scattered the crumbs on the ground
for the Nighthawk.
"Thank you," rasped out the
big bird with the large mouth.
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ansst?"
"When my wife comes here to lay
her eggs she and I will have a
fine faast on your crumbs. Thank
you and 1 hope some day I may
do you a favor."
"Pray do not mention that,"
begged Uncle Wiggily with a low
and oolite bow. "But excuse mc,

did you say your wife was coming here to lay some eggs and
hatch out little birds?"
"Yes, here she comes now,"
was the reply.
Again came that queer booming
sound, made as Mrs. Nighthawk
closed her. wings and dropped
swiftly down from a height in the
air. She, too, screeched harshly
like her husband.
Down on the
bare ground she perched and began to lay an egg.
"Aren't you going to make a
nest?" asked Uncle Wiggily in
astonishment. "No, we Nighthawk birds .always lay our egg:: on the ground,
or even on the roof of a house,"
answered the mother bird. "We
have no time to make nests. Wj
are kept busy catching mosquitoes."
"How do you do that?" asked
the bunny.
"By flying through the air with
open mouth," answered Mr. Night-hawk.

Then Mr. Longears knew why
the birds had such large mouths
that could open so wide. There
is a reason for everything, you

know.
Mr. and Mrs. Nighthawk,
or
Mosquito Hawk, which ever you
wish to call them, ate the crumbs
the bunny had scattered on the
And then, as night was
ground.
coming on. Uncle Wiggily hopped
back to his hollow stump bungalow.
The other birds were
to sleep in their nests but going
the
Mosquito Hawks were as lively a
crickets.
When Uncle Wiggily came within sight of his bungalow he saw-rloud of smoke around it, and
at first he thought it was on
fire.
But when he saw Nurse Jane, he
knew there could be no dangerous blaze.
"Why the smoke, Miss Fuzzy
Wuzzy?" asked the bunny.
"Oh, I am trying to smoke the
mosquitoes away." answered the
muskrat lady. "It is such a love-I- y
evening that I want to sit out
on the porch. But Oh, how the
mosquitoes bite my tail!"
"That's tn0 bad!" said Uncle
"Ouch!" he suddenly
Wiggily,
cried.
"What's the matter?" 'asked
Nurse Jano, trying ; to hide her
head In the smoke.
"A mosquito bit me on my
pink, twinkling nose!" answered
Mr. Longears.
"I'll put somo
more wet leaves on the bonfire
and make more smoke." So he
did
but the mosquitoes
this,
secmca to like tne smudge all th
for
better,
many more of them
buzzed and bit the bunny and
Nurse Jane.
Then, all of a sudden, there
were harsh cries in the air, and
a throbbing, booming sound, and
down out of the evening sky
swooped two birds with large
open mouths.
"Oh, have they come to bite
us?" cried Nurse Jane.
,
"No, Indeed." answered one of
the buds, '.He have come to
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BUSINESS
Foil

South SecolK
house; bargain. 315
Kansas City Produce.
CO., .18 West Qob
Kansas City, June 6 Eggs un
avenue, ar bunlnen opportunity aped
changed: firsts 20c.
Butter Creamery 2c higher, 39c alien.
FOK
orlck bulldlns
9aLE
Poultry Hens unchanged, 2lc; IIS Suuih
First; location food for am
broilers 35c; roosters ic lower, 11c, kind
ot butlngM.

-

VERSE OF TODAY

CRISP PARAGRAPHS

Lead firm; spot C5.65 6.00.
Zinc firm; East St. Louis spot
and nearby delivery $5.32 6.35,
Antimony spot $5.25 5. DO,
Foreign bar silver, 70 c.
Mexican dollars 54 c.

Wall Street.
York. June 6. Divergent
speculative operations as indicated
New York Cotton.
by buying and selling orders In the
New York, June 6. Cotton fu
sien issues, created lurthcr confusion of prices in the stock market
tures closed steady, July $20.38
October $20.28; December $20.21!
today. Dealings slackened
from recent active period?, isi!ly
January $20.06; March $19.90.
sa'es
barely exceeding 1,000,000 shares.
Independent steels sustained adMORE THAN 1,000 ARE
ditional losses In consequence of
the action of the federal tr.ide
ENROLLED AT SUMMER
commission in the
a
steel merger. LackaSESSION OF NORMAL
wanna fell four points and gross
declines of 1 to 2 points were mrl
(Special Correipondrnra to The Journal.)
oy Kinarea shares.
Las Vegas, X. M., June 6. over
favorites or the oil, motor,
1,000 summer school students of
equipment and metal groups were
the New Mexico normal university
under steady pressure, final prices
attended assembly in the new II- in a majority of instances showing
feld auditorium Monday afternoon.
moderate losses.
The
ex
interior of the building was
Among the
decorated with bunting, and on
ceptions were Phil Ins Petroleum
and cosaen, both finishinsr atron
each side of the wide stage were
Investment rails repeated their
silken American flags. This was
the first time in seven years, since
movements
of
few
the past
languid
weeks but minor or speculative
the school has grown to large proportions, that it was possible for
transportations developed sudden market.
Higher quotations on hogs gave the summer school students all to
activity and strength on heavy
to
be assembled Rt the same time.
a
lift
of
St.
provisions,
Louis and
buying
Toledo,
Indications are that the attendance
Western common
Closing prices:
and preferred
Wheat July, $1.12; September, this year will break all records.
Peoria and Eastern. Lake Erie and
Last year's total enrollment was
Western common
$1.12; December, $1.14.
and
Western Maryland
July, 60c; September, over 1,300.
common antfl Corn
Ilfeld auditorium was used for
preferred, Norfolk and Stuthern, 63c: December. 3661c.
c; September, the first time Monday, when asOats July,
Texas ana pacific. Missouri Pa.
c.
41
38
c;
December,
sembly was held In It.
cific common and preferred, PittsLard July, $11.60; September,
burgh and West Virginia and Xew
In
Haven.
Final prices in these $11.77.
Sundays are usually preRibs July, $12.76; September, ferredItaly
varied Issues showed net gains ot
for marriages when the
1 to 6 '4 points.
$12.37.
principals have never been marDeclaration of full dividends for
ried before. Widows, however, reOmaha,
the year on "Xickle Plate" second
spect an old custom by marrying
Omaha, June 6. Wheat, No. 2 on Saturdays.
preferred evoked favorable critl
cism, indicating that the road had hard, $1.161.21.
Corn No. 2 white.
returns
already earned sufficient
NOTICE TO DEALERS IN
No. 2 mixed,
to warrant such action.
No. 3 white.
Oats
FIRE HOSE.
Utilities rose on the strength of
white, 34 c.
Bids will be received at the of
Consolidated Gas, Brooklyn Union No.
Gas
miscel
fice
Gas and People's
of the City Clerk until 5 p. m,
and
Kansas City Cash Grain.
June 20, 1922. for furnishine fif
better Kansas
laneous shares averaged
6.
Cash:
June
City,
teen hundred (1500) feet of two- quotations, under lend of Chemi
Wheat No. 2 dark hard $1.32 ply multiple woven
cals and New York Dock common
fire hose; rub
2 red, $1.16'l.l6.
No.
($1.66;
to be made in four (4)
ber
and preferred.
Corn No. 2 white, 66 t366c; No, sheetslining
Better business conditions were
and are to be furnished with
yellow,
bronze couplings to fit hydrant
reflected in the higher, schedules
Hay Unchanged.
connections used by the Albuqucr
posted for structural steel, textiles,
refinraw
and
refined. copper and
que waler department.
The city reserves the- right to re
ed sugars, coupled with further
ject any Riid all bids, to accept bid
gains in earnings reported by mail
for part or all of the fifteen hun
order and chain store companies,
dred (loOO) feet of hose.
Chicago livestock.
The opening rate of 4 per' cent
All bids are to have attached
Chicago, June 6. (U. S. Bureau
for call loans sc r gave way to S14
certified check of the amount of
per cent, most of the day's money of Markets). Cattle receipts,
stock
beef
steers, she
five (5) per cent of the bid, as
active;
being placed at the lower quota
tion. Time funds remained firm, and stockers steady to strong; top liquidated damages, and to bo forto the City of Albuquerque,
feited
matured
steers,
weight
$9.50;
again being
however, offerings
s if the contract Is not entered into
1.366 pounds; part loads long
confined largely to short dates.
at $9.50; bulk beef sters, by the bidders within fifteen (15
In foreign exchanges the British
rate established a new high rec $8.35 9.00; bulls strong to 15c days, after acceptance of the bid.
B. H. CALKINS.
ord st 14.61 for demand bills, higher; veal calves strong to 26c
City Manager.
though easing a large fraction be- up; bulk fat stock, $5.567.50; Attest:
IDA V. MA LONE, City Clerk.
Allied bulk bologna bulls around $4.60;
fore the market closed.
to
$10.00
calves
bulk
veal
packers.
bills again showed little alteration
10.75; bulk desirable stockers, W ILL Sl'KFXY HELP OTHERS
and German marks were reaction
ary, but neutrals showed decided $7.0007.75.
The condition of the human
Hogs Receipts 22.000; opened is reflected hv ilia rtnnrlltlnn r. body
improvement.
,v.n
10 to 20o higher; later 15 to 25c
Closing quotations:
and blood. If the kidneys
kidneys
top
average;
than
Monday's
..47
Beet
American
higher
Sugarare not; iunciionins; properly, waste
$10.2010.90; pigs, products
American Can
....504 $10.95; bulk 100
cannot be
to 120 pounds eliminAtOri and poisons
American Smelting & Ref'g...64
steady; good
TMinumntln
n.L.
.tu'ai
American Sumatra Tobacco ..42
average mostly
swollen,
stiff
and
Joints and
aching
123
American T. & T
packing sows mostly ss.ourqja.oo,
aizziness
muKcies,
and
meBlurred
19 H heavy weight $10.60010.70;
American Zinc .
Vision
svmntnmn nf felrinov
10.95;
light trouble. areMrs.
65',4 dium weight $10.66
Anaconda Copper
A. Lochncr.
1129
99
Atchison .
weight $10.85$10.95; light lights
Main
Ave..
N. J writes:
Clifton,
sows,
10.90:
49
&
packing
Ohio
$10.40
Baltimore
,. 77
TM1
"FoleV
Kidnev
hava
kolnsj
smooth, $9.459.0; packing sows, me and I crladlv crlvn vnn rtormla.
Bethlehem Steel "B"
31
Butte and Superior
rough. $9.00(3 9.55; Killing pigs, slon to use this testimonial, for
6
California Petroleum
$9.5010.50.
tney win surely help." Sold every
188
Pacific
Canadian
Sheep Receipts 13,000; strong where.
40
to 25o higher, spring lambs adCentral Leather
native
good
66'4 vancing;
mostly
Chesapeake ft Ohio
27
selling freely at $14.25
St. Paul..
springs
Chicago. Mil.-fLEGAL NOTICE
Chlno Copper
i. . . 32' 14 50; choice confidentially- held
liiThor? up. mostly $8.008.50;
NOTICE OF KYt:ri?fnTv
Colorado Fuel ft Iron.;... . 33
two
and
. 76 i top shorn $18.00; matured
In the Matter of the Estate of John
Crucible Steel .
8.00; best
. 17
Jr. JPomorenk, Deceased.
Cuba Cane Sugar
year old wethers $6.76
heavies
extreme
16
.
ewes
$7.00:
.
.
Notice is herAhv Pivn that Tnmtt
Erie
light
. 77
13.00 w 4.00;
cauiornia
Great Northern pfd
Elizabeth Pomerenk, Executrix of
. 43
the .estate Of .Tnhn F Pnmoranl
Inspiration Copper
spring ewes $9.75.
Int. Mer. Marine pfd . ... . 44
deceased, has filed in the Probate
Uvcstock.
.
37
.
Kansas
City
Kennecott Copper
court of Bernalillo
county. New
.
(U. S.. Mexico, her final
.119
Kansas City. June
Louisville & Nashville
report as such
.139
Executrix am) the rmnrr V,i. on.
Mexican Petroleum .
Bureau of Markets), cauie
. 30
9000; beef steers and yearl- pointed Monday, the third day of
Miami Copper
. 23
Missouri Pacific .
ings active steady to 15c higher: July. 1922; as the day for hearing
. 72
meuium objections, If any there be, to the
.3o;
Montana Power .
yearlings
top
.
. 91
New York Central
weights SS.2U: neavies
approval of said final report and
7
.
Mi Colorado $8.85.
Northern Pacific
the discharge of said Executrix.
,
41
fairly
.
12,000;
.
.
.
.
Witness my hand and the seal ot
Pennsylvania
Hogs Receipts
20c higher; said Probate
to
15
. 18
.
Consolidated
active
generally
court this twelfth day
Copper
Ray
. 75
bulk better, 175 to 240 pounders of May, 1922.
Reading .
300
250
.
pound
73
to,
$10.6510.76:
FRED CROLLOTT,
(Seal)
Rep. Iron ft Steel
top $10 '5
Sinclair Oil
Clerk of Said Probate Court.
Refining Co., . 37
weights $10.5010.65;
2,600
. 89
to packers and shippers;
Southern Pacific
ADMIX ISTPVrOR'S NOTICE.
10 7o;
. 24
Southern Railway
shippers: bulk sales $10.4010 to loc.
In the Probate Court flf Bernalillo
sows mostly $9.26; pigs
Studebaker Corporation . . .123
County, New Mexico. o
. 49
Texas Co
.
higher; best $ 80
In the Matter of the Estate ol
,
. 80
Tobafco Products
Sheep jtteceipis
Louise W. Sulzer. Deceased.
to
138
Union Pacific
shorn and spring lambs strong
Notice is hereby given that the
.102
25c higher: native $12.60; native
United States Steel
undersigned was. on the eighteenth
i... . 67 springers $13. 8S.
Utah Copper
day of May 1922, duly appointed
Administrator ot the estate of
St. Josenh Livestock.
Foreign Exchange.
ft
(IT. S. TSU- - Louise W. Sulzer, deceased, by the
r..
T,,n
York. June
Foreign ex
court of Bernalillo county,
Probate
change, steady. Great Britain, de reau of Markets) Hogs Receipts and having qualifjed as such Adcables,
xt.BU'; 6,500; shippers buying gooa
mand, J4.6U;
all persons having
France aemand, 9.12; cables, 200 pound hogs $10.6510.76f ministrator,
claims
the estate of ald
9.13.
Italy demand. 5.22; cables, looks 10 to 15o higher than yester decedentagainst
are
hereby notified and
8.44; day's average;
packers holding required to present
5.22. Belgium demand,demand,
the same to the
hack: average cost Monday im.so undersigned in tho ma,nner and
cables, 8.44. Germany
Holland de- for 231 weight.
cables,
within the time prescribed by law.
Nor
Cattle Receipts 1,700: market
mand, 39.00; cables, 39.06.
JOSEPH F. SULZER,
Sweden de active; beef steers 1015c higher;
way demand, 17.80.
Administrator.
Denmark demand, yearlings and butcher sne stocK is
mand, 26.08.
Dated
20. 1922.
May
21.95. Switzerland demand, 19.18. to 25c higher; 1,375 pound steers
A'OTICE.
Spain demand, 16.86, Greece de- - $9.00; top light yearlings $8.90: In ADMINISTRATOR'S
the Probate Court of Bernalillo
4.22. Poland demand .02. hulk desirable
beef steers ana
1.96. yearlings above $8.25; calves 60c
a
County. New Mexico.
demand,
In the Matter of the Estate of
Brazil higher; top vealers $9,60.
Argentine demand.
Glenn T. Hancock, Deceased.
aelambs
RViAn
300;
fat
Rr.tnts
13.90.
Montreal
demand,
Notice is hereby given that the
mand, 9
steady; top native springers $13.75;
was. on the eighteenth
fat sheep wean. 10 lower; neavy undersigned
day of May, 1922, duly appointed
New York Money.'
ewes, $3.50.
ot the estate of
AdministratorNew York, June 6. Call money,
Glenn T. Hancock, deceased, by the
Denver Livestock.
ruling rate. 4;
high 4; low,
court
of Bernalillo county,
offered at 4; last
Denver, June . Cattle Receipts Probate
closing bid,
and having qualified as such AdCall loans against ac- 1,500;' steady beef steers $7.00
loan,
all
persons having
ministrator,'
neuers
ana
cows
8.60;o.uvqi
ceptances,
bulls claims against the estate of said
Time loans firm; 60 days and 90 8.25: calves $8.0011.60;
are
decedent
hereby notified and
Prime $3.00 6.60; stockers and feeders
six months,
days,
required to present the same tq the
mercantile paper,
$6.007.60.
in
the manner and
mc
undersigned
to
10
Hoes
8,085:
easier.
Receipts
Call money
within the time vrescrlbed bv law.
higher; top $10.35; bulk $10.00
R. WITCHER,
SAMUEL
10.10.
Liberty Bonds.
Administrator.
600;
Sheen Receipts
weak;
New York, June
Liberty
Dated May 22. 1922.
11.60; clip- -,
$100; first clipped lambs $10.50
bonds closed:
4's, 399.88; second 4's, 399.86; first pert ewes $6.006.50; spring lambs
13.76.
$99.94; $13.00
4's,.t99.96; second
PERSONAL
third 4 's,, $99.96; fourth
Vic100.60;
$99.96; Victory
MEN'S HAIRCUT. B0c; children. He. a'
$100.
tory
their home. Fhone ZO51.J,
FURNITURE repaired, refinlshed and up
Chicago Produce.
holstered;
rockers, chairs
S.
June- Potatoes and divans overstuffed
Chicago,
made to order; all work
strong receipts 38 cars; total U. S. guaranteed. 1327-.Btapleton's
Upholstering
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE. shipments 380; Wisconsin sacked Shop, phone
white
6.
cwt;
round
$2.002.25
Although the
Chicago. June
WANTED Agent.
wheat market here showed firm- Michigans bulk round whites $2.25
2.40 cwt.; new stock
strong, WAIVES A"
ness the greater part of the time
sacked Bliss out. make mi kintia or meat lender;
today, prices gave way st the last Louisiana, Alabama
vry hotel and cafe prospect E. L.
owing largely to reports ot British triumphs No., 1. $3.754,00 cwt White.
Burner Hmiw,
offers to resell wheat at 2o less South Carolina slat bbls. Irish cob
blers No. 1 $6.76
WANTED Real Estate
Poultry Alive, higher; fowls,
'
have buslnees property Tor Sale,
the mosquitoes so you and Uncle 24c; broilers 32 38c; roosters 14c. IFlintYOU
it wltn McMllllon & Wood.
Butter lower: creamery extras
Wiggily can sit on the porch in
And then
firsts , 31
peace and quietness."
34c;
standards
Mr. and Mrs. Nighthawk darted seconds
'
about the air, catching In their 35C.
open mouths so many mosquitoes
Eggs Higher; receipts 39,207
soon
none
were
leftto 'bito cases;
CCOUNTINC
that
firsts 23S4c; ordinary
miscellaneous
the bunny and Nurse Jane and firsts 21
22c;
INCOMI
sat in the moonlight happy.
ex
storage
packed
they
FINANCIAL
- "Oh. thank
you!" called Uncle tras
packed
storage
Wiggily, as the Nighthawks flew firsts 24c.'
.,
away; "Thank you very much."
CHARLES ZANC
. So, once again we have a
New York Metals.
happy
SWXCUORTO
New York, June 6. Copper
ending, and if the letter carrier
doesn't drop a piece of ice in the firm; electrolytic spot and futures
WiaiAMS&ZAKIC
13
14.
coal bin end make it sneeze sh
PUILIC
ACCOUNTAMTf
all .over, the snow shovel. I'll tell
Tin firm: spot and nearby 3250;
MU.INI IIML
next
about
tnc'.o Wlygily and futures 8226,
you
Jtrun stea.dj; prices unchanged.
the danger uira,
Xew

THE

than Chicago was asking.
The
close here was heavy 1
to 3c net
lower, with July and September
both at $1.12 to 1.12.
Corn
finished unchanged
c lower, oats
c off to
o advance and provisions up 12 to 62c.
In connection with the downturn of values in the wheat market near the end of the day. talk
of British reselling was emphasized
by word that good rains had fallen
in India and Australia and by estimates that India would have an
exportable surplus of 60,000,000
bushels.
Besides, domestic crops
were being favored by good weather,- and the hot wave over Canada
was broken.
Furthermore, mills
appeared to be taking as little old
wheat as possible, and to be waiting for new.
An advancing
tendency which
the wheat market displayed up to
the final half hour of the session
resulted to a larg extent from the
fact that a post nolidav decline in
Liverpool quotations turned out to
be smaller than was looked tor,
and was further discounted by an
advance In sterling exchange. Another bullish factor was big shipment from Chicago. 800,000 bushels clearings vesterday. whereas arrivals here today were, only a dozen carloads.
Corn and oats prices were dom-- l
inated by the action ot the wheat

"As

-

Two-stur- y

SALE Crispette
popcorn outfit
cumplele; food proposition for llva man
Inquire 611 North First.
WA Nl'F.D
Partner in th
photograph
business; good opportunity fur lady or
man. For Information address 11. J. Gottlieb. 609 Fruit avenue.
r'UK SA 1. IS Indian trading store and
ranch, located near Gallup, N. M.; sood
bill Id nr. corralla,
fencing, etc.; fully,
equipped ; excellent place for healthseekei
plenty fine water. Address Box 373. city.' 'i
Koli MALE One ot the finest cafes' In
northern Arizona, long lease, excellent
trade, rood location; two of the partners
ire to leave for Europe; act quiok Ad- dress Postoffice box an. Flagstaff. Arls.
FOK SALE Two groceries at Invoice.
both money makers; established mercantile business; Ions time lease;
fountain doing; splendid
business. See Itoberts-TurnCo., 211
West Gold.
FOR SALE Mining property, the American Turquoise Company Mines, better
known as the Tiffany Turquoise Mines,
In the- C'errilloa district; fifty acres patented. This property Is a, valuable copper and gold proposition and the turquoise In It should partly pay the cost
of operation. For terms and further Information address J, P. McN'ulty, Corrll-l"- S.
FOR

,

N. M.

WANTfcD
357 LfcK

cleaning.

Gre.r;

IVWellaneous
I'hoce

E.

20S2-- J

v.

WA.NTKU

Money to loan on good first
mortgages. McMllllon & Wood,
WANTED Baby's wicker
sulky; alse
cliild s bed for sale. Phone 16H-KALSOMINING;
also cleaning kalsomlnt
and paper; work ffiiflriantrt
rnkn
urnnisnn, pnone
a HAVE several gilt-edfirst mort- u.- gage loans. Who wanta fVim
Million

Wood.

LPHOL8TERINU, general furniture
packing. The Art Craft Shop.'
323 North Third, phone S33-WANTED Second-han- d
bath tub; must
be In good condition and
cheap, for
MAX

BARGAIN
STORE, at J15 South
First, will pay the highest prices (or
yuur second-han- d
and
clothing, " shoe
furniture. Fhone S5S.
,
HA7.0U BLADES
Have y r dull safety
razur blades resharpened; single edga
:5c; double edge 800 per dozen; all work
cuarantced.
Holmes,
at ISuppes Drug
torfc

rtuo ci.EANEP.3
9x1! Rugs Cleaned. 11.2.
renovated, 13.60 and upf
furniture repaired and packed. Ervia
Bedding Company, phnna i3.-yvWANTED - Careful Kodak finishing;
Twice dally service. Remember, satls-facllguaranteed. Send your finishing
In a reliable, estsMlshed
firm. Hanna,
ft Hftnna. Master Photographers.
WANTED TO TEA DE A higtl-grad- e
player piano, nearly new, with thirty
pieces music, for a good automobile; must
be In A- -l
condition! Bulck or
Call with csr after
preferred.
5 p. m., or Sundays,
at l:oa- - South
MATTRESSES

For

with Board

Rent-Room- w

ROOM AND BOARD.

1103

table board.

FIRST-CLAS-

Twelfth.

BOARD
AND ROOM
10 '0 North Second.
ROOM AND BOARD,

West Copper.

l:i0

North)

Very reasonable.

fii per month
ftit south' flruadway.
110 Soutbi
table board.
Arnn. phone H27-ROOM and HOARD, S45 per month; na
sick. 1027 Forrester.
FOR
Glasscd-l- n
RENT
porch,
b ard.
114 North Marie.
ROOM with steeping porch and boardf
gentlemen only. Phone 167D-Foil RENT Sleeping porch with board,
In highlands. Phone 1545-FOR RENT Room and sleeping porch;
b' ard If desired. Phone 1840-- J.
CANVAS sleeping porcb.
wltn board.
" per ween,
lmi jfcast central.
ROOM AND BOARD
Rates reasonable.
G13 South Broadway, phona 1971-FOR RENT Lovely furnished front room
adjoining bath, In private family; with
or without board.
Phone 1058-!U
South Edith.
JAMESON
RANCH
Reduced rates for
tho summer, cool and shady, situated
two
miles north nf
town.
Phoue
FIRST-CLAS- S

S338-J-

;

VERY

PLEASANT
glassed-l- n
sleeping
porch for two. with board; everything
Miss Kemp,
110 North Maple,

new.
phone

1463--

SPECIAL summer rates. $65 per month;
excellent board,
private room with
sleeping porch and tray service. St,
John's Episcopal Banator i u m , phone 491.
MRS. CARL BERG LUND
Private Sanatorium, HIS South Edith, for health-seekermodern rooms, furnished cicely
sleeping porches, excellent meals, tra
service, nurse In attendance; cool, shad:
place for summer. Phone

LOST AND FOUND
small purse with i tilTT
and small change; reward. 801 South
..
Edith.
LOST Small brown puppy, marked with
yellow; reward if returned to 821
North Elm.
LOST Five photographs, In large white
envelope; finder return to 11 anna
Hanna: liberal reward.
LOST At Country club tennla court, one
four-lea- f
clover stick pin, with small
diamond; finder will be rewarded by returning to D. tVelnman, 708 West

KOR SALE

Livestock

FOR SALE Work horse. Phone 361.
FOR SALE Jersey cow.
Phone 2411R3.
FOR SALE TwoA-- 1 Jersey cows. Phone
- in

.

FOR SALE

Flemish Giants, Rufus Reds,
Black, Whites. Belgians, bucks, does
and fryers. T10 West Lead, phone 1925-FOR SALE Cheap, soma Jersey cows
with day-ol- d
calves,
heavy milkers.
1700 West Mountain road.
FOR SALE Carload
Colorado young
horses, some matched teams. Corner1
Mountain road and First.
FOR SALE Horse, Wulght about 1.100
nounr's. C. w. Hunt,;r ranoh, north end
Rio Grande boulevard. Phone S409-RFOR SALE First-clas- s
Holsteln milk
cow, giving three and one-ha- lf
gallons
of milk a day.
810 North Broadway.
FOR SALE-rllor- se
and aai'JIe, good saddler; will work anywhere; price 840;
can be seen at Nipps' Ranch,
North
Fourth.

MATTRESS RENOVATING
Mattress h ctV a T Im.?. M n& up. ;C
iur
hub;
rurmturt repairing
.
niture c.aning,
Ervia
Phone 61
packing-Rpdrtlna

Company.

FOR SALE

Furniture

1 0 H UBEP AI ill N ti" and "uphnlstirl
ing. Phone 618-Ervln Bedding Co.
FOR SALE 10x12 tent, 89, and complele
Una ot good used furniture.
325 South
First.
FOR SALE Round dining table and til!
leather-seated
chairs, cheap. 614 South

ifU UN

f event

1

h.

SALfi
nearly now;
new electric
Inquire 1524

,FOR

cabinet,
kitchen
library table, walnut top;
utensils.
and
grill
conking
North Second.
Hoosier

MONEY

io

,

TO LOAN

On watches, dia
mundt, guns and everything valuable

UU.Mtv

LOAN

ill

Mr.

B. Marcus,
utB Pint.
MONEY TO LOAN on diamonds, watch
and good Jewelry; liberal, reliable, con
fldentlal. Onttlleb Jewelry Co.. 106 W. I'1

CONFIDENTIAL loans on Jewslry. diamonds, watches, Liberty bonds, pianos,
Rothmsna.
automobiles; lowest rstis.
117 south First
Bonded to the state.
LOANS may be secured for any purpose
on acceptable security, and on farm
lands, Irrigated lands, or to buy or build
or isrm. neasonauie
ifviucn.

uir

srrunged under our first mortgage certificates. The Bsnkers Reserve Peposlt
nvsr,
.ompny, uas isieclrtc building,

r-

-

V

I
1
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BRINGING UP FATHER.
KINGSBURY

KOLUMN

NR.OIS-HERC'-

50ME. OMJ4HTER THINKS

A LITTLE BEAUTY.

tHE'5 4NN

regular "back cast" home.
Beautiful lawn and shade trees
no finer in tho city. Good
location in the Fourth, ward.
Houso is new stucco of
and glassed in Bleeping
porch. Furnace heat. Nice
porches. Adobe garage. If you
desire a real home, let us
A

iT
"

vV

THKV:

'

M1NO

DR.E'Vd- y--

Q

u2l
h?

ilT IT OOT OF YOUR 7
ABOOT TTlrV A NEW C

WELL.

MONEY FER

WELL - I'LL

A (SEW DRE

four-roo-

this one.

At

V

OON'T INTEND
A

jfiWs
Ma$--

YOU. CQTOMt

FOR

mbUEOE

DUAN't

I'LL. LEA.NE

DO YOU WANT
ONE. DR.E.bb Oft.
TWO ME. OAR.UN'?

-i

S

'

TO,

IT TO
W-OACO-

'

rr

'

"

T

7fl

UOOJE.

good

LINCOLN ADDITION
Located on North Fourth street
paved road; large lots, Rood
soil, shade, fruit trees, ditch
water, wonderful view and a
dandy place to beat the landlord on rent days.
SOLD ON EASY PAYMENTS,
520.00 cash and balance $10.00
per month.
D,

J.

Realtor.
Estate, Loans
Insurance.
S10 W. Gold.
Phone

Phones

GOODVACUE

907--

SfanSci

THIS IS WORTH WHILE

HAVE HOMES FROM
WE CAN
TO X15.000.
MEET YOUR REQUIREMENTS, AND WE GUARANTEE A SQUARE DEAL TO
BOTH BUYER AND SELLER.
AT YOUR SERVICE.

Ackerson & Griffith
REALTORS

Phone

414.

WE

$750

CO.

ROBERTS-TURNE- R

On North Fourth St.

Thono

407.

FQ!R

St.

SALE

stucco, tube
Milt
$3.709
bungalow, modern, garage, outbuildings,
It
terms.
thirteenth
street;
North
Five-roo-

stucco frame
whit
floors, built-i- n
bungalow, modern, oak other
outbuilfeatures, garage and
ding. ITnnrlh ward.
omening, modern, lot
15,600 Seven-roo100x142, corner, close In, Highlands;
fine location.
m son jrivn-rootrick, modnii, sulta.
bit for two families; Highlands, oloie
14.500

A. FLEHSCEEK,

FOR SALE
In north part Fourth ward,
frame house, three rooms and
sleeping porch. Good garden
lot, electrio lights,
city and
ditch water. Trice $1,650; $150
cash antV yz5 8, monin.
In, the Highlands,
frame house, large lot, city
water, electric lights, $1,000,
$1H0 cash and $40 a month.
In the Lowlands,
new adobe house, white finish,
very nice, big garden lot, $1,-- 3
DO, all cash. This bargain will
be snapped up quick.
flva-roo-

RUTHERF0RD&G0EBEL
General Contractors

Exchange,
Ave.

Repair Work

Remodeling.

OWNER LEAVING TOWN
This la a nice home and the
If you don't
price Is right.
think so call and see it at

Mrs. Otwell
W. Tijcras,
will be glad to show you or

1309

Spacious and well lighted. Heat
hot and cold water, and janitor
service Included.
J. KORBER & CO.
Auto Department.

Rooming house, 18 rooms, best
location. Money maker. Very
reasonable.

Realty Sales

Co,

Phono

114 S. Spcond.

BB9.

FURNISHED HOUSES
FOR RENT
1
1
1
1

...... .$35.00
55.00

house
house
houso
house
Us Drive Tou
Heights.

University Heights Home
New adobe house of six rooms,
oak
areola heat, basement,
floors throughout, built In features, garase. .Thia house is located close la. Tor prices and
terms see
A. L, Martin Co,, Realtors
Keal Estate, Fire and Auto
'Insurance,, Loans. ,
223 W, Golrt.,,
Phone 158.
r

$3

OFFICE ROOMS

FOR SALE
1978-- J

m

two-roo-

West Copper

ltMjtr

Fire Accident, Automobile assurance,
Surety Bm 1, Loans.
No. Ill S. Fourth St.
,'elephone 674.
PHONE

atucco residence and a,
frame, with two nice
large
outbuildings,
porches,
shade trees.. Lot 97 ft. x 100 ft.
Also two lota adjoining, each
25 ft. x 142 ft.
All for $4,600.
$000 cash, $50.00 per mo.
DIECKMANN REALTY CO.
.
REALTORS
Real Estate, Insurance, Loans.
S09 Y. Gold Ave.
Phone 670
.

Fourth

120 S.

In.

401)

SMvieC. iMft

m

610

899.

Real Estate.

room brick In good condition,
in fourth ward. Must sell. Sea

Real Estate

iSft? fttrtmi

and

5

218 W. Gold.

;

1912;.

KINGSBURY

Real

FOR RENT
have a new seven-roobrick with two glassed-i- n sleeping porches on North Maple,
furnished completely with new
furniture. You enn got this
place for the summer at $65.00
per month.
314 and 316 South Sycamore
can now he rented for $60.00
per month. Theso two houses
have five rooms each, garage
and basement, silverware, lin
ens, etc.
If you are looking for a home
come In and see us as we have
one of the largest listings In
the city and will be glad to
help you in locating.
UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS LOTS
Are In good domand In the
further and most Restricted
District; also have a few lota
left In the first district. Ten
Dollars per month secures any
ona ot them for you.
Main Office:
Second and Gold Avenue.
H, CHAS, R0EHL
We

A

show you
value.

By George McMamv

1921 by the International Newn Service.
Registered O. S, Patent Office.

Copyright

7

EAST CENTRAL AVE,
In five years East Central avenue will be one of the most
prominent streets In Albuquerque.
We have

some mighty good
buys out that way both In
new and old houses.
Malts Us Khow Tou,

k

Franklin

Company)

Realtors.
221

W.

Phone

Gold.

57.

WANTED .
acres high Bandy kind on
5
miles out and
Fourth street,
cheap at $1100. Make otter.
3 acres fine land on Fourth,
4 miles out, nearly all cultivated nnd In crops.
Cheap at
$1000. What will you otter?
on good
700 feet frontape
highway just off Fourth, and
real close in; Ideal for platting.
This tract la a bargain at
$1250. What will you give?
Theso tracts are tho choieo
ones of the entire valley north
of the city and will make tho

OFFERS

buyer a handnome profit.
J, D. KELEHER
REALTOR
211 West Gold.
Phono 410

0 0

cottage with
Buys a
porch. Adobe stucco." Corner lot
in Highlands. Easy term.
four-room- ,"

'

R," McClughan,
Realtor,
204 V. Gold.

five-roo-

Phone 412.

As Long As

They will never be any cheaper, and the selection will never
be better, the terms are $10
down and $10 per month.
Ask Is to Show You.

WM. J, LEVERETT,
110.

It Lasts

$4,-60- 0.

Terms.

$10.00 Per Load

NOW IS THE TIME -TO BUY YOUR LOTS ON
UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS

Phone

OPPORTUNITIES
modern
For quick sale,
brick in Fourth ward, built-i- n
size
lot, garage,
features, full

'

A

Better

Grade

$11.00.

(Of about 1,000 feet)
Call with Wagon
Terms Cash

McKinley Land
Lumber Co.

Realtor.
Third and Gold.

Albuquerque,

New

Five-roo-

n

'&

call

.T.

A. HAMMOND,

E. Slhcr.

824

Phono

1522--

BUILDING SITES
WORTH CONSIDERING,
Lot 50x132 feet, East
40x107,

$3--

WM, J, LEVERETT,
110.

Realtor.
Thlrtl

and Gold.

McMillion & Wood 'I
W.

Realtors.
Gold. Insurance.

City Realty Co,

near Uni-

5
versity
Lot 00x143 University
....$100
Heights
J!!25
Lot on Luna Circle
$600
Lot near University
Lot on Forrester avenue
$775
near N. Y. avenue
Lot on N. Y. avenue, good
$550
location
Lot 50x142 feet on West
Gold avenuo; close In.. $2. 500
We also have good Business
Property that would make a
good Investment. Have us show
you.

Phone

FURNISHED
furnished
Modern four-rootwo porches,
on
bungalow,
corner lot; four blocks from
In
Central
Fourth
avenue,
ward. Price, $ 1,000, on reasonable
terms. Owner leaving
town. Call

J 5 oO

Silver

Ut

n

206

Mexico,

65.00
75.00

modern stucco In Third
ward: fire place, built-ifeatures,
$4,650. Easy terms.
modern
with
rooms,
Frame, four Closo-lHighlands,
leeping porch.
$2,500. Easy terms.

Insurance.

COURT
Now, clean, cool, strictly modern
apartments, now ready In tine
location, with garage, if wanted.
to see them,
For appointment
PARKVIEW

Phono 687.

207 W. Gold.

ROBERTS-TURNE-

218

ng

CO.

R

West Gold.

Phono 407.

NEW FIVE ROOM
Brick, atucco, all hardwood
floors, glnssed-isleeping
porrh. highly finished with
all built-i- n
features. Choice
Fourth ward location,

$6.500

n

NEW FIVE ROOM
Adobe, stucco, modern in
every way. Choico Fourth
ward location.

$3,500

Loans,

LOTS
FOR SALE BY OWNER
Two small houses oi; lot 60x
142 one partly furnlfihd, one
rented
completely furnished;
for $35 per month.
Price,
Will sell separately.
$1,650.

We Have Seloct Residence,
Apartment and Business Sites
Priced Right.
218

CO.
robf,rts.tirnf:r
Phone 407
W. Gold.

EXCELLENT . NEW
five room built for a home
built-i- n
feawith
tures. Select cast side loca
tion,

$3,250

Let
$4,730
Over the
BRICK, FIVE LARGE
FOR RENT Furnished apartment; aleo
I Can Save Yon Money on Your
call
:
FOR RENT Rooms
rooms with three closets. A
garage. Phnne 1590-and Repairing
Building
.TOHXSOX.
M.
ROBERTS-TURNEJAS.
enR
sure
CO,
outside
cosy, modern homo on
FOR RENT Desirable apartment, close
FUR RENT Fi. lit room,
BECAUSE
.H North Fifth.
Insurance, Real Estate, Loans
In.
University Heights
14S6-West Roma.
trance; also garnge. 621 Enet Central.
I do the work myself. I have no
218 West. Gold,
Phone 407
Tel. 210
210 W. Gold.
furnished
Two
FOR HE NT Light housekeeping apart- RENT
FOR
beautifully
overhead expenses. Phone mo and
Realty Company,
AND
CHOICE
ment. 401 South Seventh.
RESIDENCE
rooms In modern homo. Apply Mrs.
SURE GOOD FOUR-roo$1,200
save money.
M. R. Gilbert, M. W. Thompson
623 North Second;
RUSINERS PROPERTY. BUSFred
FOR RENT Three housekeeping roomt.
with all
modern,
B63-L.
J.
;J.
Phono
Dl'RLING,
built-i- n
INESS OPPORTUNITIES AND
RENT Furnished rooms tor ssi"
private bath. 918 North Fourth.
FOR
features, glassed-i- n
1903-- J
Phone
Corner Yalo and Central.
Miscefln neons
Call Hsrwood Industrial
housekeeping.
RANCHES
10 R RENT Housekeeping apartment. FOR SALE
etc. A-- l
sleeping
porch,
FOR RENT Koom.
and ask for Miss Pares,
School, No. 974-Overland Hotel, 30914 West Central.
west side location.
'UR SALE Bicycle.
401 South Second.
two
or
ono
gentlemen.
Two
RENT
two
t
FOR
Nice
FOR
RENT
rooms.
Furnished
FOR RENT
218
SolTh
partment
FOR SALE Lady's diamond r'ng. 312
AUTOMOBILES,
employed, nicely turnisnea irau ru......
rooms.
Imperial Hotel, over Pastime
Wslter, phone 1667-J- .
u
$2,000
DAN DT LITTLE
Isorth First.
nu..,fA ontrnnre. connecting nam,Phone
HELP WANTED
theater.
RENT
FOR
FOR
Room and kitchenette.
SALE
Houtes
FOR
Hudson
SALE
'
excellent
three, room, modern home,
A
FOR
SALE
syeedster,
block from KODinson
modern
baby buggy and bed. Ills
North
Second.
FOR RENT Cheap, three-roo148P-oondltion; a bargain. Phone
1025-South Arno.
Five-roonicely finished, nicely lo-- FOR SALE
Male.
furnished apartment. 635 South
house; will conRENT
Good sleeping room.
612
Cated
out on west side,
sider small car In trade. 608 North FOR SALE mis Ford roadstsr. with FOR
FOR SALE Second-han- d
eleotrlo washer. WANTED Bell boys. Alvil adoHotel.
Second.
North
117 North Third,
.
detachable
truck
body.
Second.
2J4
wrst oold.
furniture goes. $650 down.
FOR RENT Dwellings
furnished
ONE SMALL and one
WANTED Milker, Apply atMattheWs'
large 1213
FOR RENT Olassed sleeping
porch,
FOR SALE
Buick
Move
car;
FOR SALE
In
nn
CenWest FOR SALE Kimball piano;
touring
Three
, apartment, with hot water.
East
today. Might rent
tiomes,
Two-roofurnished House,
609 West Sliver.
Dairy.
Nrst-a'ae- s
FOR KENT
condition. Gond-Ollio- n
Co.,
East
mente. Phone 1804-Sliver nnd
tral,
it.
nma,
University
with porch. 1"2Z soiitn waiien
WA NTED Man foiMCarm woriT
Phone
RENT
room.
FOR
703
Furnished
elty
East
szs
a.
mast
silver.
close
riummonq,
in; FOR SALE Two refrigerators; roason- APARTMENTS,
ntignu j.
LINEMAN
2413-Rnew house, fur
FOR RENT Three-rooCentral. Phone 2226-SALE Dodge touring, 1S21 engine;
FOR SALE
Modern five-rooand bath FOR
aoie. am toutn
FOR THIS GOOD
$2,200
completely lurnlsnea. ai- - csouin imru,
nished or unfurnished. lJnone
WANTED
a bargain. Call after i p. m., 107 Co- - FOR REN"- - Three housekeeping rooms,
Carpenters for form work,
good location, close In; priced to sell;
four-roophone 914-RY BODDY'3 MILK; BEST IN TOWN
'
homo out on west
120.
919 North Fourth.
long Job, free transportation.
EmployFOR RENT Houses, an mnds; furnished
owner leaving city. 193S-401 West liimbla.
Phnne 2413-R.'
FOR RENT Attractively furnished
;
Wood.
A
ment office. 110 South Third.
side.
McMllllon
unfurnished.
and
Lead.
VUH SALE
Some extra
oa used cars: FOR RENT Furnished room. 322 South
205 South Walter, FOR BALE Roller
apartment.
Vtenltnrs. 206 West Gold.
canaries. ills South OET AUTO REPAIRING EXPERIENCE FOR SALE By
easy terms. .Mclnto.h Aute Co.. 311
Seventh, phone 729-euournan home.
phone 112S-Wownei,
waucr. pnone j bby-- j.
Five-rooWest
this summer.
furnished house,
.Men's Christian
$1,800
HERE'S . A NEAT,
''upper.
four rooms and sleeping porch, city
FOR RENT Furnished rooms; no chil- FOR RENT
toil RENT Large, cool three-roo-no slclc FOR SALE Lot and small adobe gar- Association Auto Young
4ui wes.
School,' Los Angeles.
No sick or small children.
e FOR SALE
new, little three-rooFord touring car. 1317, tUO
water, fruit trees, grape arbor.
home
dren. 110 South Walnut
apartmonr, nicely furnished;
1203 Forrcstor.
Lead, phone 1938-Hge, cQsn.
box 213, city.
cash for quick sale. 807 West Moun- FUKXISHED moovrr. roums, no
WANTED A truck driver for grocery
with
221 North Seventh. .
large sleeping' porch,
sick; no FOR RENT Three
TALK BULGARIAN milk, from Imported
ona who is acquainted with FOR SALE Good modern furnished cct. tain road.
rooms, furnished,
delivery;
out
on
west
414
W.sst
Silver.
children
$500
side;
roums,
Two
furniehea
f.r uuu';res. rnnne Z4i;i-ltFOR RENT
s. zio l,uiumoia,
town,
with- sleeping porch,
5
Conroy'a Grocery, (14 West
tage, in highlands, convsnlent to so 'ps; FOR SALE
Light Bulck. JfiOl; FOR RENT Housekeeping room, sleep
down, $30 per month.
light housekeeping; adults; no sick. FOR SALE A few
terms. ,1; A. Hammond, 824 East Silver,
Heights.
8tJdebakar. five passenger. 6260; Ford
University
country cured hams
410
f?4 South Second.
South
Edith.
Ing
porch
and shoulders.
WANTED One good butcher for smal! phone 1522-R- .
Roadster, 3190. 118 West Gold.
FOR RENT Well furnished
Phone SStie-$1,500
LARGE, cool room, beautifully furnished,
furnished front FOR SALE
FOR jTTs?T'r Modern
ANOTHER
meat
one stock-keepe- r
and FOR SALE Five-roomodern house, Sit West Marquette.
adobe house, lot FOR SALE Ford speedster, In A-- l conAverlll
1211 West Roma.
Heavy spring wygon, single window market;
bath.
bath.
i apartment,
private
private
nice, new, little three-rooone
for
Dr. Kosterd
clerk
trimmer;
can be used for light delivery.
4UX140.
general
2403-Rworn Harness,
Inquire
dition;
SS50; terms; also choice lot,
pnone
Beeond.
North
FOR RENT
gparltnents.
furnished sleeping FOR RENT One
some knowledge of Spanish pre- Fourth ward, (0x142, 1750; terms. Na- inquire 1315 west Mountain road.
with
store;
out on
double
house,
sleeping
porch,
s'leof
ROOFINO
room; close In. 317 Snuth Third.
apart
ferred. A.
FOR RENT A good two-rooMacArthur
Co.,
Wagon tional Investment Co., 206
west side.
West Gold,
Inquire
unfurnished, except range.
ment, well furnished for housekeeping, EXPERT guaranteed work, phone 18S4-Mound, N. M.
RENT
G35.
Two
or
FOR
three
We
208
phone
South
housekeeping
Have
Others
CO.
Ask Us.
DRIVERLESS FORD
Broadway.
COLA AND IRCfV
204 South Second.
gas range; no stele, 5 10 West TIJeras.
rooms, connecting.
WANT RELIABLE AGENTS to sell the FOR SALE New monies
Rates 15o per mile.
cottage, com
by owner; one FORDS FOR RENT
FOR RENT Three-rooTUB great double tonic, at all soda
furFOR RENT Two and three-roobest Health and Accident Insurance
31
o
n.
conven834 West Hold: one
per hour minimum. Special rates FOR RENT Nice, clean sleeping and
modern
all
furnished;
ROBERTS-TURNEpletely
louniains.
nished housekeeping apartments.
for the money In the world. The largest 110 North Maple; one
R
four-roo310 week days.
Ask for them; ilsn auto ro
CO,
North Third. iences. 615 Enst Silver.
housekeeping ri'tyis. 121
FOR SALE Complete set of sixth-grad- e
Hotel. 21SM; North Second.
company of Its kind In America 1)9 out North Maple; terms. Call 121 West Sil pairing. 121 North Third, phone 680.
218 W. Gold.
FOR RENT Two rooms, furnished or FOR RENT Four-roowith
rhone 407.
bouse,
school books, used short while. Phone of 100 claims paid the day proof received. ver, phone
1949-apartment, 5001
FOR RENT Steam heated
605
unfurnished.
South
-- M.
Walter, phone
No different classes "A," "13." etc. Live FOR SALE
sleeping porch, partly furnished. Phone
East Silver,
In Park view court,
cozy modern h"itu SAVE upward of 60 per cent on tested I746-552.
1724 4 West Central
agents have made IS0O per month. RobertsMAN.ANO
rail 3. A. Hammond, phone 152-H- .
GINdER ALE
parts. Studebaker, Dodge, Olnsmoblle, FOR RENT Three modern
racing West Central, only five burns
-Turner
furnished
New
for
state
Co.,
RENT Furnished modern three-rooagents
FOR
home
TUB
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
furnished
ii'oit RENT Nice
product is Just a little better; Mexico ai d Arliona. 218 West Gold, Al- from business district;
Maxwell,
shade
Overland,
Grant,
Chevrolet,
garage,
tor
rooms
423
West
tight
housekeeping.
house, with two screened porches.
ooost i r.
E. M. F. : Interstate,
Chalm
trees, lawn and basement, at a bargain-Appladjoining
housekeeping apartment,
Santa Fs.
AllOKNKlK.
Mexico.
New
1006
South
buquerque.
n
Stoddard-DoytoEdlth;
Inquire
ers, Paige. Bulck, Dort.
owner, 1117 Kent avenue.
Ill Norm FOR SALE "en shares of Hryan fl.irves- bath; gas, private entrance.
FOR RENT Nice furnished rooms, 60o. WANTED At once, to buy or rent from JOHN W. WILSON,
Walter.
tcr stock. Call 3(4 South Broadway.
on corner lot, of and others. Engines for stationary, truck
FOR
SALE
Nice
home
75c
and
and
Second
Rooms,
II.
Crystal
modesn
use.
Attorney.
owner a three to
FOR RENT Furnished apartment, three or phone :D09-Mountain road and Virginia boulevard; and tractor or
silver.
looms II. 17 and 19, Cromwell Building.
OPPORTUNITY
house.
Any part
Apply S,, care
accessory for any auto,
l.iree rooms with sleeping porch, mod FOR SALE One-to- n
refrigerating plant, FOR YOTTNfl MAN; good education essen- small new house and cellar, lot 68x140; ALBUQUERQUE
Furnished room, very at FOR
tour-rooPhonj 1163-AUTO WRECKING CO. FOR RENT
Unfurnished
RENT
and
and
shade
trees,
fruit
water,
aiso two gasoline engines. Mann's
lights,
ern; water nud telephona paid; no dogs.
513-1- 5
West Central, phone 434.
tial; advancement as you qualify; think alfalfa. Call at (ill West Mountain road.
tractive, close in, reasonable. 616 West
PnVSICIANS ANO SCBOKONt.
house. 120 per month.
Inquire 116
02fi South Arno,
Dairy, phnne 1S81-ot
New Mexico's oldest wrecking house. Copper.
future; If you mean business and
Phone 1658-J- .
DH, a. I. BURTON,
furnished apart FOR SALE New while enamel three- - are your
vnn ijkkt-Two-r- oom
not afraid to start at the bottom, FOR SALE Cottage in south highlands. Used cars bought, sold and exchanged. FOR RENT Front bedroom, four win North Broadway.
Two-roofurnished house.
Ulseasee of the Stomach.
RENT
four rooms, large screened porch, water,
ment; hot and cold water, lights 421and
quarters Simmons bed. springs and apply F. W. Woolworth Co. 15c Store,
208 FOR
5
dows, close to town; reasonable,
Vs
Suite.
.
per cent on dismantled
rent reasonable.
with sleeping porches; modern; 130
Burnett Building.
mattress. 632 West Lead.
tights, large lot, garage, chicken house. SAVE
phone paid;
before 9 a. m. Thursday.
parts, tires, bstterles. springs, wheels, North Rixth.
Call at 706 East Santa Fe.
flOO down, balance like rent; priced
month.
etc.,
Kouih Broadway.
per
DR.
8.
C. CLARKE,
15
and up;
TYPEWRITERS, all makes,
electrical
equipfenders,
rims,
bearings,
OUTSIDE
rooms,
1100
three-roosoutn
water,
for
sale.
Four-rooat
Call
stucco
sleeping
running
rignt
quick
modern, nicely
FOR RENT Modern
FOR RENT
$3 per month. Albuquerque Typewriter
Eye, Eur, Nose and Throat.
ment, magnetos, gears, axles and drive
close In . Lineman
Apartments. 312
Walter, or phone 698.
new, close In. Exchange, 121 South
Barnett Building.
house, nice glassed sleeping pnrcn, to
furnished apartment,
Fourth.
Phone lit.
Female.
rtdlatora, etc.; a complete line of South Third.
1101 South Walter.
FOR SALE Charming Home, six rooms, sliafs, for
deslrnlile
Office Hours
Phone 250, or Inquire Dodson'a Garage, FOR SALE Will sell all
couple.
all
d
cooit
to
wuiyswoman
Homer
fine
models;
Overland,
my
WANTED Middle-ageI to 1 a. m.. and 8 to 8 p. re.
beautiful lawn, parts
400 North Fourth.
decorated,
recently
partly fur LIST your vacnnt houses witn the City
carmeaux pigeons. Phone 29-4, 6. 8; Bulck, 4: Studebaker, FOR RENT Three rooms,
Mis. ' on dairy. Phone 420
Knight,
808
North LTghth,
nished end bath.
trees, shrubbery, fruit trees, large garJune 1, deirable furnished George Slglhofer. 503 North First.
FOR RENT
Realty Co., for prompt and efficient
Chalmers, Reo 4; Paige, 4: Overland, phone 637-WANTED Cook; must have references. den, garage; best residential district. 4,6: 6; Huomoblle,
207 West Gold, phone 667.
and
L-bath,
W. M. SHERIDAN. M. D."
service
Maxwell,
apartment, four rooms
pleasure
1 A
and
1429 West Central, phone 1n"3-J- .
e
App4y 80 West Copper.
10H West FOR SAIE Used tractors,
490-RENT
Nice
FOR
irinssed In sleeping porch.
Mitchell,
sleeping
with
and
house
B.;
Chevrolet,
trucks;
RENT Three-rooFOR
with
Hardware
gang
Limited to
plows.
in
Pro
una-vwith
rooms.
for
ait'A
school
SALE
224
FOR
HAVE
home
Small modern cottage
girl
North GEMTOPractice
Centra l. prronw
Albuquerque Hotel,
good
6; Saxon, 6. A complete line ner rings,
. URINARY
sleeping porch, furnished.
Department, J. Korber St Company.
lIfEASE3
double garage, screened porch, bath gears, pinions and transmission gears North Second.
ri bulit-145 month.
Phone 1568-family; light nousewora inlofis.
Sycamore.
umi RENT One large and ons smalfor FOR SALE Fresh buttermilk and cot ch testant
AND
DISEASES
Phone
n
nd
a
board.
room
p
OF THE 6KIN
Mcintosh
decoratea
for
ge
features, etc.; newly
and axle shafts for any car,
FOR RENT Room and sleeping porch FOR RENT Modern brick seven-roocompletely
apartment, furnished
Hassenuao
tage cheese: also fresh inllk tn rallon
In Connection.
well furnished, on corner lot Auto Co., 311-1- 5 West Copper.
Laboratory
J15
throughout,
619
107.
to
Phone
bath.
housekeeping.- - Crane Apartments,
.iolnlng,
handy
house, furnished suitable for boarders Cltlieng Bank
lota. Swayne's Dnlry. phone 1916-saleswoman. only one block from car line; terms
Bio. Phono H86.
West Gold.
WANTED
North Severn n. pnone nn.
Experienced
WHEN IN NEED OF
or home. 118 North Mnple. phone 2272-1200 down, balance like rent, 1100 South
FOR SALE Pianos and player pianos;
at ' The Economist."
TIRES, rims, csrburetors, springs, msg-neto- s FOR RENT Two large rooms, furnished FOR RENT Out of
Apply
FOR RENT Fu histied apartments, conor
93.
pre-wtown,
Walter,
10B.
P.
phone
Phone
Geo.
values.
C.
F.
M. D.
wheels, gears, axles,
no
or
sick
children.
venient to sanatorlums; four rooms, Learnard Piano
generators,
for
BAKES,
housekeeping;
adobe house with sleeping porch, not
Co., 214 South Walter.
SALE
On south
side handy to bearings, horns, sccessorles
503 North Fourth.
glassed-i- n
wiVTEn Amerlr.un woman fur general FOR
sleeping porches, gas; m East
Lall pnone Diseases of the Eye. Glasses Fitted
and cold water, furnished.
frame COME TO PARTS HEADQUARTERS.
rsllroad employes -- a five-rooand all band Instruments,
housework: ero home nlgnts; goou
Centrsl car line, usti jszj u,ast t.enirm, SAXOPHONES
or
Two
furnished
three
240J.J4.
Office removed to 114 N. Seclot WE HAVE SALVAGED TO DATE THE FOR RTNT
fifty-fowith
new or used. Private or class Instruc wages;
or see McMllllon ft Wood, ch'.oe 48.
give name address and city refer dwelling,
roums for light housekeeping. Inquire FOR RENT Nicely furnv.Tied new four- - ond at. Ground floor. Phone 842.
See house No. 418
nnd improvements.
above. Fred K. Ellis, Ph. 802-FOLLOWING MAKES OF CARS:
ence.
K. p., or care Morning journal.
Three large, cool rooms and tions
FOR RENT
ir.24 North Second.
: bath,
on terms.
ana
KTlbO
Cadillac.
West
Dae.
front
room
Atlantic;
C!5.
D65;
Bulck
C24,
price
bungalow
Dfi,
SALE
FOR
Alrdale puppies, males, $15; WANTED Elderly woman to keep house
glassed sleeping porch, bath adjoining,
CHIROPRACTORS
City Realty Co., !0t 'West Gold, phone Chalmers, Chandler. Chevrolet 490, FB, FOR RENT Two furnished housekeeping porch, garage: l.iOl East central. Appiy
females, ill), c. w. Hunter Ranch,
nicely furnished for housekeeping, neat
for about tnree monms, 667.
for
t,
4 East i
rooms, with sleeping porch; no chilDodge. Dort,
'
Baby Grand;
end Rio Grande boulevard.
Phone while gentleman,
and clean; aesiraoie summer locauou, north
Is awsy; must be good cook
wife
2409-RFord. Hup 20. II. K. N.; Maxwell. Mitch dren. 1103 South Edith.
Throe-rom- n
e
fur
modern
RENT
FOR
H West CoaL
Address
and have elty references.
Chiropractor.
WANTED Poaition
ell Olds s, overiana, every mouei; eajon FOR RENT
nished house; two g;assea-i- n
Lovely front bed room,
ID and to ArmU- - Building.
steeping
Box 628, city.
4 and
FOR RENT Strictly private, thoroughly FOR SALE Slmmors ivory bed, com
(; Studebaker 4 and I; Willys-Knigh- t,
608 East Pacific,
suitable for two: no sick. 316 North porches.
inquire ai
plete, sanitary couch, kitchen table, WANTED Woman, aged
modern apartment, very reasonable
to assist WANTED Clerical work of any
model.
every
1670-.a
Albuquerque-Sant909
fe- - Taos
Wslter.
Fouth
95-J.
Eleventh,
phone
Phone
mirrors. 710 North Eighth,
rent, close In; two nice rooms, sleeping and two
If you don't see your car in tne aoove
owner In care of small hotel, coumry
DAILY KTAIIE
brick house.
FOR RENT Glassed-i- n
phone 14H2-sleeping porch, FOR RENT Three-rooporch, bath, extra store room In basenear Albuquerque; gooa wage", WANTED Washing by the dozen or list, remember,
town,
To
Taos
Down)
(Read
1142-furnishwith kitchenette; modern and
modern and furnished, sleeping porcn
ment. 410 North Sixth, or phona
FOR SALE Cabbage and tomato plants; hoerd and room. Aooly at once, 221
WH ARE PA LVAflTNif LATH MUD- -rough dry. Call 1703-Leave
7:80 a. m.
ed. 222 South Broadway.
and front porch, cellar and yard. Ap- CARS EVERY DAT.
10(1!
aiso llower plants; verbena, phlox. West Gold. Do not phone.
VVAKHINOTON
APARTMENTS
Arrive
WANTED Men's washing, silks a speci...10:30 a. m.
of used IMPERIAL ROOMS Nl s, clean rooms; plv 407 south waiter
stock
to
In
addition
the
location one of the asters, pinks, cosma, marigold and salvia wanted Good woman cook to in
largest
West Central;
1304.
Leave
13:30 u. m.
Phone
alty.
COMa
we
seven-roo1123
or
stste.
unfurthe
week.
carry
in
Routh
Over Pastime FOR RENT Modern
rates by day
parts
Leave
Broadway.
...12:30 p. rn.
"beauty spots" of Albuquerque; every plants.
permanent position under Ideal con- WANTED Work by the hour,
In
PLETE line of NEW gears, drive shafts, Thealer, 21 Hi West Central.
nished house: desirable location.
Arrive
1343-M- ,.
apartment has private bath, electrle range FOR your HOME-MAD6:0) p. m.
CAKE8. phone ditions: must be good pastry, meat and
-- fter .6:30 p. m.
axle shafts and general accessories, (or FOR RENT Unfurnished kitchen and quire Mr. Sherman at First Savings Bank
uune oo,
To Albuquerque (Read 1 1)
135B-and all monern conveniences.
Mrs. Grant, or Formhals' gro- vegetable cook; no bread to bake or MOUSE)
lawn ev-r- y
car.
.floor.
3.
cleaning,
wsxlng,
Co..
ami
In
Trust
7:00 p. m.
pnone
bed
also
three
fur
for
Albuquerque
J. TV BAKIN. Proprietor.
attention
orders
...Arrive...
rooms,
to
cery. Special
large porch;
dishes to wash; wages unimportant. been
OUR PRTCF.S ARB THF1 LOWEST.
work. Call J. W, Lowe, phone 1.1Q-Santa re
Three-rooLeave... 4:00 p. m.
nished partly. 124 South EdlttK
furnished cotparties or bsnquets. TRICES RIGHT.
FOR RENT
applying atate where you have
VIADUCT GARAGE.
Santa
how
Fe
WORKS
IUSPAIR
and
GENERAL
Arrive.
..12:45
Phone
p. m.
and
year
sleeping porch.
tage, bath
FOR RENT Larga front room, ground
FOR SALE From one to twelve gallons working during the past more than one, REPAIR
600 SOUTH SECOND.
ask for W. F.
Arrive. ..11:15 a, m.
furlispaucla
anything. 613-at 1524 East Cen- call for
of the finest of Jersey milk, 3ba per long at each place. If
FOR BUST Cool, thoroughly cleanrooms
floor, four windows, one block off. ear 3S1-houss In the state.
parts
Taoe
a. m.
7:30
and
Leave...
or
age
of
nine
and
twelve.
two
Z042-Jthree-fourtfront
between
nationality,
1r;il.
609 West Fruit, pnone
NURSE wishes permanent position,
nished apartment
line.
mile south- wages received, your
gallon at ranch,
FARE TO SANTA FE, S4.SU
four-rooconfinement cases.. 601 South Walter.
house
New
and kitchenette: hatlt adjoining; large west of Rnrelas brlilge. Fletcher Ranch. general experience. Address V. It., care
SALE Ranches
FOR
rooms and FOR RENT
HOTEL
Sleeping
ELGIN
TO
11.60.
TAOS,
not
will
close.
In;
screened front poreli;
screen porch, shed, garage, fire place,
WANTED To do genera) housework or
SPOTS Heel and arch cushions Journal.
housekeeping apsrtments, by the day,
Albuquerque Headquarters
Rlngllng
A small ranch, three-fourtrent to slclc or children. 124 South Arno. SOFT
FOR 6ALK
chicken yard; one block from Presby- Brothers'
work as chambermaid.
week or month. 602
West Central.
Phone iot.s-Male and Female.
prevent fallen Insteps; cure all font
cigar store, 310 West Csntral
Sanatorium. 114 North Cedar.
mile west of bridge; modern bouse.
terian
. Phone 600.
Avet.
stentroubles, II. Plantar Arch Supports. Thus. PREPARE for a superior pusitun
To.
rooms
WANTED
and
with
RENT
do
Furnished
FOR
sleep
typewriting
j
James.
J.
five-roofurnished
Central.
409
West
Two
F. Keleher Lesther Co.,
Santa Fe Headquarters Bank Confec-tlnner- y.
ograph!, work. Room I, Mellnl build- ROBERTS-TURNEing porch for light housekeeping; wster FOR RENT 314 and 218 North
attending our Summer Sessions.
Co., 218 West Cold and lights fiirnlsnefl.
Phone 22S.
Maple;
710 West l.eso
bungalows,
ing.
FOR SALE Stodard's Lectures, fourteen
.
instruction; rspld progress.
at
135
rancli
per
handled
for HAVE
School
avenue, have
properties FOR RENT Front room, well furnished, will rent until September
volumes, leather bound, S10: twelve Inl summer rate. Western 301-your blankets laundered the right
c 11 at 724 East Central.
Plense
FOR BENT Newly decorated, most restTIME CARDS
month.
years.
Phone
Mi
Rlchsrd
volumes
Davis,
Private Secretaries.
Harding
way; also your psrsonal laundry. Phone
furnished four
adjoining bath, use of phnne, close tn;
ful and attractively
In
house
Unfurnished
FOR SALE Seven snd a half acres of one or two gentlemen. 703 West Silver.
J938-three volumes World's War, 1. Inquire
RENT
FOR
rooms; modern; Janitor aervloo once a 1524 North Second.
with
rooms
on
Fourth
street;
North
best
land
the
four
Fourth ward;
large
FOR SALE .Poultry-Eg- g.
FOR RENT Two large cool rooms and
If Interested see tnis inesi apart,
WANTED Registered
week.
pharmacist wauls
'
terms. Phnne S414-Rshade trees, lawn' and garage;
ASBESTOS ROOF PAINT
roa-- i.
Don't phone. McCrelght's Apart
kitchenette, nicely furnished for house hath,
position, ten yeara' experience. 123 easy
1122-FOR SALE Ranch on - North Fourth keeping; modern conveniences,
lOT) for all kinds ot roofs. 11 per gal- FOR SALE Twelve laying hens. Phone North Maple.
816 West modern In every respect. Phone
tnen't Home, J 16 West Lead.
.
house
with
lon.
The Mansano Co., 110 South
street six miles from town, on main Coal.
71.
FOR RENT Three-roofirst-claWANTED
work,
General
office
by
1834-car
a
built up FOR SALE A few
snd two
service;
Walnut, phone
Try
ditch; paved road; street
sleeping porch
glssscd
laying hens; Rhode
Call for Cowden, room sixteen
BEST sleeping room In town for 112.59 screened
typist.
modin
In
balance
wheat
and
acres
unfurnished
roof; will last as long as the building.
alfalfa,
porches,
Island Reds. 1017 South Walter.
803, Combs Hotel.
per month, ntoely furnished, clean, ern.
Phone 8414-JGenuine
FOR SALE Extra special:
Inquire 301 South Edith, phone
KPINGTON
CARPENTERING
eggs for hatching; COLORED
LAUNDRESS wants every FOR SALE OR TRADE Five acres In cool; private entrance and bath; no sick. 1S40-Porto Rico, Nancy Hall and Pumpkin BUFF
147J-60
Iron.
West
WI8TBCON.T Dally.
.
Phone
blue
ribbon
winners.
hours
12.50
per day, eight
Thursday,
JOB HAM. Yam sweet potato plants; per 1,000, $1.50; 61 Wsst
new three rooms. Train.
oKTTlwnRD THE ODD
Frultvale, near paved road; fine grape
Arrive. Depart
furnished FOR RENT House,
Fruit
work. Phone 743-rnnne
or chicken ranch; easy terms to right FOR RENT Exclusive, well
B.000, 16.25; 10,000, 110. Immediate ship
All kinds or wora.
1
glassed-l- n
bath.
poroh.
sleeping
1:30 pro 1:1 pra
No,
The
hot
'
ng
with
site
fifty
porch,
sleep.
ns
chickens,
room,
FOR
SALE Frying
WANTED By younii man, position
heat-'i- n ment.
and No. I Cant. Soout....
Waugh Plant Farm, Waco, Texas.
party. Phono 693, or apply room is, First water heat andlarge
located. screened porches, electric lights, gasSanaLlmlted.lv:30 am 11:00 am
Phone 863-p II.' McCAFFRET, plumbing and Phone
Adcents
bath;
centrally
pound.
(60)
per
woutn
will
work
or
waiter.
lioo
reasonably.
bookkeeper;
National bar.k,
Areola heat, opposite Methodist
FOR SALE Two used safes, at bargain between a and 7 p. m.
reDalr w 't a tpeolalty.
No. 1 Fargc
621 West Coal
Fast. .10:60 am 11:30 am
Phone 1744-dress Stick," care Journal.
torlum, phone 2400-P.1870-- J
prices: one very large, double door,
SALE OR TRADE Ten acres of
No,
The Navajo. .18:85 am 1:0 am
glassed FCiR RENT
Thirteen thoroughbred I AUDIT, check, open, close and keep FOR
burglsr-prochest: one FOR SALE
Four-rooand berry FOR RENT Ono largsoneroom androom
with
orchard
the
finest
Mosler,
patch-wor- k
SOUTHBOUND.
apple
bungalow.
REPAIUKU,
HOOFS
and
LEAKY
large
White Leghorn hens and rooster; also
sleeping porch, also
books; prepare liuanclnl statements. ground In the Osarks of Missouri; a
10:10 psa
ww medium else, Cary filing safe. Address
a
glassed sleeping porch, modern, well No. 39 SI Paso Exp
snecla ty; wora luarwwou,
furnished for
Phone 1638-Income tax returns,
etc Walter L, money-makfor some one Interested; canvassed porch, nlcoly
furnished with piano, No. 27 El Paso Eip
George A. Fleml. g. East Las Vegas, N. pair guineas. Milk-feIn snd completely
11:1 aui
..
nnlnrs. 14S0-- J.
light housekeeping; modern: car stops1223
fattened Wllllsms, Hike' Club, phone 461.
In or around AlM.
crate
no
SALE
close
FOR
for
will
trade
property
screened
front
sick;
vorch;
EASTPOUND.
large
can resurface tlRK EFFECTO AUTO TOP and seat
ffooil SANDINO andWamake
or write W. C front of house, clean and airy.
Call 2366-broilers and fryers. 60o per pound.
70S West Silver.
In.
1
No.
1:40 pm
buquerque.
8:10
Inquire
The
like
pm
them
Navajo..
south F.dlth.
your old floors
Swift. Boulevard road, phone 1920-FOR SALE ' Real Estate A., 61214 North Fifth.
corNil 4 Calif. Limited. 6.00 pm 1:40 pin
dressing. Elfecto Auto Enamel.
outside FOR RENT Unfurnished five-rooAll
rem and mako your now floor perfeot
OCCIDENTAL HOTEL,
on automobiles. FOR SALE Hatching eggs, 8. O. Light ('Oir'SALli
acres,
twenty-tw- o
Enamel
8
BALE
B.
1:10 pm
South
No.
Valspar
1:25
433
FOR
r.
Ranch,
close
ner
Fifth;
pm
at
house,
or
In,
Bight..
Phona S070-rooms and new furniture, furnished
Thirty lots," "by owner,
Homestesd
Plymouth Cottage Print
Brown Leghorns. 15. 11.60; 8. C Dsrk
house, garngo, fine orchard,
:i0 am
greenery; modern, Nn, to The Scot.... 1:30 ana
ma lown. a. u4 y.amora.
also sleeping good neighborhood,
unfurnished apartments;
?,.THAC'nNtj AND BUILDING, all Floor Paint Roof Paint and Cement. Sat- Brown
alfalfa.
$3. Robinson, Old
18,
Impleno
of
kinds
berries,
no
fruit,
all
Leghorns.
143.20;
save
nor
furnace
reca
garage;
south.
and
kinds adobea a specialty isfaction assured. Thos. F. Keleher I.eatn- - Town, phone 1388.
lot on ments, horses, cows: owner leaving ac rooms at 14 to 17 per week; hot
FOR SALE One good fifty-fo.iifnrnlalred
8:86 pm
sick ever In house, none taken; no chil- Ho, II
Paso
El
new
room:
manage
on
in
eoid
watee
each
East
near
frc. A. H. MaC'a. Cn.. ot Wes. Central Phone :os7-- j.
Silver,
Highland park,
count of health; two mllea from
dren. Phono owner, 1162-W- ,
BABY
CHICKS ana catching eggs
mornings, Nn. to From El Paso : am
82314 East Central. W. F. Barnett.
Jntvre, 322
North Eleventh, phone
terms. J. A. Hammond. 824 Bast
Phone ment. 1633-boulevard.
old Town
.
7 to 8: evenings, 8 to
No. II
No. 10 onnnects at Teleo
Mountain ' View S. a' R. I. Reds; prise easy
Silver.
low prices
box phone
1417-RDRESSMAKING
348.
Postofflce
my
or
owner.
f WANT you to Investigate
and
El
at
winners
Paso,
Albuquerque
for Clovls. Feoee Vslis- -. Kaaar City and
, Lii,nv nr.tnealllnn
'
i
198, Old Albuquerque, N. M.
on any am"
bred for the best tn color, type
ii
Denver;
C
T
RENT
Miscellaneous
Oast
FOR
d
FOR
RENT
Storeroom
Office Koomt
have in view. a. iu. rnuu. 175-v
and egc production. Order chlx In ad- FOR RENT
No. 33 oonneot. at Melon wits No, II
TYPEWRITERS
vance. C P. Hay, !8 North High.
WI l. L. arrange to suit tenant a 25x100 from Clovle and points sat- - and sai'h
)w Builder, bolt 41. City. Phnne
FOR RENT Office ro- - a. Luna Strlckler
v X
"iterations, repairing, large DRESSMAKING 620 and sewing of all kinds,
foot
413
brick
Copcondition:
at
West
good
TYPEWRITE??!
RENT
building;
FOR
Building
All makes overhauled
building. Korber Atito PepsrtmsntNorth Thirteenth.
'' , ..,.!. .mall: work by contract or by reasonable.
ure
reaeonahlo
per: suitable for garage. Inquire II. B opposite Ssnta Fe shops:
and repaired. Ribbons for every ml'
FOR RENT Office opposite postofflce
.......
PLEATING, accordion, side and b.n;
Ex Sherman, at First Savings Bank and terms. See or write L, Heyman, 109
Ilin (
njnB'jiiovio
TvMssrltar
Albuouerona
and
chamber
commerce.
Wright hina.
mall order. V. Crajie..v21S North FQR. RENT Kxeellent pasture for dairy
Climates free.p..,.".
Call B. 8. John.
, M,
North
103-First!
Trust
3,
Fourth.
122
Albuquerque,
South
phone
Company,
thous
stio-,tchange,
rnone
Gold.
Fourth
and
crane Apartments, pnone sit,
A, W, 1'egan,
building,
stock,
JoBat
seventh,
urn J7i0--

Phone

it

..........

HERE'S

hi

fr

r

rOR"RENTgtitt

If
I'age Ten.

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL
FINAL EXERCISES

CLIQUOT CLUB GINGER ALE
THIS MORNING

Waukesha, Arcadia Ginger Ale, Budweiser, Coca

A

Cola, Soda Pop, Etc.

OH ICE
i

Another shipment of those splendid N. B. C. Cakes
and Crackers is due tomorrow.

WARD'S X ASH
508 West Central.

STORE,;

THEATER

INDIAN

Go

Today

BEADED BAGS
MOCCASINS, CURIOS
PILLOW TOPS
BASKETS
RUGS
NAVAJO

3.

Invocation,
8.

JEWELRY

J.

Rev. A. M.

4.

ROTHMAN'S

'LITTLE LORD,

MOM
from

;'TOiWCCS

UOOGSON

DUI5NCTTS

'famous ttory

UOO,

3:10, 5:20,

l,lRh
'!"ls original
country? c. M. V.
A. The high Rchool is distinctly
? vAeicRn intitution.
The Eng- id In
u0f Boston' found-- t
i"001 the
flrst of s kind
gradually. n fr
schools were established

7:

9 VT V
Special Orchestra will
company the picture
the evening show.

ac-

at

the

hiKh

M

Q. Where did
mvsslon "Jlr--' a helm.!.....
,1
from? ,1. R. p.
A',, Posslb,ly from
cal ed tl.o 'are
r,.iik...i.
found chiefly i the streams emp:
ylng Into the Great Lakes. This
mi extremely ugly but
harmless
creature that is perfectly
exceed-ingltenacious of life and hibernates in cold weather.
Q. Was the play -- Shore Acres"
ever known by any
other name?

Admission:
MATINEE:
Adults 35c; Children 15c
NIGHT:
Adults 50c; Children 35c
COME EARLY
AVOID THE CROWD

v

James A. Heme wrote
Shore Acres" in 1 883-8- 4
it
was first produced as "The and
Haw- as inicago in 18 92. tinkine
us present name when it played in
a tew weeks later.
Q. Row many
Hessian
brought to this country during the
Revolutionary war? S. W. 11,
A.
The total number of Hes.
sinns brought to America was 21 .
7, of whom 17,31 3 returned.
The
"the,-,- , eltlier died
or remained
here to become citizens.
These
(JrPat Britain about
.0,000 pounds.
Q. Are bananas grown from
seeds or sprouts? R. K.
A.
The species grown for fibre
and for ornament usually produce
seed and are nropagated by planting seeds. The edible banana of
commerce has a perennial root
from which the plant. Is perpetuated by snrnuts or suckers.
Q. What
stntes have more
women tlnn men in their population?
.
A.
Females exceed males In
Massachusetts. Rhode Island, Nw
York. North Carolina. South Carolina. Georgia. Alabama and In the
District of Columbia.
O. Row could
be prehistoric? M. X. anything
A.
In a literal sense this expression Is incorrect, for nnythin?
or event of which there Is record
necesarily is historic to the degree
of the xtcnt of th record.
O. now long did the Cnlwms
M. 1).
fight for independence?
A.
The struggle of the Cubans
for independence
becan in 18?S
and continued until 1899.
O. When rronm
chnnged to
butler is there n rhvlcnl or chemical change? 1. Xi, R.
A.
The dairy division
snys
when cream Is changed to butter
it Is a physical change.
O. Docs
the
hlnpopolamus
sweat Mood? W. C. f.
A curious
A.
feature of the
sldn of this animal Is the reddish
exudation from its pores when It
is excited or in pain.
It Is called
bloody sweat, but the blood has no
part in it.
A

I

LOCAL ITEMS

Coal Supply Co Phone 4 and 6.
Carl ('. Magee will speak to the
Men's club of the Congregational
church tonight at 8 o'clock on
"Christian Citizenship."
Fred Crollott returned yesterday
from Kl Paso where he went last
Meek In company
with former
Governor A. O. Larraznolo.
There ate undelivered telcgrern"
at the Western Union for J. Dell
Moran, M. E. Jfiggins, H. O.
Alexandria Kalinl, David C.
Carr, M. Shaw and Walter Vincent.
Fnctory woofi. full truck load,
four dollars. Hahn Coal Company.
Phone M.
Cottonwood Grove No. 2, Woodman circle, will hold a regular
meeting tonight at 7:30 o'clock In
I. O. O. F. hall. The degree team
is requested to attend. There will
be initiation of candidates.
Word has been received here of
1he death, in Venice, Calif., of Alfred Crawford, who was a resident
here in 18SH. His daughter, Mrs.
W. !?. Patterson, of this city, left
Yesterday for Venice, where the
funeral will le held.
Messenger. Phone 1613-IJos-tro-

'

10-l-

KIWANIS CLUB WILL
NOT MEET TODAY; TO
ATTEND U. EXERCISES
of the visit of several
Becaii'
thousand Shrincrs in the city and
because of the university commencement exercises, to be held
this morning, to which tin members are invited, the Kiwanis club
will not have its regular meeting
this noon at the T, M. C. A. The
club members will lvote the day
to attending the graduation at the
Mate university and entertaining

the

vIsitorH.
A. L. Martin, president
club, will leave today for

on his way to

of the
the east

Toronto, Canada,

where he will nllend the Kiwanis

H. V, Robinson, the
convention.
other delegate to the convention,
will leave in about a week. He
expects to Join Mr. Martin in Chicago, whence they will both proceed to Toronto.
Dr. IT. M. Bowers the district
('"legate, will not be able to go to
e
il national meeting because of his

0EATHSAND

FUNERALS

GARCIA Cleotllde Garcia Jied
yesterday afternoon at her apartments after a short illness. She
i
survived by two sisters and one
brother. The body was taken to
rollott's funeral parlors, pending

funeral arranpements.

The
illdorMeeve fchvlrlr
211 Cast Uutrul. I'uuue 797--

!o

INDIANS

CLOSES

WITH EXERCISES

i'i.iWorP

nWt in
Ilia

NOW SHOWING
Heiress Elopes With Her Handsome Chauffeur

Commencement
Held

Program

Last Night at School

Followed By Alumni
ation and Meeting.

Initi-

Opening with an Invocation by
Rev. Father A. M. Mandalarl, the
malan school commencement exercises began last night at 7:30
o'clock. B. C. Hernander delivered
the commencement address, after
which the diplomas were presented
to the graduating class by Reuben
I' rry, superintendent of the school.
The exercises were followed by
an alumni initiation and business

At 3 o'clock yesterday
meeting.
afternoon a baseball game was
played, and at 6:30 o'clock, a band
concert, fullowed by wand drills,
was given.
The roll of the class of 1922 is
lonows: jonn it. Anuno, i'ueoio,
Iaguna: Marcelina Chaves. Pueblo.
Ijiguna; Delores A. Chaves, Pueblo
Anna D. Cruz, Pueblo, Kan
Juan; Charles F. Daily, Pueblo,
Robert M. Eckerman, Pueblo, laguna; Marie E, Garcia, Pueblo, Sau Felipe; Mae R. Gaco, Pueblo, Ijiiguna; Howard B. Gorman,
Navajo; Francis E. Howard. Navajo; hulu M. Hathorn, Navajo; Julia
M. Lui.ero, Pueblo, Isleta; Henry K.
Pacheco, Pueblo, Laguna; Cynthia
I
Palsuno, Pueblo, Laguna; Angus
L. Palsano, Pueblo, Laguna; Ah
Kinilthbah Peshlakai, Navajo; Benjamin K. Romero, Pueblo, Laguna;
Murguret L. Sarracino, Pueblo, Laguna; James H. .Solomon, Zuni;
Mary A. Tslosdla, Pueblo, Laguna,
Anna M. Thompson, Pueblo, Laguna; Benano K. Vallo. Pueblo, Laguna; John B. Watchman, Navajo.
a;

OR

FORFEIT

B. HAMPTON

by J5ANE

GOLDWYN

:

ADDED ATTRACTION:

"SPEED"
A GOLDWYN SPORT REVIEW
REGULAR PRICES

SHE

LI

AMO

TO

aice Jqjtntf

N. Y. HOTELS

BEING
FLOODED WITH ROOM
REQUESTS FOR A. B. A.

THE

SI
New Scenic Route is OpenMost Beautiful
ing Up
.
.
,
a

i,
LOUntry in tne immediate
Vicinity of This City.

Two and a half miles of the six
miles of road construction in the
Tejano canyon district, which is a
part of the proposed Ellis ranch
;oop through the Sandia mountains
is practically completed.
The new
road is a step toward the opening
up of the most beautiful mountain
country in the immediate vicinity
of Albuquerque.
The six miles of
new road will extend from San
to Ojo Lagunito, located almost directly behind the highest
peak in the gandlas.
Plans for the Sandia scenic road
were started by the district forest
service several years ago. The proposed loop extends from Albuquerque to the point in Tijeras canyon
just beyond the town of Tijeras,
where the loop branches to the left
following the present road into the
mountains as far as San Antonito.
When completed the road will extend through Ojo Lagunito to Ellis
ranch, a distance of four miles;
from Ellis ranch down to the
uquerque-Santa
Fe road and back
to Albuquerque.
The two and a half miles about
completed, will he open to the public on Sunday. It is inadvisable for
cars to attempt the trip on week
days as the road crews will be at
work and heavy blasting might endanger the lives of tourists.
Alb-

HIDE AND SEEK GAME
DOESN'T APPEAL TO
PAIR OF DESERTERS
"We're tired of being scared every time we see somebody," J. J.
Powlewica declared, when he and
R. W. Burnes stepped into the police station and confronted Chief
Galusha. f "We know we're going
to be caught some time and we
might as well take our medicine
now." ho added and then explained
to the chief that he and Burnes
were deserters from the army.
Powlewlcz deserted from Camp
Lewis early In February and
Burnes sneaked away from Fort
Bliss the same month.
"I've had plenty of time to think
about it," Burnes claimed. "And
being in the army's pie to ducking
around all day for fear of being

According to a letter received
here by the First National bank
from the secretary
of the hotel
committee
for
the American
Hankers' association, hotel reser
vations and accommodations
for
the association convention in New
ork this fall are rapidly becom
ing scarce.
Almost the entire allotment of
rooms at the Hotel Commodore,
which Is the headquarters hotel.
already been engaged, whll e
reservations In other hotels are
also being made.
The praric? procedure for making reservations is to file an application directly with the hotel at
which the delegate plans to stay.
The letter states that "it is the aim
of the hotel committee to secure
suitable and satisfactory accommodations for every delegate" and
that this "can be accomplished if
tho delegates will help to the extent of filing their reservations
promptly."

Cccil.B. DeMilIe

"Saturday Night9'
A PARAMOUNT PICTURE

For her a week of humble toil, then a care-fre- e
night
at Coney Island. For, him a week of cultured wealth,'
then a night in his opera box. And when these two
eloped and married what of the years that followed?
A
romance of every angle of New York
life. With a brilliant cast and a dazzle of beauty and

Cast Includes:
LEATRICE JOY
CONRAD NAGEL
EDITH ROBERTS
JACK MOWER
Theodore ROBERTS

heart-stirrin- g

,

modern pressed
brick bungalow, screened
82t W. Silver. Phono 11M9--

Owner,
Phono

1949-M-

FINE SHOE REPAIRING

Half Soles
75c
Rubber Heels, Goodyear ....40
Men's Halt Soles
90c
Rubber Heels. Goodyear.... 40c
CITY ELECTRIC SHOE SHOP.
213 S. Second St. Phone 5B7-Free Call and Delivery.
Work Done While You Wait.

ADVANCE IN PRICES:

When things look black, bring
your clothes to us.

NOTICE

BILL'S SHOP

The high school having closed for the summer, we are on
and after this date, discontinuing our Alameda bus service
until further notice.
Effective at the same time, tho service to Moukbridge
will be increased to thirty minutes, leaving Second and Central on the hour and thirty 'minutes after the hour, and leaving Monkbridgo at fifteen minutes to and fifteen minutes afLcr
each hour.
With the above changes, the 7o zone on the buses will be.
extended from Mountain Road to the North Fourth street
school, i. e., rate of fare for all points between North Fourth
street school and Central avenue, will be 7c. The rato of faro
lor all points between Monkbridgo and Central Avenue, will
be 10o as heretofore.
Wo believe that this extension of service to and from
Monkbrldge nnd the reduction of rates will be of great beneof that district.
fit to residents and will aid in tho

215 South Second St.

EXPERT WATCH MAKING
Engraving, Jewelry, Repairing
Opposite Postoffice.
118 Mouth Fourth.

FOR RENT

Ground Floor Office in Journal
Building. Inquire

CITY ELECTRIC

Journal Office.

By GEORGE ROSLINGTON. President.

WANTED

!

DAILY'S HASH AIID KARRY

pay good prices for firearms such as Rifles, Shot
Must be in
Guns, Pistols.
Acondition.
213 South first Street

206 East Central Ave.

-l

DYERS AND HATTERS
RVO CLEANING
Phone 433. Cor. nth and Gold

si

We have confidence in Albuquerque; its peohave
ple
displayed confidence in us; they caused
us to grow from a tiny store in the face of competition which might have swept us aside, to one large
and strong enough to be of help to' them. We have
always divided our profits with our customers and
felt there was no quality, price or service too good
for them. Thursday, June 8th, we hope to start our
"Daily's Gipsy Store" on its trail, which will be
from North Second to Fourteenth street.

GUY'S TRANSFER
Phone 371

J.

FURNISHED
APARTMENT

South Arno

Thomas' Ice Cream

'

321 South Second.

Sunday Plcnlca a Specialty.

178 TAXI

LIN

11

to Any Part of tho City
Special Rates to Picnic Parties
Large Seven Passenger Cars
Stand in Alley By
Meyer &,Slcycr Tuilor Shop.
25 cents

CERRILLOS

S

EGG

-

.

I3

Chairs' and a few other items.
I

'

EL'EFSTS"

uBtt

We

arrested."

"CISUT

NOTE

.

Ladies'

;

Matinee: Adults 25c; Children 10c.
Night: Adults 40c; Children 15c.
(Tax Included)

FOGG, The Jeweler V

New

821 W. Silver..

pleasure.

urn
aw

RHEUMATISM NEURITIS
Violet 'Ray Treatment
DR. I). R. MIRRAY.
T.
X.
Armijo Bldg. Phone 741.

For Sale Home

A Paramount Picture

PRODUCTION

All machines of the fire depart
ment were equipped with red head
lights yesterday. At night persons
can see the front red lights for

several blocks and will have more
opportunity to give the trucks or
the chief's car the right of way.
As no cars save those of the fire
or police departments are permitted by city ordinance to display red
front lights, there will be no confusion in the minds of auto drivers
or pedestrians as to whether the approaching car is entitled to the absolute right of way.

Production.'SatardayIht,

C ecu

RED HEADLIGHTS ARE
PUT 0NFIRE TRUCKS

A FEW WONDERFUL BARGAINS

Want Ads ijrlns Results,

jf

GREY

FURNITURE SALE

Journs.1

"D

WILDFIRE

w

To replace that broken window
glass. Albuquerque Lumber Co.
Phone 421. 423 North l int.

1T".

Adapted from the novel

PRODUCTION
distributed by

ht

Let Us Send a Man

"

A BENJAMIN

REMEMBER

town this week and is exRedeem your Crystal
pected to make her maiden White
Soap Coupons.
about
June
trip
Thursday,
8th.

f'

JEAN HERSHOLT

thrill.

the Santa Fe, left last night with
the two prisoners. He will turn
them over to the commandment at
TITLES Fort Bliss.

been

T"1r

(CANTVOORI

New York, June 6. The New DR. FRANK E. MacCRACKEX,
York State Athletic commission to- DR. DAISY B. MacCRACKEN,
Osteopathic Physicians.
Wo Are Always Busy.
day served notice on Johnny
K. P Building. Phone Office 89-THERE'S A REASON.
featherweight. boxing cham89-Residence
middlo-weigpion, and Johnny Wilson,
Expert Watch Repairing at
champion, that unless they
Reasonable Prices.
All Work Guaranteed.
sign articles by June 20 agreeing
YALE Bulgarian Milk la not made
to meet challengers for their tiI S E M A N
with powdrra or tablets, hut la cutles, the championship claims of ltured
with True Hnclllua Hulgnrlcua,
215 South 6econd
both will be declared forfeited, so
which Is the natural enemy of
e
far as the jurisdiction of the state
serma. Tt la rich and dellcloua.
commission is concerned.
Served at Bracy'a Cafeteria, or call
BUDDY'S JKKSKY FAKM8,
The commission stipulated that
l'hone S4I3-Kilbane must accept a challenga
by Johnny Dundee and that Wllion
must fulfill a contract it declares
1jj made some time ago to box Har
124
ry Orcb, who recently won the 'ight
rieavyweignt. title by defeating
room, bed room, large
Living
Gene Tunney.
bath adcloset, kitchenette;
Gallon, Packed,
and delivered, $1.00joining; private entrance. Large
Cleveland. Ohio, June
screened
front
porch. Cool. No
When told of the action of the New Phono sick or children.
Vork Athletic commission, Johnny
Kilbano, featherweight
declared tonight that ho c'tmlon,
Is willing
to defend his title nt the lcglll-inat- e
featherweight limit nt any
Furniture mid I'lnim Moving
place, provided a suitable
I.ocnl nud long dUliiiicc B & 1! time and
lt offered.
Kilbane dcelar?d
purse
Transfer. I'lmne 2" I.
ho Just returned from New York
today after a week's visit during
MV fill f. I.I. FD PINON
VCT
time ha had received no ofwill he delivered from the Fred whichfrom
any one to box.
Harvey New Stand. Alhtiqiirrone. fers
N. M.. PNTTI. FFRTHFR NO.
Broilers
For Sale
Gentry's
TICI-:- .
Famile S. Splti. 323 North
Poultry Hunch. Phone 17B9-To be sold today. First to come will get them.
Tenth.
G H. CONNER. M. D. D. O.
Among the lot: Fumed Oak Dining Room Set, LiDaily's Giosy Store has
Osteopathic Specialist.
Table and Duofold.
Also Rockers, Porch
brary
701-325-Tel.
Stern
1.
Bldg.
around
wandering

Redeem your Crystal
White Soap Coupons.

ML " ""llllri

r

CLAIRE ADAMi"

....

'

IWJ

,1'

With

story of n amazing meeting,
of a wonderful romance where
deeds back words.
It's the sort of a love story
every woman would like for her
own that will give every man a
A

Special Officer Lewis Beach, of

KILBANE AND WILSON
MUST SIGN ARTICLES

it''
i

W

mmmam

J

makp of K,f I"" did
Hutchinson and Itarncs
IISO wh,
they won the British and American
open clinmnionshin.
O. R. a.
soA. Both men used Spalding

Time of Shows

JL JL

p. m,

si

'ilf

v.

PKftFOPD

to it

A ZANE GREY PICTURE

Man-dala-

Vocal solo, Rev. Charles R.
McKean.
AT REDCCED PRICES
6. Address.
"The Higher Conservation," Kendric C. Babcock.
D..LL.
Ph.
D., Dean of the college
of arts and sciences, the University
of Illinois.
fi.
"The Same Dear Old Place."
(Wilson),
University men's octet.
MTSIC & JEWELRY STORE
7. Conferring of degrees. David
17 6. First St.
Phono 917-- J
S. Hill, Ph. D., LL. D., president of
the State University of New Mexico.
,
8. Recessional,
orchestra.
Members
the board of reof
Answers to Questions.
gents, faculty and senior class will
wear academic costume. The regents, faculty, seniors and speak.
.
I An.. - .1
icauw ran get me answer ers will assemble at 10:10 o'clock
to any question
by writing The AlIn Raynolds hall, where the acabuquerque Journal's Information demic procession will be form?d
Bureau, Frederic J. Raskin, DirecThe procession in the following
tor, Washington, D. C. This offer order will
proceed to Rodey nail;
applies strictly to information. The the president
of the senior class,
bureau cannot give advice on
legal the marshal, the senior class, memmedical, and financial matters. It bers of the faculty In Inverse ordoes not attempt to settle domestic der of
appointment or position, th?
troubles, nor to undertake exhausthe speakers, closing with
tive research on any subject. Write regents,
the president of the university.
your question plainly and biieflv
One full name and address
enclose two cents in stamps for and
return Postage All replies are sent
SCHOOL YEAR OF
direct to the Inquirer.)

r

1

TODAY AND TOMORROW

to
Procession
Academic
Form at Raynolds Hall,
Then Proceed to Rodey
Hall for Commencement.

Following' the honor exercises In
hall at 9:15 o'clock this
morning, when faculty and student
awards will be made, the commencement program will be held
in Rodey hall with Governor M.
C. Mechem, Nathan Jaffa, A. A.
Sedillo, J. A. Itiedy, Thomas F.
Keleher and Mrs. Rupert Asplund,
regents, Dr. D. S. Hill, president,
and Dean K. C. Babcock on the
platform.
Dr. Hill will make the presentation to the winners of the Col.
Goorge E. Breece (25 award for
the
excellence In engineering;
Chester C. French gold medal, the
Katherine M. Slmmg 125 award
for excellence In English and the
school certificates of excellence.
Other awards will be made by officials of the student body.
The full program for this morning's exercises Is as follows:
1. Processional,
At
orchestra.
10:15 o'clock the academic procession of seniors, faculty, regents,
speakers and president moves lrom
Raynolds hall to Rodey hall.
2. "America," University chorus
and audience.

Blankets

"America's Sweetheart"
in an ideal role and het
greatest picture

comrnnjocs

17 A

Rodey

Orders Delivered for 10c

Navajo

Let's

'

Phone 28

pASTIMI?

u

;

TMJULVni

HEATER

M. UNIVERSITY

.

June 7, 1922

ens

I

i

,

-
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WANTED
and cashier

Stenographer'

CONVENIENT TO HANDLE
Store Heat Cnlts per Ponnd.
More Pounds per Dollar.
Most
The
Satisfactory, Economical and Convenient Fuel for
Stove and Ranges. Order a Ton Today.

In

life insurance office. Willing to
learn life insurance business
office. Small saland run.-fh- e
ary to begin but will pay more
as you learn the business. Give
references and telephone number. Address
'
Box 434, Albuquerque, N. M.

IIAIin COAL CO.
ICE

LAUNDRY CO.
;

TO SEE THESE IS TO BUY

"THE r,ACNDRY
OF QUALITY"

w. p. Mcdowell

Dry Cleaning,
Dyeing, Hats
Cleaned and - Blocked, Rugs
latest process.
cleaned
by

1008 FORRESTER AVENUE

Phones

and 449.

Phone 91

CREAM

OF SUPERIOR
QUALITY AND FLAVOR

THE IMPERIAL

148

COAL

rNIFORM SIZE.

Bottled whole
ButtermilK.

milk., clarified.

'

panteurized.

Butter, Chum.

ALBUQUERQUE CO - OPERATIVE
-,

DAIRY ASSOCIATION

Phone 351

Thank You I . Call Again.
321 North Second St.
-"-

J

